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ACCOUNTABILITY IN A FEDERAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM
AN ABSTRACT

Accountability is

a

relatively new phenomenon in

education, although it has a somewhat longer history in

business and was introduced throughout the federal govern-

ment in the early 1960s.

This dissertation examines the

growing concern for accountability in education, the

meanings of educational accountability, and accountability
practices in federal education programs.
Educational literature is inconsistent and contra-

dictory in defining accountability; emphases vary from computerized reporting to institutional and/or political changes
in the school structure.

The writer reviews the available

definitions of educational accountability and defines it as
use of technical
a combination of several interpretations— the

interpretation
procedures to gather performance data and the
or failure,
of these data to predict educational success

and to suggest changes in the school system.
on the apThe body of the dissertation concentrates
title I of the
plicability of accountability procedures to
the largest federal
Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
refinement and introduction of
aid to education program. The
1

2

accountability measures in the title

I

program at the federal,

state, and local levels is traced through an
examination of
the original legislation and guidelines, subsequent
amend-

ments and regulations, and criticisms of the program both
from within and outside government.

In 1970, with the passage

of Public Law 91-230, accountability rules for title

more exact.

I

became

Public Law 91-230 included provisions for com-

parability, performance objectives, parental involvement,
and public access to information.
The most comprehensive accountability procedure in

title

I

is the monitoring instrument developed by the writer

for use in assessing state and local agencies

title

I

'

adherence to

rules, including the four legislative accountability

mandates
The instrument evaluates state administration of the

title

I

program, in terms of compliance with legal and regu-

latory requirements, program design, and management proficiency
in thirteen different program areas.

The writer developed a

list of criteria for each program area and a rating system,

with a scale of

1

to 5.

The entire instrument was field

tested and refined and is included as an appendix in this study.

Statistical data gathered from state and local title

I

reports, figures compiled by using the writer's monitoring
educainstrument during on-site visits to state and local
are used
tion agencies, and various internal USOE documents
measures had on the
to assess the impact the accountability
Subjective data, gathered during interviews
title I program.

3

with state and local title

I

officials, reports of USOE

staff members, and conversations with representatives of

special interest groups are also used as evaluative sources.

The data indicate that the accountability measures have re-

sulted in more effective title

data is available.

I

Mor achievement

programs.

There is less misuse of funds.

public is more aware of title
are involved in the title

X

I

activities.

program.

The

More parents

Common characteristics

of successful compensatory education programs can now be

identified
The data gathered in the study also revealed some

problem areas and the need for further research.

The writer

informaemphasizes the need for better local accounting and
an accounttion systems, more uniform evaluation procedures,
school and state
ability handbook, more technical assistance,

wide title

I

proadvisory councils, and better assessment

cedures for non-cognitive objectives.
the writer
In the final part of the dissertation,

title
examines the applicability of the

I

accountability mea-

and local education programs.
sures to other federal, state,
thrust within USOE, the status
He reviews the accountability
legislation in the states, and
accountability
educational
of
local
accountability systems in selected
of
implementation
the

school districts.

CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION:

I

A MOVE TOWARD

ACCOUNTABILITY IN EDUCATION
In the late 1950s , with the passage of the Na-

tional Defense Education Act, the federal government began to expand its role in education.

By the late 1960s,

the U.S. Office of Education and other federal agencies

were committing billions of dollars annually to education
at all levels

study.

1

— from

early childhood education to graduate

This outflow of dollars was based on the assump-

tion that "Federal, State, and local governments needed
to provide more money for education before schools could
be improved and do the job expected of them."

2

Un-

fortunately, this assumption did not include a pre-

requisite that the dollars be well spent.

1

Programs
T he Catalog of Federal Assistance

,

Washingpublished by the Office of Economic Opportunity, federal
of
ton, D.C., presents an overview of the extent
published
was
catalog
latest
involvement in education. The
in 1972.
and Governance
Edward J. Meade, Jr., "Accountability
Foundation Report adapted from
in Public Education," a Ford
on the Smaller Secondary
an address before the Committee
12, 1968.
School, Atlantic City, N.J., February
2

1

2

As expenditures for education continued to
grow,
the public began to demand an accounting

— what

3

effect did

the increased funding have on student learning, how
was
the money being spent, and were there ways of getting

more for the tax dollar.

Accountability, long a mainstay

of the business world, became a key word in education in

the early 1970s.

Leon Lessinger, one of the strongest promoters of

accountability for federal education at the federal level,
cites several causes for this sudden concern with ac-

countability
1.

2.

3.

:

The increasing percentage of the average family
income going for taxes caused the public to examine government expenditures at all levels more
carefully
The public began to question the effectiveness of
education when statistics in the late 1960's indicated many youths failed to meet job literacy
standards
Business and industry had developed numerous
management procedures to increase effectiveness
and efficiency.

Lesley H. Browder credits federal involvement in education for the growth of accountability.

He points out

that the federal government, in alloting state and local

governments massive new funding for education, demanded

The percentage of the Gross National Product
(GNP) used for education has doubled since the mid-1950s.
Today 6.6 percent of the GNP goes to education.
3

Systems Pla nning
Lessinger, Accountability:
ETC Publications, 1973),
in E ducation (Homewood, 111.
^ Leon

:

p.

8

3

evaluations of all programs and stressed the importance
of cost effectiveness.

This effort was not entirely new;

as early as 1839, Henry Barnard, a Connecticut school

official, convinced President VanBuren to include literacy

questions in the 1840 census.

In 1911 the U.S. Office of

Education tried to standardize school accounting systems
and some educators heralded the publishing of Frederick
W.

Taylor's The Principles of Scientific Management

.

The

major thrust for efficiency in federal programs came with
the publication of the Hoover Report in 1946.

Then, in 1965, President Lyndon Baines Johnson

ordered all federal agencies to adopt an accountability
system in the form of a Program Planning Budgeting System
(PPBS)

developed by the Rand Corporation for the Department

of Defense in 1961.

In his directive Johnson said;

This program is designed to achieve three major objecit will help us find new ways to do jobs
tives;
faster, to do jobs better, and to do jobs less exIt will ensure a much sounder judgment
pensively.
accurate information, prompting those
more
through
things that we ought to do more, spotlighting those
that we ought to do less.

Lesley H. Browder, Jr., "Introduction: Emerging
Patterns of Administrative Accountability: A Point of View,
Emerging Patterns of Ad in Lesley H. Browder, Jr., ed.
ministrative Accountability (Berkeley: McCutchan Publish
ppT 7-9
ing Corporation, 1971)
5

,

,

Applying
Murray L. Weidenbaum, "Program Budgeting—
Decissions,"
Economic Analysis to Government Expenditure
196 ),
Business and Government Review 7:4 (July August
6

,

23-24.

4

Accountability in education was also not entirely
new.

We have always had accountability in some form in
education.
We have reported about facilities, about materials and equipment, about enrollments, about lunches
and transportation, about number and kinds of staff.
Now we need to expand and improve reporting to include
actual desired behavioral outcomes.

This new concept of accountability in education soon became
a reality.

Entirely new concepts such as educational vouchers,

independent educational audits

were introduced.

,

and performance contracts

Business practices, including systems

analysis. Program Planning and Budgeting System, manage-

ment by objectives, and management information systems, began to be adopted by educational institutions.

g

Twenty-

three states passed laws on accountability in education and

several states have similar legislation pending.

9

Nevertheless, the concept of accountability remains
The quantity of literature published in the last

hazy.

five years on accountability in education "tends to be

7

Its People and
Carrol J. Pell, Accountability:
City Schools,
Southwestern
Ohio:
Its Systems (Grove City,

1973)

,

p.

T.

For definitions of these terms, see the following
glossary on page 10.
8

Phyllis Hawthorne, Characteristics and Proposed
CoModels for State Accountability Legislation (Denver:
operative Accountability Project, 1973), p. 2.
9

5

internally inconsistent and contradictory." 10 Traditionally

accountability is synonymous with responsibility.

Today,

however, the term demands a more explicit explanation of the

relationships between those assigned to perform certain tasks
and those who make the assignments.

As Browder defines it,

accountability is a "requirement on the occupant of a role
by those who authorize that role, to answer for results of

work expected from him."

11

An examination of the literature by Henry M. Levin

indicated there were four common interpretations
bility:

(1)

as performance reporting;

process;

(3)

as a politcal process; and

cf

accounta-

as a technical

(2)
(4)

as an institu-

Lessinger's equation of accountability wit

tional process.

...

educational engineering fits the first definition:

13

ac-

countability is simply a matter of reporting input-output
data and their relationships.

California's Stull Act,

14

10

Henry M. Levin, "A Conceptual Framework for Acon
countability in Education," Occasional Paper 72-10 based
National
the
of
a Report to the Task Force on Accountability
1.
p.
1972,
September
Academy of Education,
11

Browder, Emerging Patterns, p.

l^Levin

,

1.

2-13.
"A Conceptual Framework," pp.

for ReLessinger in "Engineering Accountability
Administrative
s of
suits in Education" in Emerging Patt ern
an agent,
as
accountability
Accountability, defines
to perio
agreement
contractual
intering into a
nr- nrivate
according
be held answerable for performing
a service
period and
time
established
?o agleed upon terms, within an
and performance standards.
with a stipulated use of resources
14 In The Educational planning and Evaluation Guide for
—QTHF^ittee_ of ^Educational
P el fornia School Districts the
Goals and Evaluation
by school districts
tun i ties
fectiveness°in providing^oppor
13

,

P^^

^uf

^

i

,

^^^^^rused

to^mprov^thei^ef

6

assumes common objectives for education and envisions ac-

countability as the technical process of delivering the
goods (in this case, student achievement)

at reasonable cost.

Accountability can also be seen as a political process,
the give and take

— and

ultimate compromise

— among

different

constituencies with different goals for the schools.

The

Coleman report reflected minorities' dissatisfaction with
the public schools, while white middle-class America re-

mained content with educational progress.

Those who argue

for community control or alternative schools reflect the

fourth interpretation of accountability as an institutional
process; they believe the schools are not accountable becav
they do not reflect the values of the polity.

Therefore,

the system itself must be changed.

For the purposes of this dissertation, the concept
of accountability includes all four interpretations.

cal procedures are used to gather performance data.

interpretation of these data indicate the schools

'

TechniThe

success

and affecting
in meeting the goals of various constituencies
system.
or suggesting needed changes in the school

Purpose of the Study
on the applicaThe body of the paper will concentrate
title I of the Elementary
tion of accountability procedures to
Since title I is the largest
and Secondary Education Act.
is logical that other
federal aid to education program, it

s £,?sr‘viss»

~

7

federal projects would encounter similar
problems in moving
toward a system of accountability.
This approach, using title

I

as the starting point

for the feasibility of introducing accountability into

other federal education programs, suggests the two-fold
purpose of the paper:
1.

To show the significance of accountability in

improving the impact of title

Although there is a

I.

multitude of subjective data, particularly in reports from
state and local educators, that title

I

projects have done

a good job of improving the educational opportunities of

disadvantaged children, there is little objective evidence
to support this conclusion.

title

I

The few objective studies on

are limited in scope and have varying conclusions;

some indicate title

I

has been successful, others show

evidence of failure, while still others claim it is impossible
to measure the program’s impact.

With the introduction of

accountability measures into the title

I

program, the U.S.

Of f ice of Education was able to systematically gather data,

although still insufficient, on a nationwide basis.
2.

To demonstrate the applicability of accountability,

as put into practice in title

I

,

in other federal education

programs and in education programs at other levels of government.

Federal programs have already introduced such ac-

countability measures as parental involvement and monitoring,
system existing
but few have the comprehensive accountability
in title I.

The applicability of accountability pertains

8

not only to the improvement of programs using accounta-

bility measures but also to the potential use of these

measures for identifying successful projects and schools,
improving the allocation of resources, and evaluation of
the total education effort.

Procedures
The following procedures were used to gather data
for this study:
1.

Review of the literature pertaining to current

trends in education, particularly as they refer to title

I

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and educaBasic references for defining, the

tional accountability.

problem included:
a.

Education Index

b.

Readers* Guide to Periodic Literature

c

Dissertation Abstracts

.

d.

Encyclopedia of Educational Research

e.

Documents

f.

Files and reports of the State Educational

,

ERIC Clearinghouse

Accountability Repository (SEAR)

,

Madison,

Wisconsin
Educational Opportunity by James S.
g . Equality of
Coleman, et al

.

,

On Equality of Educational

Opportunity, F. Mosteller and Daniel P.
Moynihan, eds., and Inequality:

Reassessme nt

hooling in
of the Effect of Family and Sc

America by Christopher Jencks,

eta l.

9

2.

Personal interviews were held with:
State and local title

a.

I

administrators to

help formulate accountability measures for
title

I

ESEA and, later, to determine the

effectiveness of these measures in improving
title

I

programs and the impact they may

have had on other programs.
b.

Professors and administrators on university
faculties

c.

Representatives of national educational and
civil rights organizations to define problem
areas and determine how accountability measures might help alleviate such problems.

d.

Staff members of the Department of Defense,
the first federal agency to employ technical

developments such as the Program Planning and
Budgeting System, Management Information
and
Systems, cost effectiveness analysis,
on
Program Evaluation and Review Technique,

feasibility of
a wide scale to determine the
federal
introducing such procedures into

education programs.
e.

of Education,
Staff members of the U.S. Office
who
Division of Compensatory Education,

accountability
assisted in the development of
later, monimeasures for title I ESEA and,
and local education
tored the success of state
instruments.
units in using accountability

10
f.

Members of the National Advisory Council
on the Education of Disadvantaged Children.

3.

The accountability monitoring instrument dis-

cussed in detail in chapter 111 was developed in cooperation with staff members of USOE's Division of Compensatory

Education and the HEW audit agency.

It was field tested in

fifteen states during fiscal year 1970.

The instrument was

amended in 1972-73 after legislative and administrative re-

quirements for title
and state title

I

I

changed and interviews with federal

employees indicated the present form would

be more effective.
4.

The returns from the monitoring instrument were

edited, tabulated, and summarized in the following manner:
a.

Data were coded and tabulated by the staff

members of the Division of Compensatory EducaChapter III discusses the checks used

tion.

to assure objectivity in this procedure.
b.

A descriptive analysis of the data was presented.

....
Terms 15
of* m
Definition
Accountability is the capability and the responsibility
of
to account for the expenditure of money and the commitment

Most of these definitions have been taken from
Glossary for Systems Analysis and Planning-Pro gramming- in
Office
Budgeting, published by the Government Printing
J[or_Local
Terminology_
1969 .and Classifications and St andard
1973.
GPO
and State School Systems 19/3, published by
15

m

11

other resources in terms of the results achieved.

This in-

volves both the stewardship of money and other resources
and the evaluation of achievement in relation to achieved

goals

assessment is an examination of measurable

differences between the status quo and the required outcome.
An appropriation is an authorization granted by a

legislative body to make expenditures and to incur obligations for specific purposes.
An audit is the examination of records and documents
and securing of other evidence for one or more of the fol-

lowing purposes:

(a)

determining the propriety of proposed

or completed transactions:

(b)

ascertaining whether all

transactions have been recorded;

(c)

determining whether

transactions are accurately recorded in the accounts and
in the statements drawn from the accounts.

An audit is a

form of fiscal accountability.

A budget is a plan of financial operation embodying
an estimate of proposed expenditures for a given period or

purpose and the proposed means of financing them.
usually consists of three parts:

It

a summary of the proposed

expenditures and ways of financing them; schedules supporting
and/
the summary; and drafts of the appropriation, revenue,
into
or borrowing measures necessary to put the budget

effect.

12

The Coleman Report is the short title for Equality
of Educational Opportunity by James S. Coleman, et al

published in 1966.

.

It reported data on the relationship

between a school's racial composition and how well its students performed.

Community involvement is the participation of
citizens in determining the structure and content of a

district's educational program.

Title

I

ESEA requires

parental involvement in the form of districtwide advisory
councils.

Comparability requires that instructional services

provided with state and local funds for children in a
title

I

project area must be equal to or excel the average

of such services provided for children in non-project areas

within a school district.
A cost benefit analysis provides the means for com-

paring the resources to be allocated to a specific program

with the results likely to be obtained from it.
Cost effectiveness is an analysis which measures
objecthe extent to which resources allocated to a specific

contribute
tive under each of several alternatives actually
to accomplishing that objective.

It allows program managers

-the same objective.
to compare different ways of achieving
examine
Criteria are measurements which are used to

among alternatives.
the relative degrees of desirability
disadvantaged are children from families

Economically

with low incomes.

For the purposes of title

1/

income

13

levels are determined by census data (the poverty level

being $2,000 or less) or by Aid to Families with Dependent

Children statistics, although other data may also be used.
Educationally disadvantaged are those children who
are not performing at a grade level appropriate for chil-

dren of their age.
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

provided federal funds to state and local school agencies
for various purposes.

Title

I

provides financial assistance

to local school districts for the education of disadvantaged

children.

Title II provides funds for school libraries,

textbooks, and other instructional materials.

Title III

provides funds for special innovative programs, as well as
guidance, testing, and counseling.

cational research.

Title IV applies to edu-

Title V finances projects to strengthen

districts.
the administration of state and local school
chilTitle VI provides funds for education of handicapped

programs, and title
dren, title VII for bilingual education

VIII for dropout prevention.
or an apAn evaluation is a process of assessment
program
It compares the objectives of a
praisal of value.

with the actual outcome.
period in which a
The fiscal year refers to the
status and closes its
school district examines its financial
books.
year.

Most school districts use a July

1

to June

14

l£ P ut are the resources
1

terial)

(human, finacial, and ma-

that are used to achieve an objective.

Local education agency is the public board of education or other public authority legally constituted for ad-

ministrative control or direction of public elementary and
secondary schools within a political subdivision of

a state.

This study uses the term school district synonymously with
local education agency.

A management information system is

a

network of com-

munication channels that acquires, retrieves, and redistributes
data used in managing the educational process and in supporting decision making.

An objective is a measurable outcome of a specific

activity or program.
Output is the end product that occurs when inputs
(or resources)

are used, according to a plan, to achieve a

specific objective.

Planning-Programming-Budgeting-Evaluation System is
a structured procedure for determining policy in the alloca-

tion of resources for priority programs.

It emphasizes

long-range planning, analytic tools, and economic feasibility
in setting goals and objectives for programs.

Resources are inputs available to an organization
for use in achieving a desired objective.

priState education agency is the office or agency
of public elemarily responsible for the state supervision

mentary and secondary schools.

15

Abbreviations Used
BESE

Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education

DCE““Division o f Compensatory Education
ESEA--Elementary and Secondary Education Act

— Fiscal year
GPO — Government
HEW — Department

FY

Printing Office
of Health, Education, and Welfare

IEAA-- Independent Education Accomplishment Audit

— Local Education Agency
MBO — Management by Objective
MIS — Management Information System
0E0 — Office of Economic Opportunity
LEA

PAC--Parent Advisory Council

— Planning Programming Budgeting
SAA — State Applicant Agency

PPBS

System

SEA--State Education Agency

SEAR--State Educational Accountability Repository

USOE--United States Office of Education

CHAPTER II
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM:

ACCOUNTABILITY IN TITLE

THE NEED FOR
I

OF THE

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION ACT
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

was signed into law on April 11, 1965, the first large

federal aid to education bill after nearly 100 years of

abortive efforts.

It took just eighty-nine days from its

introduction on the floor of Congress for the bill to reach
President Lyndon Johnson's desk and be signed as Public Law
89-10.

The speed resulted from the prevailing attitude that

American schools were in desperate need of additional financing.

Moreover, 1965 was the culmination of the Eighty-

eighth and Eighty-ninth Congress' determination to involve
the federal government in a number of social issues facing

the United States

— poverty,

civil rights, and public health.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, especially title
I,

was part of the Johnson administration's War on Poverty.

Despite the short time lag between introduction and

passage and the general conviction that some type of federal
^For a more complete discussion of the legislative
Act, refer
history of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Congressional
House
to the September 9, 1970 issue of the
Five Years Later" by Samuel Halpenn.
Record, "ESEA:
16
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education program at the elementary and secondary
school
levels was needed, the debate on ESEA was intense.
In

creating a politically viable bill, the authors had to
concern themselves with the same problems that had thwarted

federal school-aid bills in the past

— desegregation,

an

equitable distribution of funds, and the church-state relationship.
The consensus which made the bill's passage possible

also resulted in severe administrative problems.

Legal in-

terpretations of the act varied greatly and the scope of

ESEA far exceeded any previous federal involvement in education.

unlike earlier efforts they (ESEA, Head Start,
and Follow Through) are not focused narrowly on such
things as teachers' in-service training or the content
of a science curriculum, but broadly on such things as
"improving education for the disadvantaged." Also, the
Federal programs are neither aimed at a school or a
school district, but at millions of children, in thousands of schools, in hundreds of school jurisdictions,
in scores of States.
.

.

.

The Law Itself and Its Amendments

The Elementary and Secondary Education

.Act

originally

had five titles dealing, chronologically, with educationally

deprived children, library assistance, financial aid for

ns Pro
^Urban School Crisis: The Problems and Solutio D.C.
(Washington,
posed b y the HEW Urban Education Task Force
1970), p.
Association,
National School Public Relations

:
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innovative programs and supplementary centers, research
and
training, and the strengthening of state education agencies."^
In some ways, all five titles, and the three titles

added by subsequent amendments, concern disadvantaged children.

But these children are the primary concern of title

of the act, and this study concentrates on title

Title

I

I

I.

was specifically designed to "provide fi-

nancial assistance

...

to local education agencies serving

areas with concentrations of children from low income

families

.

.

.

[to meet]

the special educational needs of

educationally deprived children.

4

It provides for federal

grants to state education agencies which, in turn, suballocate
the funds to local school districts.

Thus, while the total

ESEA package reflects a national recognition of education
as a legitimate concern of the federal government, it also

places most of the administrative and operational responsi-

bilities of the various titles in the hands of state and local school officials.

All states and more than three- fourths of the nation's

school districts receive funds under title

I.

To be eligible

for such funds, a school district must have at least ten

^For more information on other ESEA programs, refer
1973,
to Progr am Descriptions and Program Status Repor ts
D.C
Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education (Washington,
U.S. Office of Education, 1973)

Committee
A Compilation o f Federal Education Laws
Prm ing
Government
on Education and Labor (Washington, D.C.”:
p. 23.
Office, October, 1971)
4

,

,
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children in any one or a combination of four categories:
(1)

children aged five to seventeen in families with an annual

income below $2,000;

children in that age group from

(2)

families with an annual income above $2,000 who receive
Aid to Families with Dependent children

(

AFDC)

;

(3)

chil-

dren aged five to seventeen living in foster homes supported
by public funds; and

,(4)

children aged five to seventeen

living in local institutions for the neglected or delinquent.

Today 16 million children live in areas with high concentrations of low-income children; title
lion of these children.

When title

I

serves only 6.2 mil-

I

5

was initially passed, only the first two

categories of children were considered in distributing funds,
and the program itself was concerned only with educationally

deprived children in low-income areas.
Law 89-750 expanded title

I

Late in 1966, Public

to cover children living in

migrant children
institutions for the neglected or delinquent
and Indian children.
the title

I

However, this report concentrates on

in
program for educationally deprived children

title
low-income areas, the major component of

I

both in

children served.
terms of money and the number of
after the passage of
Title I was amended twice more
and
1968 (Public Law 90-247)
Public Law 89-750 in January,
The changes mandated in
April, 1970 (Public Law 91-230).

—

C
t
division of Compensatory Edu ^ a Children
By Title
served
Served
r

Low Income
Report of Concentrations of
report), 19
I, ESEA" (unpublished
/

•

^^ ^
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title

I

by Public Law 91-230 constitute the framework and

legislative authority for the program's accountability
thrust and will be discussed in detail in succeeding pages.

Program Directives For Title
In April, 1965, a title

I

I

task force was formed as

part of an overall ESEA coordinating committee.

The task

force presented draft regulations and a model application for

title

I

at a meeting of chief state school officers in

Washington, D.C., June 23-24, 1965.

The first title

I

regula-

tions were published on September 15, 1965, but they were

vague and answered few of the questions voiced by state and
local school officials charged with implementing title

I.

Thus, as the U.S. Office of Education admitted
In the first year of title I operation, State education
agencies had to rely on the judgment of their professional people in determining the acceptability of [title
I]

programs and projects. 6
1965, the Office of Education presented draft

In October,

guidelines for title

to state officials at five regional

The guidelines provided basic information on title

meetings.
I,

I

technical information about fiscal administration and

approval
evaluation, and suggestions for the development and
of projects.

January, 1966.

They were revised and finally published in
as
The guidelines were constantly amended

research indicated
unanticipated problems were identified and
more effective.
ways to make compensatory education

Of the

Education (WashingHistory of Title I ESEA Office of
Government Printing Office, 1969), p.
ton, D.C.
6

,

:
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forty-eight program guides issued for title
1969, only four are still in effect.

I

prior to June,

Today the program guides

are known as program directives and are classified
according
to subject matter.

7

The refinement of program directives to solve emerging problems and insure the more effective use of title

I

funds is best illustrated by the history of the program's

comparability requirement.

Title

I

is a compensatory educa-

tion program, that is, it is meant to provide extra services
for educationally deprived children, above and beyond the

services that would ordinarily be provided with state and local funds.

The first regulations issued about title

I

required

that the federal money be used to supplement and not supplant
state and local funds.

The program criteria issued in 1968

said:

State and local funds will be used to provide services
in project areas that are comparable to the service
provided in non-project areas.®
The rule did not include guidelines to determine exactly what

constituted comparable services nor was it accompanied by any

accountability measures, such as the submission of fiscal
data or on-site monitoring.

In 1969, the Office of Education,

in Program Guide 45A, indicated how school districts could

test whether services were comparable in title

I

and

"Conversion Procedures," ESEA Title I Directive Sys1-2 and enclosure.
tem, Notice A102 (September 26, 1972), pp.
45A ^
8
Title I ESEA Program Guides, Numbers 44 and
1969),
August,
U.S. Office of Education,
(Washington, D.C.l
7

p.

19.
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non-title

areas.

I

thls assurance applicants should be
able to
demonstrate comparabi Li y by showing that
with
respect
to Stace and local fur s the ratios
of (a) pupils to
teacher
(b) pupils to other professionals,
and
(c) pupils to non-professionals
are no higher for the
title I areas than for the non-title I
areas.
Also
in terms of variety, scope, and degree
of participation,
the special services provided with State
and local
unds in the title I areas should be comparable
to
those in the non-title areas. 9
,

Program Guide 45A also suggested that SEA's visit local
school
districts to insure their compliance with this requirement.
It was not until the next year, however, with the

passage of Public Law 91-230, that comparability officially became part of the title

I

legislation.

Tables

1,

indicate the disparity which existed in state

allocations to title

and non-title

I

I

anci

schools.

2,

and

3

local fund

Built into

the regulations supporting this new amendment were key ac-

countability factors

—a

requirement to submit data indicating

comparability and the withholding of funds if comparability
did not exist.

A school district could prove it was providing

comparable services to title

and non-title

I

I

children by

showing that the ratio of pupils enrolled per full-time in-

structional staff member (including classroom teachers, other

certified staff members, and non-certif ied instructional staff)
for each title

I

school was equal to or lower than the average

ratio for non-title

I

schools and that the annual expenditure

per enrolled child for instructional salaries, discounting pay
for seniority, for each title
^Ibid.

,

p.

2

I

school was equal to or higher
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TABLE

I

AVERAGE PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FROM
STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS AT ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS IN A MIDDLE-SIZE CITY 3
iiiiiitiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiui

$295

iiiHiiiimmiiiimmiiiimmimiiiiiiimi $ 309

I11I1IIII1II11IIII3I9S1B3IIIIIII9IIII1BBIIIIBII1IBI1IEII

TITLE

1

$341

iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii

$344

SCHOOLS
iiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiinii

$316

inieiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiimii $

£1 T1

S

O

E B B E O 0 ^ E3

E'J

344

£1 E3

O

!23

$45

$495

aE3BBBBOBBBEaEEaEBE3E3l$3 74

NONTITLE

1

SCHOOLS

93E3BBBB53QBSH0BBOE3

$32 7

DQDRBEIIlBBaEISiDSQ $343
lESBBBBBBBBaBiEKlEEEEaB
i

$100

i

$200

i

$300

$374
i

$400

J-

$500

EXPENDITURES
a

to the
Random sampling taken from data submitted
educationa
U.S. Office of Education by a local
agency for the 1969-1970 school year.
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TABLE

2

AVERAGE PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FROM
STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS AT ELEMENTARY
a
SCHOOLS IN A LARGE URBAN AREA

a

Random sampling taken from datalocal education *1®
Office of Education by a
U S
year.
agency for the 1969-1970 school
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TABLE

3

AVERAGE PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FROM
STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS AT ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS IN A RURAL COUNTYWIDE DISTRICT 3
iiiimmmimmmiiii! $175
iiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiii

iimniaiiiiiiiiisiiBiimi

TITLE

$175

$175

iiimmimimmmimi $

I

1

75

SCHOOLS
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiifliiiiiii

$175

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimaii $

1

75

IIIIIHiaBIHIIlllllllSSaBIII

$

1

75

IBIIlilllllllllllllllllllllll

$175

iiimaamniiiiiiiiiiiimi $1 75

SIEsIQBBBESISIBDBBQEIEI $326

NONTITLE

I

SCHOOLS

Q0BBBB0BBBBBEE $308
IBBBBBBBBBBBBB$2 87
$100

$200

$300

$400

$500

AVERAGE PER PUPiL EXPENDITURES
a

Data submitted to the U.S. Office of Education
1969-1970
by a State educational agency for the
school year.
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than average expenditure at non-title

I

schools.

If a school

district did not meet these two comparability standards,
it could still comply with the law by showing that compara-

bility existed in the amount expended per enrolled child for
textbooks, library resources, and other instructional materials
and supplies.^
Thus, as the program directives for title

I

became

more exact, and included the use of accountability measures,
the possibilities of misusing title

I

Criticisms of Title

funds lessened.

I

When the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was

passed in 1965, the first concern of educators
state, and local levels--was to use the money.

— at

the federal,

Because time

and manpower were short, little consideration was given to how

effective the use of the money was.

In fact,

little was

known about compensatory education--what would and what would
not work

— in

1965.

not a single proven strategy
When ESEA was passed
Prior efforts had
extant.
was
for raising achievement
Title I,
failures.
been few, far between, and mostly
of
program
systematic
after all was not the fruit of a
a
of
educational experimentation, but the expression
paroxysm of concern.-*--*.

.

.

Comparability Policy and Procedures; A Manual for
o f ComState and Local Agencies (Washington, D.C.: Division
ReComparability
I
Title
n^nsatnrv" Education 1970); ESEA
^Washington,
Administrators
porting: A Guid e for Local School
3-5.
Office of Education, September 15, 1973), pp.
D.C.:
1

-

:

11

Urban School Crisis, p. 42.
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In the mid-1960s title

I

project directors tended to identify

the needs of educationally deprived
children in terms of
better equipment and materials, rather
than dealing with the

underlying problems causing low academic
achievement. 12
By the late 1960s both government and
privately funded

studies questioned whether title
spent

I

funds were being well

.

Our hopes that the Nation would finally begin to rectify
the injustices and inequities which poor children suffer
from being deprived of an equal educational opportunity
have been sorely disappointed. Millions of dollars appropriated by the Congress to help educationally deprived children have been wasted, diverted, or otherwise
misused by State and local school authorities.-^
The study undertaken by the Washington Research Project and
the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc., found five

major deficiencies in title
1.
2.
3.

I.

They were:

Title I does not serve the eligible children it should
reach
Title I funds are not concentrated on the most needy
children so there is reasonable promise of success.
School districts have used title I money to purchase
hardware at the expense of educational programs.
12

D.C.

:

Statistical Report Fiscal Year 1968 (Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1969) p. 17.
,

1

Title I ESEA: A Review and a Forward Look (WashingNational Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children, 1969); Title I, Year II (Washington,
Is It
D.C.:
U.S. Office of Education, 1968); 'yitle I ESEA:
Research
Washington
the
by
A
Report
Children?
Helping Poor
Project of the Southern Center for Studies In Public Policy
and NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc. (Washington,
Washington Research Project, 1969).
D.C.:
ton, D.C.:

14

Title

I

ESEA:

Is It Helping Poor Children? p.

i.
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Title I pr' trams are not designed to meet the most
critical needs of educationally deprived children.
School officials have not involved parents and
community members in carrying out title I projects.

4.
5.

The study

authors were demanding an accounting of title

s

I.

At the time the report was written, $4.3 billion had been

appropriated for title

I.

Yet the HEW Urban Education Task

Force Report, written just a year later, indicated that:

during that period the several national [title I]
evaluations have been reported and these have concentrated
on one question:
"Has the program as a whole improved
achievement over what otherwise might be expected?" The
.16
answer in each case has been negative
.

.

.

.

.

The evaluations, like the Washington Research Project's study
of HEW audit reports, led to the conclusion that title

not working.

I

was

This conclusion is based on the assumption

that achievement scores are a sufficient measure of a pro-

gram's success and that title

prove academic achievement.

I

was designed solely to im-

In fact, the congressional

hearings and testimony preceding the passage of title

I

indi-

cate legislators had several hopes for the bill, among them

that it would give financial relief to central cities, al-

leviate some of the discontent felt by the poor, demonstrate
the federal government's responsibility for education, and

improve educational services in school districts with many
poor children.

15

16

Ibid

.

,

p.

ii.

Urban School Crisis, p. 42.
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Nevertheless, the

F

blic has a right to demand an ac-

nting of how its tax dollars are spent.

USOE task force appointed to study the title

Late in 1970, a
I

program identi-

fied two major reasons for title I's failure to live up
to
its expectations 17
•

In many school districts, despite title I, compensatory education never really existed.
The Office of
Education and the SEA's failure to adequately oversee local project operations resulted in the misuse
of title I funds providing services for ineligible
children, using money as general aid, and supplanting
State and local money with title I funds.
2. Where compensatory education did exist, in fact as
well as theory, its success (or failure) has been impossible to document. A severe lack of expertise in
the planning, operation, and evaluation of title I
projects has resulted in a dearth of substantive
data.
There is a general feeling among educators that
title I services have helped educationally deprived
children: they are receiving more individualized instruction with the addition of teacher aides and supplementary staff members; they are receiving remedial
instruction to overcome deficiencies that developed
during their early years of school; they are better
prepared for school as a result of preschool and
kindergarten programs. But statistical evidence of
such accomplishments is sadly lacking and replication
of model projects is almost an impossibility 18

1.

—

.

^ Progress
ton, D.C.:

Report for the Title I Task Force
U.S. Office of Education, June 8, 1970.

(Washing-

'Report on Audit of Selected Programs Administered
by the New York State Education Department, July 1 19 6 4-June 30,
HEW Audit Agency, undated); "Report
1966" (Washington, D.C.:
on Problem Areas Noted During Audits of State and Local Educational Agencies Title I Elementary and Secondary Education Act
HEW Audit Agency, March 21, 1969);
of 1965" (Washington, D.C.:
"Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
State of Michigan and the Detroit Board of Education Fiscal
Agency,
Year 1966 Program Period" (Washington, D.C.: HEW Audit EduSecondary
and
Elementary
undated) ; and "Audit of Title I
of Education,
cation Act of 1965 Mississippi State Department1967"
(Washington,
Jackson, Mississippi, Sept. 30, 1965-June 30,
HEW Audit Agency, undated).
D.C.:
18,1

,
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The title

I

task force made the following recommenda-

tions to improve the title

X

program:

Reorganize the Division of Compensatory Educa-

1.

tion to provide more effective monitoring of state and local
title

programs and increased technical assistance.

I

Make annual reviews of state and selected local

2.

title

programs.

I

Require comparability in title

3.

and

3

I.

Tables 1,

2,

indicate the disparity which existed in per-pupil ex-

penditures among schools within the same school district.
4.

Identify and disseminate successful title

I

pro-

gram practices.
5.

Insist on the use of performance objectives in

developing title
6.

I

proposals.

Involve parents in the planning, operation, and

evaluation of title

I

programs.

19

The recommendations contained in the report by the

Washington Research Project and the NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund were even more exact.
1.

They included:

HEW and the Department of Justice should take action

against school districts where HEW audits have shown misuse
of title

manded

I

funds.

Restitution of the money should be de-

.

2.

HEW should require comparability between title

and non-title

I

I

schools.

task Force, "New Directions for Com1971,
paratory Education," unpublished report, January 1,

^USOE Title

pp.

1-8.

I
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Federal monitoring and evaluation of
the title

3.

I

pro-

gram should be improved.
Congress should examine the use of title

4.

the federal

,

under title

and local levels.

I.

States should approve only those title

.

tions which comply with all title

I

I

applica-

regulations and guidelines.

Local school systems should make information about

7.

the title

funds

More community participation should be required

5.

6

state

,

I

I

program available to interested community members.

As the specific management and programmatic problems

existing in title

I

were identified by Office of Education

staff and independent evaluators, alternative problem-solving

approaches were designed and disseminated to state departments
of education.

Accountability measures were an integral part

of these solutions which will be discussed more thoroughly
in the next chapter.

Components of an Accountability System
An accountability system for title

I

must meet two

objectives
1.

title

I

program administration at each level of government.
2.

title

I

Identify the operational problems encountered in

Provide technical assistance to state and local

administrators to enable them to initiate corrective

measures to meet these problems.

^Title

I

ESEA:

Is It Helping Poor Children? pp. v-vii.
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U.S. Commissioner of Education S. P. Marland, Jr.,

emphasized the need for accountability in federally financed
education programs in his annual report submitted to Congress
on March 31, 1972.

there is a self-evident need for education to
cut waste and get a much firmer handle on the resources
Americans are asking what they
at its disposal.
are paying for as well as how much. 21
.

.

.

.

.

.

At the time, however, there was no comprehensive accountability

system within USOE.

Henry M. Levin, in a report to the Task

Force on Accountability of the National Academy of Education,

identified five components of an accountability system:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The constituencies making up the polity
Educational Objectives
Production of educational services
Measurement of educational outcomes
22
Feedback to educational managers and the polity
In developing an accountability system, it is essen-

constituencies
tial to consider the educational goals various

have for the schools.

Representatives of as many constituen-

development of
cies as possible should be consulted in the
is dominated
educational objectives. Too often this process
producers rather than
by professional educators who are the
In
educational system.
the consumers or evaluators of the
accountability system, it is
setting objectives as part of an
and, if desired.
necessary to consider resource constraints

rewards and sanctions
o f Educatio n,
Report of the U. S. Conmssioner Printing
Government
U.C.
Fi seal YeaF~l971~ (Washington,
Office 1972) , pp. 12-14.

21 annnal

=

,

2

pp. 16-27.
Levin, "A Conceptual Framework,''
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Once objectives have been set, there are
usually a

number of alternatives available to meet these goals.

Planners

must know the inputs they expect and the output they
are ex-

pected to produce, both short term and ultimately.

The

evaluation of a program's success or failure (i.e., the

measurement of educational outcomes) ideally should be conducted by someone independent of the program planneTs and
managers.

It should concentrate on the relationship of in-

puts to outputs.

These data should be relayed back to the

polity and educational managers for use in the refinement of

program objectives or the process or the development of a
completely new program.
The State of Michigan's accountability model includes

many of the same steps.

23

It stresses:

identification, dis-

cussion, and dissemination of common goals for public education; the development of educational programs based on per-

formance objectives devised in line with state goals; assess-

ment of unmet needs; analysis of existing educational delivery
systems in view of educational needs; evaluation of the delivery system to be sure it meets educational needs; and recom-

mending improvements in the system.
Title I's accountability system is less theoretical.
success
It deals with the practical steps needed* to insure the

schema
of the system; it is based in part on the accountability

ility
A Position Statement on Edu cational Accountab 7-8
1972
pp.
),
Department of Education,
(Lansing, Michigan:
23

.

.
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developed within USOE’s Bureau of
Elementary and Secondary
24
Education early in 1970.
In addition, the schema took into
consideration the accountability measures
mandated for title
I under Public Law 91-230.
There accountability measures are
discussed in detail in chapter III.

24

Stanley Kruger, "Accountability in the Division
of Plans and Supplementary Centers Programs," Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education (internal memo), April 3, 1970
W.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF ACHIEVING

ACCOUNTABILITY IN TITLE

I

The accountability system now in effect for title

I

has two sources--the procedures mandated as a result of

Public Law 91-230, the 1970 amendments to ESEA, and those de-

veloped by the writer in cooperation with staff members of
the Division of Compensatory Education, state title

I

offices,

and the HEW audit agency.
There are four important legislative components to
title I's accountability system

— comparability,

performance

objectives, parental involvement, and public access to information.

All had some precedent, however limited, in the

original ESEA legislation (Public Law 89-10)

,

but their impact

was strengthened by the provisions of Public Law 91-230 and
the federal regulations which implemented those provisions.

Appendix A includes relevant portions of the law.
Comparability

Comparability requires school districts receiving
title

I

of stufunds to submit data indicating that the ratio

expenditures per
dents to all instructional staff members and
annual salaries
pupil for instructional salaries (the total
35

36

of all instructional staff members minus
the amount paid

solely for length of service) be comparable
for title
^®n title

I

and

schools within a school district.

X

As the discussion in chapter II indicated, the
Office

Education

position on comparability has been slowly

s

clarified from 1965 to the present time.
more specific.
title

I

Each step has been

The original ESEA legislation required that

funds should supplement and not supplant state and

local money.

The word "comparable" was first used in Pro-

gram Guide 44, issued in 1968.

Program Guide 45A required

school districts receiving title

I

funds to be able to

demonstrate comparability based on staff-pupil ratios.

In

1970, Program Guide 57 added per-pupil expenditures as a

criterion for determining comparability.

Public Law 91-230,

the 1970 amendments to ESEA, included a provision mandating

comparability in title

I

and authorizing the withholding of

funds to school districts which did not comply with the com-

parability clause.
The Office of Education regulations initially published
to implement the comparability portion of P.L. 91-230 re-

quired school districts to demonstrate comparability in two
ways
1.

Three ratios

— pupils

to certified classroom

mem
teachers, pupils to other certified instructional staff

personnel—
bers, and pupils to non-certif ied instructional
for each title

I

school had to be equal to or lower than the

average ratios at non-title

I

schools.
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Per-pupil expenditures for instructional salaries
and other instructional costs paid with state and
local funds
at each title

I

school had to be equal or higher than the

average per-pupil expenditure at non-title

A

5

I

schools.

percent leeway was granted in assessing compliance with

the above requirements.

To assist state title

I

officials

in reviewing LEA comparability reports, the HEW Audit Agency

and OE jointly sponsored a "comparability workshop" in August,
1972.

An analysis of comparability and its reporting process
by the Office of Education in 1973 indicated that local school

officials objected to the amount of information they were re-

quired to submit."^

As a result, a revised regulation was

The Office of Education now requires school districts

issued.

to submit two pieces of information to demonstrate compara-

bility

:

1.

The ratio of the number of children enrolled per

full time instructional staff member

2

for each title

I

school

^

Comparability Task Force Report: Analysis of Fiscal
Year 1973 Comparability Reports and Corrective Action Plans for
a Nationally Stratified Random Sample of Local Educational
Agencies (Washington, D.C.: Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1972)
^Financial Acc ounting for Local .and State^S chool SysGovernment Printing
tems. Handbook II (Washington, D.C.:
instructional staff
as
following
Office, 1957) includes the
long-term subteachers,
certified regular classroom
members:
and o er
principals,
stitute teachers, principals, assistant
s
consultan
principal,
personnel performing the functions of a
audiovisua
or supervisors of instruction, school librarians,
personnel,
personnel, guidance personnel, psychological
and cleric
television instructional personnel, secretarial
staff, and para
staff, assistants or aides to instructional
professionals
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must be equal to or lower than the average
ratio at nontitle I schools.
This provision by grouping all instructional
staff together, gave LEA's more flexibility in
determining

staffing patterns.
2.

The annual expenditure per enrolled child for in-

structional salaries
for each title

I

(minus pay based solely on longevity)

school must be equal to or higher than the

average expenditure at non-title

I

schools.

A school district which fails to meet the requirements of the
above criteria must, in addition, demonstrate comparability on
the amount expended per enrolled child on textbooks, library

resources, and other instructional materials

Table

4

and. supplies.

indicates the data requirements of comparability in

graphic form.
There are two additional requirements concerning

comparability
1.

School districts must provide an assurance that

comparable services will be maintained throughout the school
year in all title

I

project areas, including areas serving

the children of migratory agricultural workers.
2.

School districts must submit data demonstrating

the comparability status of any schools newly designated as

project areas for a new fiscal year.
In fiscal year 1974, the U.S. Office of Education required

school districts to gather all comparability data as of a
single date, October 1, 1973.

By December 1, the school dis-

the SEA.
tricts must turn in their comparability reports to
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TABLE

4

DATA ELEMENTS REQUIRED FOR REPORTING
AND DEMONSTRATING COMPARABILITY
Each
Title I
School
1.

Number of children enrolled

2.

FTE Number of instructional
staff members
a

3.

Ratio of children enrolled
per FTE instructional staff
member (#1 v #2)

4.

Annualized total portion
of instructional salaries
based on longevity

5.

Annualized total amount
expended for instructional
salaries less longevity

6.

Annualized expenditure
per enrolled child for
instructional salaries
less longevity (#5 ± #1)

7

^Amount expended per enrolled child for instructional materials and supplies

.

Average for
Non-Title I
Schools

a

Criteria upon which the SEA shall base its
determination of compliance with the comparability
requirement

to
^Criterion applies only to LEA's which fail
a
a
6
or
3
either
of
meet the requirements
.

Some time before July

1

,

the start of the new fiscal year,

LEA's must renew their assurance to the SEA that comparability

will be maintained and they must file a report of comparability
data for new title

I

schools.
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The SEA also has a number of
responsibilities under

OE's comparability regulations.

Develop additional criteria where
appropriate.
Require and analyze comparability
reports from

1.

2.

LEA

'

These are to:

s

3.

Perform necessary LEA audits and reviews.

4.

Withhold any further payment of funds to non-

comparable LEA's until they demonstrate that they
offer comparable service in title I and non-title I schools.
Require LEA's to maintain, in a form available

5.

for auditing, comparability data and worksheets.

Require assurances that demonstrate the maintenance

6.

of comparability for the entire school year.
Submit required reports to the Office of Education.

7.

For fiscal year 1974, the SEA must submit a sample of

comparability reports from local school districts to the U.S.

Commissioner of Education no later than January

1,

The

1974.

state must indicate which districts comply with the compara-

bility requirement and those districts which do not comply and

whose title

I

funds are being withheld.

By March 31, the SEA

must forward to USOE any revised LEA reports reflecting comAt the same time the state must make the title

pliance.

I

funds allocated to non-complying districts available to dis-

tricts within the state which have met the comparability re-

quirements

.

To ease the processing of comparability data at both

the state and federal levels, USOE, in fall 1973, introduced

41
a

mandatory format for reporting data.

parts.

r
.

*e

format has two

General information about the school district,

OE Form 4560, is presented as figure

Figure

1.

2

illustrates

OE Form 4560-1 which provides detailed data about the enroll-

ment, teaching staff, and staff salaries of schools within a

district.

A district would use a separate OE Form 4560-1 for

each grouping of different grade span and size cla-ssif ication.

For instance, all elementary schools would be grouped together,
all junior highs, and all senior highs.

3

The writer noted the importance of comparability in

achieving accountability in title

I

in an article published

in 1972.

First, it moves school districts toward accountability
by insisting they gather--of ten for the first time
expenditure and staff data on a school by school basis.

A study by the HEW Audit Agency late in

19 7 2

indicated that of

eleven LEA's visited, none maintained complete staff and ex-

penditure records on a school-by-school basis.

As a result

of the comparability requirement, many school districts com-

puterized their school records for the first time.

ESEA Title I Comparability Reporting (Washington,
7-10.
U.S. Office of Education, 1973), pp.
~^

D.C.:

^ Richard

L.

American Education

Fairley, "Accountability's New Tool,"
33.
VIII (June, 1972)
,

Implementation of
HEW Audit Agency "Review of the
Office of EducaComparability Provisions, Public Law 91-230,
1972.
tion," Audit Control No. 13-33707,
5

'

OMB

51-R0991
approval EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1974
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United States Department

of

Health, Education and Welfare

Office of Education

Washington, D.C. 20202

ESEA

Title

OE Form

4560.

I

Comparability Report

GENERAL INFORMATION

IDENTIF ICATION
District

Name

Responsible
(SIGNATURE)

Official

Address (include

(TYPED NAME)

city or town,

county, state,

(DATE OF FORM COMPLETION)

and zip code)

(TELEPHONE NUMBER)

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
In

Table

I,

Table

Number

enter the grade spans you have defined for

the purposes of Title

I

comparability reporting.

enter the number of Title

TITLE

A =

Title

B =

Comparability Reporting

Schools, by Grade and Size

SPANS

and non-Title-l schools,

I

of

SCHOOLS WITH MORE
THAN 100 PUPILS

GRADE

Then

separately listing those that enroll 100 or fewer pupils.
Provide totals as indicated. See the booklet ESEA
I

I.

for instructions.

NON-TITLE-I

1

SCHOOLS WITH 100
OR FEWER PUPILS
TITLE

1

NON-TITLE-I

C =
X=
TOTALS

DATA TO BE SUBMITTED
In

Table

addition to this Form 4560, a separate Form 4560-1

each grade-span-and-size
grouping of schools for which, as indicated in Table
and non-Title-l
a comparison can be made of Title

must be submitted

GRADE
SPANS

for

II.

Number

of

4560-1 Sheets Submitted

SCHOOLS WITH MORE
THAN 100 PUPILS

SCHOOLS WITH 100
OR FEWER PUPILS

I,

A

I

Schools.

Enter

in

Table

sheets being submitted.

II

the number of 4560-1

If

no 4560-1 sheets are

B

C

required, complete this form only.

X
TOTALS

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
This report

1

2

H^j

3

ri This

4

This

is

is

an original submission as

of the Fall

date designated by the U.S. Commissioner

of

Education.

resources.
a revised submission following reallocation of

of
previously demonstrated is being maintained as
special report to verify that the comparability
Agency.
Educational
Education or the State
a date specified by the Commissioner of
is a

This report

is

submitted as part

submitted for projects.

Fig.

1.

ol

an application to demonstrate the comparability

ol

^
Form 4560 of the Title I ESEA
Comparability Reporting Format
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Performance Objectives
The original legislation
for title

I

required that:

f1

children !®

-p.

eduCational needs °f educationally
deprived

However, evaluations in the first
five years of title I indicated that such objective measurements
were nearly impossible

These evaluations are generally
discouraging. The
S us ally had inadequate
budgets, inadequate
informa t^
f
llm ted co °Peration from the schools,
and
limited technicalt expertise. 7
By 1967, most school districts identified
improved reading or

mathematics achievement as their main goal for title

I

pro-

grams, but the specific objectives in terms of how
much gain

would be achieved in how long a period of time and
who was sup
posed to accomplish what were left undefined.

many title

I

In addition,

projects also sought to improve students' self-

concept, eliminate truancy, prevent dropouts, improve school-

community relations, or provide health services.

Such goals

can seldom be objectively measured in terms of academic growth
In the hope of improving the planning and evaluation

of title

I

programs. Congress in 1970 amended the title

legislation.

g

Stat. 27

I

The law now says:

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title
(1965), sec. 205

(a)

I,

79

(5).

7

Inequality A Reassessment
Christopher Jencks et al
of the Effect of Family and Schooling in America (New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1972), p. 94.
.

,

45

th
l0Ca edacatlonal agency will make
an annual
^Ao^ and
%. such
u other
report
reports to the State educational
f ° rm and containin
9 such information
[which
the case of reports relating to performance
ls in_ c co rd a nce with specific performance
criteria
related to program objectives] as may be
"necessary to
enable the State educational agency to perform
its
auties under this title, including information
relating
to the educational achievement of students
participating
programs carried out under this title
8

m

m

Thus, every title

I

application must include precise performance

objectives based on an assessment of the needs of educationally

deprived children in eligible attendance areas.
To assist local title

I

planners in writing perfor-

mance objectives, in 1973 staff members of the USOE, under
the writer's supervision, developed a handbook on performance

objectives.
jectives
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

It specified five purposes for performance ob-

:

A means of communication between the resource people
responsible for program design.
A base for alternative objectives which might provide
a preferred solution to the title I needs.
Specifying observable and measurable results of the
program to help in the selection of methods and procedures for program implementation.
Indicators of success or failure of the program in
the evaluation process.
A task base upon which an implementation plan can be
developed
.

Performance objectives should indicate who are ex-

pected to perform (whom are the children to which the project
is directed)
8

123

sec.

,

,

what should be accomplished (the change in

Act of April 13, 1970 (ESEA amendments)
Ill

,

84

Stat.

(b)

Handbook on Performance Objectives Title I Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (Washington,
7-8.
U. S. Office of Education, 1973), pp.
D.C.
^

,

:

S
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behavior or action that is intended)

,

how much should be ac-

complished (the level of performance
expected)
formance will be measured.

,

and when per-

It is important to distinguish
performance objectives

from goals.

The U.S. Office of Education
defines a goal as
a "long range aim of the project." 11
Objectives refer to im-

mediate project ends and "are usually
very specific and have
intentional end results." 12 Lessinger
explains the difference
between a goal and a performance objective as
analagous
to

the difference between general directions
and specific in-

structions. 13

For instance, if teachers agree their chief

concern is to teach students to understand and appreciate
science, this is a general direction.

action

,

To put the goal into

it must be accompanied by a series of operational

steps, such as being able to dissect a frog, identifying the

major bones of a human skeleton, or defining wattage.
The performance objectives included in a school dis-

trict's title
design.

application form the basis for the evaluation

I

The evaluation is a measurement of whether the ob-

jectives have been reached.

With more precise objectives,

stated in measurable terms as required by law, title

I

evalua-

tions will begin to give a real picture of success or failure

^Division of Compensatory Education, "Performance
Objectives," Washington, D.C., 1972, p. 5.
"^

Handbook on Performance Objectives

^ Ibid

.

,

p.

,

p.

7.

15

13

Leon Lessinger, Every Kid A Winner: Accountability
pp. 85-86.
Simon and Schuster, 1970)
in Education (New York:
,
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in compensatory education and will help
planners determine

which delivery systems work and which do not.
Parental Involvement

Parental involvement has two impacts in terms of

accountability:

first, it makes parents at least partially

responsible for the success or failure of the title

I

pro-

gram; and second, it involves parents more directly in the

education process, thus giving them more power to hold appropriate school officials responsible for their actions.
Traditionally, parental involvement in school affairs
has been minimal, limited to fund raising, PTA, and a few

in-school volunteer activities such as making cookies or

monitoring lunchrooms.

As early as 1964 former Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare Wilbur J. Cohen, in a report
to the Office of Economic Opportunity, supported the concept

of parental involvement in education programs.

The time has come to break down these walls of separaPublic agencies have a responsibility to open up
tion.
the opportunities for participation particularly for poor
people and members of minority groups. The need is all
the more urgent in today's complex world in which huge
organizations, impersonality, and fragmented and specialized services seem to threaten the individual's sense
of significance and self-esteem.

Despite this strong endorsement of community involvement in
Head Start, the original legislation for title

included no

I

references to either parental or community involvement in

^Report prepared for the Office of Economic OpporRobert

tunity by a panel of authorities on child development,
Government
Cooke, Chairman, Number 923454 (Washington, D.C.
Printing Office, 1964)
:
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ESEA programs.

Within a year, however, amid reports of the

success of OEO-sponsored community action groups in initiating programs responsive to community needs, Congress amended

title

I

to include a provision for community involvement.

The amendment required

that effective procedures be adopted by State and
local authorities to coordinate the development and
operation of programs and projects carried out under
such Acts with other public and private programs having
the same or similar purposes, including community action
programs under title II of the Economic Opportunity Act
of 1964. 15
.

.

.

By 1968, support for community and parental involve-

ment was widespread.

The Kerner Report indicated that in-

creased community and parental participation in the school

system was "essential to the successful functioning of the
inner city school.

At about the same time, then U.S.

Commissioner of Education Harold Howe II issued a statement
on "Participation and Partnership."

He said:

.

We must listen to the people we are trying to serve and
enlist their support not just as spectators but as acI
tive participants in the decision-making process.
is
schools
public
our
believe the future health of
probably more deeply tied up with this issue than with
More Federal, State, and local money will
any other.
not solve the problems of the schools unless we are
skillful enough to give the people served by the schools
an appropriate partnership in devising solutions to
these problems.

15

Act of November
Stat. 1191, sec. Ill (f)

3,

1966

(ESEA Amendments), 80

on Civil
Report of t he National Advisory Commission
Office,
Printing
Disorders (Washington, D.C.: Government
16

1968)

,

p.

24.

Commissioner of
Statement by Harold Howe II/ U.S.
November 18, 1968.
Education issued in Washington, D.C.
17
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Amidst this atmosphere the USOE, in its
revised criteria for
title I issued on March 18, 1968, included
a number

of recom-

mendations for parental and community involvement.

These

were
1.

Parents and representatives of community action

agencies were to be consulted in determining the needs
of

educationally deprived children. 18
2.

Parents and community members who are qualified

should be considered for job openings in the title
3.

The title

I

I

program.

19

program should include "appropriate

activities or services in which parents will be involved." 20
4.

Parents and interested community members should

receive information about a district's title

I

program.

21

Despite these provisions, the National Advisory
Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children indicated
at the end of the year that of the 116 title

I

programs it

examined, only two showed any attempt to involve parents

and/or community members.

22

In the study done by the

Washington Research Project and the NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund, researchers interviewed 191 parents, some of
them active community leaders; not one knew about title
how it operated.
18
19

Title
Ibid

.

21

I

In the same study the title

ESEA Program Guides
pp.

,

14-15.

20

Ibid.

,

p.

6.

,

p.

16.

I

I

and

coordinator

Ibid., p. 18.

22

National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children, 1968 Annual Report to the Presid ent and to
NACEDC”, 1968)
Congress (Washington^ D. C.
:

23

Title

I

ESEA;

.

Is It Helping Poor Children? p.

69.
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m

Southern school district told interviewers
he had
organized a community advisory council which met
a

regularly, but

a

parent he named as a member of the committee knew
nothing

of its existence. 24
In 1970, Public Law 91-230 gave the U.S. Commissioner

of Education the power to require parental involvement
for

any federally financed program which he felt might benefit

from such participation.

In a sense, this decision had al-

ready been made for title

I;

on July 2, 1968, the USOE, in

Program Guide 46, had suggested that local school districts
establish parent advisory councils for title

I.

At the order

of then Commissioner Sidney P. Marland, the suggestion be-

came a requirement on October 14, 1971, with the publication
of new regulations for title

I.

Each school district must establish a districtwide
title

advisory council composed of a majority of parents.

I

The parents are to be involved in the planning, operation, and

evaluation of the title

I

program.

USOE

identifies five

obligations that the school district has toward the parent
councils
1.

2.
3.

Plan for consultation with the council on the planning
of the title I program and for the council's involvement in the operation and evaluation of the program.
Provide pertinent information to the council.
Establish a complaint procedure to handle complaints
of parents and community members and to answer questions
Consider parents' views.
.

4.

24

Ibid.

,

pp.

71-72
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Provide the council with data on students'
needs. 25
To assist local school districts in
meeting these obligations,
the Division of Compensatory Education,
under supervision of
5.

the writer, published a handbook on parental
involvement for

school officials in 1972. 26
the title

I

in addition, a manual describing

program in detail, including the legislation,

funding process, needs assessment, program development

,

and

obligations of state, local, and federal government units,
was written especially for parents and is forthcoming from
the U.S. Government Printing Office.

Public Information
The fourth accountability measure specifically men-

tioned in Public Law 91-230 concerns public information.

In

the discussion of the theory of accountability in chapter

I,

it was evident that an accountability system begins with ex-

amining the demands of different constituencies for different
things in the schools.

The formulation of objectives, the im-

plementation of a program to meet those objectives, and a
subsequent evaluation are all steps in the accountability
system, but they do not add up to accountability unless there
is some feedback of this information to the original constituen-

cies.

25

Division of Compensatory Education, "Parental In
volvement," Washington, D.C., 1972, p. 10.
26

D.C.

:

Parental Involvement in Title
U.S. Office of Education, 1972)

I

ESEA (Washington,
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I

'

There are several groups who need to
know about title
and the law includes separate provisions
for each group.

The law says local school districts must
submit an annual report
and any other reports that may be required
on title I ac-

tivities to the SEA.

This information may include achieve-

ment levels of students participating in title

I

programs. 27

The state needs these local reports to fulfill its own
re-

porting requirements to the U.S. Office of Education.
Parents and the general public also need information

about title

make title

The law requires local school districts to

I.
I

applications and "all other pertinent documents

related thereto" available to all interested persons. 28
also specifies that all title

I

It

evaluations are public informa-

tion and, therefore, must be accessible to the general public
(although achievement data identifying students by name need

not be released)
ber of a title

Title

.

I

regulations require that each mem-

advisory council be given copies of ESEA

I

legislation, federal regulations and guidelines, state regulations, an LEA's current title

tions, and title

I

I

application, previous applica-

evaluations for preceding years.

29

To encourage the adoption of successful practices as

they become identified. Congress also required that school

districts keep teachers and administrators informed of new
27
79 Stat.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title

31

28
29

(1965), sec.

205

(a)

(6).

Act of April 13, 1970, 84 Stat. 124, sec. 110.

Title

I

Regulations, 116.17 (0).

I,
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and/or successful educational
programs, research, and demon30
strations
Ordinarily most school districts
submit title I
reports to the SEA as required and
see that their own employees get all the information they
need to function effectively.
Yet, problems sometimes arise when
the general public
and particularly representatives of
community actioh
groups,

request title

information.

I

The study by the Washington

Research Project and NAACP Legal Defense and
Education fund
indicated that:
private citizens, including interviewers for this
study were denied access to project applications. Some
school officials even refused to provide specific informa
tion on the number of children participating and how
Federal money had been spent. 31
•

.

.

,

The study gives specific examples of responses by school

officials opposing community and parental involvement and
refusing information.

One school administrator told an

interviewer the administration knew "everything" and needed
no help from the community.
a parent,

A principal said because he was

no other parental involvement was needed in the

district's title

program.

I

32

To overcome this denial of information at the local
level, the U.S. Office of Education has established a com-

plaint procedure and ordered SEA's to do the same.
30

Stat.

31

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title

(1965), sec.
31
33

Within

Title
Ibid.

I

,

205

ESEA:
p.

77

(a)

I,

79

(8).

Is It Helping Poor Children? p.

75.
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USOE's Division of Compensatory Education,
when a complaint
is received it is:
1.

Assigned to a specific area desk team for

processing;
2.

Investigated to ascertain the validity and details

of the complaint;
3.

Answered with a letter to the state or local

educational agency suggesting remedial action; and
Followed up with an on-site review if necessary.

Monitoring
In addition to the four statutory accountability mea-

sures discussed in preceding pages, title

system to insure accountability.

I

uses a monitoring

Federal staff members moni-

tor state agencies; state education agency staff sometimes
in cooperation with USOE representatives, monitor local title
I

activities.

This monitoring procedure insures that SEA's

and LEA's follow title

I

rules, including the four accounta-

bility measures discussed above.

It is a form of both assess-

ment and technical assistance.
When the title
of title

I

I

task force began its initial review

in November, 1969, it found that the program had a

low priority within the Office of Education as reflected by
its meager budget and limited number of staff.

The Division

of Compensatory Education was fulfilling only basic ministerial

functions in regard to title

I

— computing

formula grants,

responding to requests for interpretations of policy statements.
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and routing complaints through the
state education agencies
There was no systematic assessment of
title I activities
at the state and local levels.

The dissatisfaction with this state of affairs
was

expressed in a number of government and private studies
and
cited as a major cause of ESEA failure. The 1971 report

of

the National Advisory Council on the Education of Qisadvantaged

Children criticized "the serious lack of sufficient fiscal
audits and program reviews from the federal level during

1965-70." 3 3

The study by the Washington Research Project and

NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund recommended that:

HEW immediately institute an effective monitoring and
evaluation system to insure proper use of title I
funds; the title I office (DCE) be given additional
staff and status within the Office of Education; and a
.34
capable director be appointed forthwith
.

.

HEW's own Urban Education Task Force cited the importance of

monitoring compensatory education programs:
Assessment should be an integral part of the urban education program beginning with the planning phase. Moreover, the assessment component should be designed to
assure rapid and continuing feedback on the program's
strengths and weaknesses 35
.

In early 1970, USOE allocated thirty-six new positions

to its title

I

office.

The Operations Branch, which had in-

cluded only four professional staff members to oversee title

^National Advisory Council on the Education of Dis-

I

advantaged Children, Educating the Disadvantaged Child: Where
Government Printing Office, 1972),
We Stand (Washington, D.C.
:

p.

14
34

35

Title

I

ESEA:

Is It Helping Poor Children? p. v.

Urban School Crisis, p.

7.
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operations in all fifty states, was
increased to a staff of
thirty.
On-site reviews of each SEA and
selected local
school districts are conducted annually,
as well as follow-up
on complaints received from parents,
community representatives, and private interest groups.
in 1970,
the USOE teams

visited twenty-five states.

In 1971, title

I

staff members

visited all fifty states for the first time since
ESEA
passage.
At the time of the reorganization, a Program Support

Branch (PSB) was established.

The PSB mission is to develop

alternative strategies for solving those problems discovered
by Operations Branch staff primarily from program reviews.

The Program Support Branch then implements these techniques

by using a variety of dissemination methods such as program

support packages (developmental assistance kits that include
(1)

a set of transparencies,

presentation, and

(3)

(2)

an outline of an accompanying

appropriate resource documents) techni-

cal assistance visits, handbooks, conferences and training

workshops.

Its staff members develop and disseminate model

program information in various subject matter and operational
areas, including reading, mathematics, parental involvement,

evaluation, and bilingual education.

36

They also identified

1

•

Staff members of the Program Support Branch developed the handbooks on parental involvement and performance
objectives discussed previously in this chapter. They also
have written manuals on target area selection, the participation of non-public school children in title I, and evaluation.
They prepared case studies of six title I projects.
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experienced title

I

project directors and teachers to com-

prise a pool of consultants which a local or
state educational agency could tap when in need of technical
assistance.
As the criteria for an accountability system
discussed
in chapter II indicated, staff development is an
essential

step in insuring the success of such a system.

An execu-

tive of a private business organization introducing manage-

ment techniques into school systems stressed the importance
of this step:

An essential step in introducing accountability into
a school system is the establishment of a massive supervisory development program. 37
The writer of this dissertation planned 300 man days of

training for title

I

staff members in 1970.

The agenda in-

cluded discussions of the 1970 amendments to title

I

and

corresponding regulations, desegregation, target area selection, dissemination, the history of title I, conducting

reviews of state and local educational agencies, and audits.
The visits which DCE staff members make to state and

local educational agencies have several purposes:
To monitor for compliance to legislative requirements.
To review the title I program for adherence to the
approved application.
3. To gain information relative to the size, scope, and
quality of the title I program.
4. To identify areas where technical assistance may be
needed and render such assistance.
5. To identify promising program practices

1.
2.

Lopez, "Accountability in Education," Phi
LV, 4 (December, 1970), p. 233.

^Felix
Delta Kappan

,

M.

^Division of Compensatory Education,
(slide presentation), 1972, pp. 1-3.

"On Site Visits
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Each visit actually involves three
steps:

previsit prepara-

tion, the actual visitation, and
followup activities.

To

allow state and local school officials
to make appropriate
arrangements for the on-site visit, they
should be told as
soon as possible the dates of the visit,
the purposes of the
review, the procedures to be followed, the
agenda,
and the

names of the team members.
The visit itself includes an entrance conference
with
the title

I

administrative staff and the superintendent or his

representative, a review of administrative procedures, a re-

view of the title

I

program (including discussions with project

directors, teachers, parents, and aides) and an exit conference
to present the review team's preliminary findings and recom-

mendations.

Following the visit, a formal report of the

review is sent to appropriate state and local officials.
OE personnel follow up their review by assuring that appropri-

ate technical assistance is rendered and that recommendations

made in the report are implemented.
There are several dozen documents that review team

members examine.

Some of these are on file with the USOE

and are analyzed prior to the actual on-site visit.

These

include:
1.

Comparability reports submitted by the SEA

2.

SEA and LEA evaluation reports

3.

HEW audit reports (especially any which remain

unsettled)
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The review team also requests
the SEA to forward copies
of
the following information to
USOE before the on-site visit:
1. SEA policies, procedures,
instructions, and guidlines pertinent to current title
I operations

Project application forms, amendment
forms, and
application instructions
2.

3.

Samples of LEA project applications

Comparability reporting forms (both for the
state
and for LEA's which will be visited during
the review)
4.

5.

Agenda and evaluations for title

I

workshops and

conferences
6.

Description of contracted services and products

funded under title

I

7.

SEA monitoring plan, procedures, and schedule

8.

Checklist for the approval of title

9.

State audit reports

I

applications

10. Organization chart of SEA
11.

SEA administrative budget for title

I

Having these data beforehand simplifies the review procedure
during the on-site visit.

Additional documents are examined

during the review itself.

These include:

1.

A sampling of approved LEA comparability reports

2.

LEA target area data, including worksheets and

source data
3.

SEA on-site visit and follow-up reports (including

documentation of corrective action taken by the LEA)
4.

LEA needs assessment source data
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5.

Criteria for application review and
approval

Correspondence from local parent advisory
councils
concerning on-site reviews of LEA title I
activities
6.

7.

LEA performance objectives

8.

State statutes relative to non-public school
in-

volvement
9.

10.

SEA objectives for title

I

staff members

Inservice training agenda for SEA title

11. Minutes of both LEA and,

I

staff

if it exists, SEA parent

advisory council meetings
12.

Documentation of SEA technical assistance efforts

13. Sub-county allocation procedures for title

I

funds

These data are essential to the success of the on-site visit
and are needed to complete the monitoring instrument dis-

cussed below.

A monitoring Instrument
The reports of on-site visits conducted in 1970 varied

considerably in both format and content.
sons among states impossible.

This made compari-

More importantly, the emphasis

attributed to different regulations was inconsistent; at
times some reviews failed to cover certain program areas at
all.
In 1971, the writer developed a preliminary monitoring

instrument that could be used by DCE staff members to determine
how well state and local educational agencies were following
title

I

rules.

The first draft was developed after

(1)

a re-

view of the visitation reports from 1970 and early 1971 to
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indicate specific problem areas
SEA's and LEA's encountered
in administering their title 1
programs and (2) consultation
with DCE staff membe
to determine what information
would be
most helpful to them in reporting on
SEA's compliance with
title I rules following on-site visits.
.

As a result of these two steps, the writer
identified

thirteen program areas that needed to be included
in a monitoring instrument: organization and staffing,
fiscal management, program development, target area selection,
compara-

bilit Y, nee ds assessment, non-public school participation,
parental involvement, performance objectives, evaluation,

dissemination, program monitoring, and state agency programs
for children living in institutions for the neglected or de-

linquent.

Criteria
The writer then reviewed the ESEA legislation and

title

I

regulations and guidelines pertaining to each program

area and developed a list of criteria designed to indicate an
SEA's or LEA's compliance with the law and success in imple-

menting a good title

I

program.

The criteria in each of the

thirteen areas were reviewed by the Office of General Counsel
to insure proper legal interpretation.

Several title

I

co-

ordinators also examined the criteria to determine their
field applicability; their comments resulted in some minor re-

visions and a few additions to the criteria.
There is an average of ten criteria for each program
area.

For instance, the criteria on performance objectives are
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1.

SEA has defined program objectives to its
LEA's.

2.

SEA has issued instructions establishing criteria

for the development of performance objectives.
3.

SEA requires the development of performance objec-

tives which emanate from the needs assessment process and are

linked to the evaluation design.
4.

The SEA title

for the title

I

I

staff has developed statewide goals

program, including those relating to title

I

achievement, which are reflected in LEA performance objectives .
5.

SEA requires that LEA project applications incor-

porate performance objectives in accordance with its establised criteria.
6.

SEA approves only those applications meeting its

criteria for performance objectives.
7.

SEA develops and implements technical assistance

strategies which are responsive to identified LEA needs in
this area.
8. SEA develops and implements inservice training
10.

strategies which are responsive to the needs of the SEA title
I

staff in this area.
9.

SEA verifies that LEA's have developed and are

implementing programs in accordance with performance objec
and which
tives which are contained in the project application

relate to needs assessment and evaluation design.
SEA verifies that LEA's have involved project
implementation of
personnel and parents in the development and

performance objectives.

A questionnaire
To assist the reviewer in assessing how well SEA's

and LEA's were meeting these criteria, the writer developed
a review of questions for each program area.

are related by number to the criteria:

questions pertain to criteria
for performance objectives
on the previous page)
1.

1.

The questions

that is, all number

1

For example, the questions

(corresponding to the criteria

are:

What is the SEA's definition of performance

objectives?
2.

What criteria have been established for the de-

velopment of performance objectives?
3.

How do these criteria relate needs assessment and

evaluation to performance objectives?
4.

(a)

by the title

I

What statewide title
staff?

I

goals have been developed

In the area of student achievement?

In other areas?
(b)

To what extent are these goals related to LEA

performance objectives?
5.

To what extent does the SEA require that LEA

project applications incorporate performance objectives?
6.

(a)

To what extent does the SEA approve only those

applications meeting the criteria for performance objectives?
(b)

What is the SEA policy regarding approval of

objectives are
applications when requirements for performance

not met?
7.

area?

(a)

in this
What LEA needs has the SEA identified
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What technical assistance strategies
have been
developed to address these needs (i.e.,
workshops, contracted
services, etc.)?
(b)

8.

What inservice training strategies have been de-

veloped to address identified title
9.

(a)

I

staff needs in this area?

How does the SEA verify that LEA's have de-

veloped and are implementing programs in accordance with the

performance objectives contained in the project application?
10.
(b)

How does the SEA assure that LEA performance

objectives are related to a priority list of documented pupil
needs?

To evaluation design?

How does the SEA verify that LEA's have involved

project personnel and parents in the development and imple-

mentation of performance objectives?
Appropriate subject-matter specialists within the

DCE and elsewhere in USOE reviewed each set of questions.
The writer made some additions, deletions, and minor changes

based on their suggestions.

The title

I

coordinators who

examined the proposed criteria for each program area were also
asked to review the corresponding questions.

Recommended

changes were incorporated in the instrument.

Performance ratings
The writer developed a performance rating sheet, based
on the criteria for each program area.

As indicated by the

examples on the preceeding pages, the ratings for certain criteria are based on the answer to a single question; other criteria may involve two or more questions.

Certain criteria
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are concerned with compliance to title

tions, or program directives.

I

legislation, regula-

Other criteria are based on

judgments of an SEA's proficiency in program.
design or administration.

A rating scale of

1

to

5

was assigned to all criteria

with the following meanings tied to the numerical
values:
5

Exceptional.

The state performs far beyond

regulatory requirements or with a degree of proficiency so exceptional as to be exemplary.

The

state's performance, in the team's judgment, is

worthy of dissemination to other states.
4

More than adequate.

The state has done more than

merely meet federal requirements or has performed

with an above average degree of proficiency.
3

— Adequate.

The state meets all federal require-

ments or performs satisfactorily according to a
judgment of proficiency made by the team.
2

— Needs

improvement.

The state meets less than all

federal requirements or performs at a level that
needs improvement with regard to proficiency.
1

— Inadequate.

The state meets few or none of the

federal requirements or must improve significantly
to achieve adequate proficiency.

Within any of the thirteen program areas, the highest score an
SEA can achieve is computed by multiplying the number of per-

formance criteria by "5," the highest possible rating.

Thus,

score would
in the case of performance objectives, the maximum
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be 50.

To determine an SEA's percentage score,
the team divides

its rating total by the total number
of possible points in

each program area.

Field testing
In the last half of 1971, the instrument was
field

tested in fifteen states.
title

I

The comments of reviewers and state

personnel revealed two shortcomings.

state title

I

First, a few

coordinators felt the thirteen program areas

under review should be more integrated.

As a result, a few

questions were added to the instrument; for instance, certain
questions indicated the relation of needs assessment to performance objectives, program development, and evaluation.
However, staff members of the Division of Compensatory Edu-

cation agreed it was necessary to keep each program area

relatively independent to insure a valid assessment of that

category alone, without the tainting of other factors.

In

addition, ratings in each area, rather than a composite rating,

made the provision of technical assistance and a progress
check more exact.
The writer recognizes that this field-oriented opera-

tional instrument is sub-optimal as a measure of pure social

science experimental objectivity.

However, the writer took

several steps to insure that the reliability of the instrument
was not adversely affected by the reviewers' subjectivity.

Among these were;
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Each reviewer received extensive
training in the
use of the monitoring instrument.
Training procedures focused
upon increasing the consistency in rating
of different
1.

indi-

viduals as they reviewed title

I

programs in state and local

education agencies.
2.

Each reviewer was assigned to a different group

of states at least once every two years.
3

.

The instrument has been structured so systematically

that data recorded on the instrument must support any judg-

ment made by the reviewers.
4.

In addition to the regular reviewers, at least two

independent auditors participated in the review of each state
and provided an external check on the reviewer
5.

'

s

reliability

The final ratings in each program area are a com-

posite of the ratings of each reviewer.

Thus, where a dis-

crepancy in judgment does occur, a consensus must be reached.
6.

Periodic review of SEA title

ducted by the HEW Audit Agency.

I

operations are con-

These reviews are an ongoing

process and have been since 1966.

The findings of the audit

teams are an excellent independent check against the objectivity
of a team making a title

I

review.

Contents of the instrument
The monitoring instrument developed under the writer's

direction (and included in its entirety in Appendix

B)

is a

simplified means of gathering information and making judgments about the states’ administration of title

I

programs.
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Its primary objectives are to identify
areas in which states

have demonstrated special strengths and areas
in which they
have encountered management problems. This assists
the USOE
in developing an effective and responsive technical
assistance

program.

The instrument serves as a note-taking guide during

an on-site visit and also as a report format to be filed in

the federal title

I

office.

The first three pages of the instrument are actually
a summary of the other sixty-eight pages.

The cover page in-

cludes such basic data as the name of the SEA visited, the

dates of the review, the members of the review team, the pro-

gram areas examined by each team member, and the sites they
visited and persons they interviewed.

The team leader in

charge of the review, usually the area branch chief for that

geographic area, must sign the cover page.
The second page, entitled "State Profile," gives

statistical data on the state's title

I

program.

It in-

cludes such information as total allotments, number of partici-

pating LEA's, number of eligible children, and number of state
title

I

employees.

Much of the data can be taken from the

state's file in USOE prior to the actual on-site review.
The third page of the instrument is a summary of the

performance ratings, both numerically and by percentage, in
the thirteen program areas under review.

It can be completed

only after the questions for each program have been answered
and ratings given.
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Analysis of the Data

'

Initial comparative data for the study for this

dissertation were gathered during reviews

of. the fifty

states in 1971 using the monitoring instrument.

Follow-up

reviews in 1972 and 1973 provided additional information.
The data are contained in tables located in chapter IV.

HEW title

I

audits

In addition to the monitoring of SEA and LEA title
I

activities by the Division of Compensatory Education, HEW's

Audit Agency conducts periodic reviews of the SEA and, through
the state, the LEA.

These audits are particularly concerned

with fiscal records.
There are two legal bases for the audits of title
programs.

I

Public Law 91-230 provides that:

Each recipient of funds from a grant or contract under
any applicable program [including title I ESEA] shall
keep such records as the Commissioner shall prescribe,
including records which fully disclose the amount and
disposition by such recipient of the proceeds of such
grant, the total cost of the project or undertaking in
connection with which such grant or contract is given
or used, and the amount of that portion of the cost of
undertaking supplied by other sources, and such other
records as will facilitate an effective audit. 39
The section goes on to state that the HEW Secretary, the Comp-

troller of the United States, or their representatives have a
of
right to examine "any books, documents, papers, and records

the recipient that are pertinent to the grant or contract

received.
39

401
Act of April 13, 1970, 84 Stat. 169, sec.

40,.-,
Ibid

(a)

(10).
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^

re 9 u l a tions reiterate the responsibility
of

SEA's and LEA's to maintain fiscal records
and make them
available for auditing.

Each State educational agency and local educational
agency receiving a grant under title I of the act
shall
keep intact and accessible all records relating to
such
Federal grants or the accountability of the grantee for
the expenditure of such grants. 41

All such records must be maintained for five years after the

close of the fiscal year in which the grant was made or until

HEW notifies the SEA that such records are not needed for ad-

ministrative review.
There are several steps in the audit process.

These

are
1.

The audit itself

2.

A draft audit report

3.

An audit exit conference

4.

A final audit report

The regional director of the HEW Audit Agency notifies an SEA
of the proposed beginning date for an audit and schedules an

audit entrance conference with the Chief State School Officer
at a mutually convenient time.

At the entrance conference HEW

auditors describe the purpose and scope of the audit, the docu-

ments they will need to review, and the state personnel they

will need to interview.

Usually one state employee is desig-

nated as a liaison official; he keeps the Chief State School

Officer aware of audit proceedings and responds to auditors
41

Title

I

Regulations, 116.54(a).
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requests for information.

The auditors may choose to do a

complete or partial audit of one or more LEA's as part
of the
state audit; in such cases the notification of an audit and
all follow-up communication is channeled through the SEA.

The auditors submit a draft audit report to the SEA,
the regional commissioner of the HEW Audit Agency, and USOE.

There should be a sufficient lapse of time between receipt
of the draft report and the exit conference to allow all

those participating to review the report thoroughly.

The

audit exit conference is usually held in the SEA offices, with
the regional commissioner (or his representative)

,

an OE

staff member, and appropriate state officials present.

The

SEA may also choose to invite local school officials from LEA's

which participated in the audit.

The exit conference in-

volves a discussion of the question and issues raised in the

draft report; it gives the SEA an opportunity to supply auditors with any new or supplemental data which may have a bearing
on the audit findings.

Within thirty days of the exit conference, the SEA
and OE must submit written comments on the draft report to
the HEW Audit Agency which then prepares a final report.

After the issuance of the final report, the HEW Audit Agency
audit
withdraws from the process and the determination of the
Education.
becomes the responsibility of the U.S. Office of
to rePrior to March 1, 1973, an SEA had thirty days

spond to the final audit report.

The appropriate division

within USOE (in the case of audits for title

I

programs, the
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Division of Compensatory Education) then
had thirty days to
send the state a letter indicating preliminary
audit determinations; that is what actions the state must
take to correct
problems found in the audit. The SEA has another
thirty days
,

to respond to these preliminary findings and
provide addi-

tional information or to meet with USOE staff members to
discuss the findings.

Thirty days later a letter of final de-

termination, sent by certified mail and signed by USOE's

Deputy Commissioner for School Systems, is sent to the SEA.
At this point, the SEA has two options.

It may agree with the

final determinations and promise to refund any disallowed

costs or it may request a hearing on the findings following
one of these two steps, the U.S. Commissioner of Education

releases a final determination.
The lengthy and time-consuming intermittent steps be-

tween issuance of the final audit report and the commissioner's
final determination were a major factor in the large number
of audit backlogs encountered by the writer when he joined

USOE's title

I

staff.

A different approach was immediately

recommended, after consultation with staff members of the HEW

Audit Agency and USOE and selected state title

I

coordinators.

A simplified audit determination procedure was also recom-

mended by the title

I

task force in 1971.

Now, for all audit conferences with exit conferences

held after March

1,

1973, the preliminary and final determina-

states
tion letters and their corresponding responses from the

have been eliminated.

The state responds directly to the final
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audit report, accepting its
findings or requesting a hearing.
The state s request for a
hearing must indicate the
grounds
on which the hearing is sought.
if the SEA raises questions
of fact, an evidentiary hearing
before a hearing tribunal is
scheduled.
If the SEA raises questions
about interpretations
of title I legislation, regulations,
or guidelines, it must
submit a written formal argument to
the hearing tribunal;

oral arguments will be scheduled only
when necessary.
either case, the tribunal makes recommendations

In

to the Com-

missioner of Education who is responsible for
the final
determination of the audit. The Commissioner notifies

the

SEA of his decision.

Summary

Chapter III has discussed six accountability measures

introduced in the title

measures

— comparability,

I

program since 1970.

Five of these

performance objectives, parental in-

volvement, public information, and audits--are mandated by
law.

They are outgrowths of early title

I

regulations and

guidelines which needed to be clarified and tightened to overcome some of the misuses of title

I

funds cited in the previous

chapter.
The sixth and most comprehensive, accountability pro-

cedure is the monitoring instrument developed by the writer
for use in on-site inspections of state and local title

I

It examines the success or failure of the title

I

grams.

pro-

program, in terms of compliance with legal and regulatory re-

quirements, program design, and management proficiency.

It
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examines all of the components considered necessary
for an
accountability system, discussed in this chapter;

some of the

components are reviewed and evaluated in detail as
separate

program areas, while others are considered as portions of
several program areas, e.g., staff development.

This chapter

discussed the methods and procedures used in developing and
refining the monitoring instrument which appears as appendix
B of this dissertation.

Chapter IV presents the accounta-

bility data gathered through the use of this instrument.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS:

IMPLICATIONS OF THE ACCOUNTABILITY

MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS OF TITLE

I

ESEA

This chapter uses both statistical and subjective data
to indicate the impact that the accountability measures dis-

cussed in chapter III have had on the title
federal

,

state, and local levels.

able from state and local title

I

I

program at the

Statistical data are availreports, a compilation of

the figures gathered using the writer's monitoring instru-

ment during on-site visits to state educational agencies, and
the Comparability Task Force report.

Subjective data were

gathered in personal interviews with state and local title

I

officials, reports of USOE staff members following examinations of state and local title

I

programs, and in conversa-

tions with representatives of special interest groups and mem-

bers of the general public.

Findings Based on the Monitoring Instrument
Since the writer's monitoring instrument is the most

comprehensive accountability tool available in title

I,

many

of the statistics presented in this chapter were gathered

through use of the instrument.

Some basic facts about the use

reader a
of the instrument should be pointed out to give the

better perspective of the data presented:
75
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1.

A team of DCE staff members visited each
of the

fifty states, the District of Columbia, and
five outlying

areas

(American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, Trust Territory,

and the Virgin Islands) once each year for three
consecutive

years

1971, 1972, and 1973.

Each review team consisted of

an average of four professionals.
2.

No state or outlying territory was visited by the

same staff members more than two years.
3.

Federal staff members spent an average of four

days at each site in conducting their review.
4.

The reviewers interviewed an average of eight to

ten SEA employees in gathering information to answer the questions on the assessment instrument.
5.

Every state review involved on-site visits to a

minimum of four LEA's including a total of at least twenty
title

I

project schools.
Tables

5

through 13 indicate the number of states

falling below certain percentage ratings in the thirteen pro-

gram areas.

Each table reflects all three years the moni-

toring instrument was in use.
numbers recorded:

There is no repetition in the

that is, if, in fiscal year 1971, eight

states were below the 20 percent mark in program development,
those eight states would not be counted again as below the
30

(or 40 or 50)

that year.

percent mark in that same program area for

The tables reflect the degree of progress made,

largely through technical assistance efforts, in improving
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TABLE

5

NUMBER OF STATES BELOW THE 20 PERCENT
MARK IN
RATINGS ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT

Program Areas

FY 71

FY 72

FY 73

Organization and staffing

0

0

0

Fiscal Management

0

0

Program Development

8

0

1

Target Area Selection

3

0

0

Comparability

0

1

0

Needs Assessment

8

1

0

Non-public Schools

9

0

0

13

6

3

7

1

0

Evaluation

11

2

0

Dissemination and Public
Information

13

2

0

Program Monitoring

15

3

0

0

0

0

Parental Involvement

Performance Objectives

State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent

*

0
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TABLE
NU

6

R F STATES BEL0W THE 30
PERCENT MARK
,2 OR
m^ AT
^ ABOVE
BUT
THE 20 PERCENT MARK IN
RATINGS ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT

Program Areas
Organization and Staffing
Fiscal Management

FY 71

FY 72

FY 73

9

2

1

10

2

1

10

Program Development

4

Target Area Selection

7

0

0

Comparability

0

3

0

Needs Assessment

7

3

2

Non-public Schools

6

4

2

Parental Involvement

12

5

2

Performance Objectives

10

2

0

Evaluation

7

3

2

Dissemination and Public
Information

9

5

1

13

7

0

0

0

9

Program Monitoring
State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent
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TABLE

7

NUMBER OF STATES BELOW THE 40 PERCENT
MARK
BUT AT OR ABOVE THE 30 PERCENT MARK IN
RATINGS ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Program Areas

Organization and Staffing

FY 71

FY 72

9

5

FY 73

1
•

Fiscal Management

10

8

5

Program Development

20

12

1

Target Area Selection

8

7

0

Comparability

0

14

5

Needs Assessment

26

23

4

Non-public Schools

15

18

Parental Involvement

17

19

5

Performance Objectives

27

29

8

Evaluation

28

32

19

Dissemination and Public
Information

12

18

2

Program Monitoring

14

18

4

0

21

State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent

•

2

'
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TABLE

8

NUMBER OF STATES BELOW THE 50 PERCENT
MARK
BUT AT OR ABOVE THE 40 PERCENT MARK IN
RATINGS ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Program Areas

FY 71

FY 72

FY

73

Organization and Staffing

17

8

7

Fiscal Management

17

14

8

Program Development

14

12

10

Target Area Selection

20

19

9

Comparability

0

16

9

Needs Assessment

3

13

15

Non-public Schools

11

12

9

Parental Involvement

10

15

14

Performance Objectives

5

9

12

Evaluation

5

10'

Dissemination and Public
Information

8

16

10

19

Program Monitoring

4

7

16

State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent

0

0

14
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TABLE

9

NUMBER OF STATES BELOW THE 60 PERCENT
BUT AT OR ABOVE THE 50 PERCENT MARK MARK
IN
RATINGS ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT

Program Areas

FY 71

FY 72

FY 73

Organization and Staffing

15

26

17

Fiscal Management

13

22

18

8

24

25

10

16

17

Comparability

0

15

29

Needs Assessment

7

6

18

Non-public Schools

9

9

25

Parental Involvement

2

7

16

Performance Objectives

4

10

19

Evaluation

3

6

15

Dissemination and Public
Information

4

16

20

Program Monitoring

8

14

16

State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent

0

0

8

Program Development
Target Area Selection
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TABLE 10

NUMBER OF STATES BELOW THE 70 PERCENT
MARK
BUT AT OR ABOVE THE 60 PERCENT MARK
IN
RATINGS ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Program Areas

FY 71

FY 72

FY 73

Organization and Staffing

6

12

14

Fiscal Management

3

5

18

Program Development

0

4

9

Target Area Selection

3

8

14

Comparability

0

2

8

Needs Assessment

1

6

6

Non-public Schools

1

5

4

Parental Involvement

0

1

6

Performance Objectives

0

2

8

Evaluation

1

0

6

Dissemination and Public
Information

1

2

Program Monitoring

1

3

State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent
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TABLE 11

NUMBER OF STATES BELOW THE 80 PERCENT MARK
BUT AT OR ABOVE THE 70 PERCENT MARK IN
RATINGS ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Program Areas

Organization and Staffing

FY 71

FY 72

FY

73

11

Fiscal Management

1

Program Development

6

Target Area Selection

9

Comparability

0

Needs Assessment

5

Non-public Schools

9

Parental Involvement

4

Performance Objectives

6

Evaluation

3

Dissemination and Public
Information

8

Program Monitoring

8

State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent

0
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TABLE 12

NUMBER OF STATES BELOW THE 90 PERCENT MARK
BUT AT (
ABOVE THE 80 PERCENT MARK IN
RATINGS' ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Program Areas

FY 71

FY 72

FY 73

Organization and Staffing

0

1

3

Fiscal Management

0

0

2

Program Development

0

0

2

Target Area Selection

0

0

2

Comparability

0

0

0

Needs Assessment

0

0

2

Non-public Schools

0

0

0

Parental Involvement

0

0

5

Performance Objectives

0

0

1

Evaluation

0

0

2

Dissemination and Public
Information

0

Program Monitoring

0

State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent
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TABLE 13

NUMBER OF STATES AT OR BELOW THE 100 PERCENT MARK
BUT AT OR ABOVE THE 90 PERCENT MARK IN
RATINGS ON THE MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Program Areas

FY 71

FY 72

FY 73

Organization and Staffing

0

0

2

Fiscal Management

0

0

2

Program Development

0

0

2

Target Area Selection

0

0

1

Comparability

0

0

0

Needs Assessment

0

0

0

Non-public Schools

0

0

0

Parental Involvement

0

0

0

Performance Objectives

0

0

0

Evaluation

0

0

0

Dissemination and Public
Information

0

0

0

Program Monitoring

0

0

2

State Agency Programs for
Children in Institutions for
the Neglected or Delinquent

0

0

0
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SEA

s

management proficiency and compliance with title

I

legislation, regulations, and program directives during
the past three years.

Subsequent sections of this chapter discuss each of
the thirteen program areas

— organization

and staffing, fiscal

management, program development, target area selection, comparability, needs assessment, non— public school involvement,

parental involvement, performance objectives, evaluation,

dissemination and public information, program monitoring,
and state agency programs for children in institutions for
the neglected or delinquent

— in

greater detail.

Each sec-

tion, at a minimum, includes a line graph indicating the

SEA's ratings in a particular program area for fiscal years
1971, 1972, and 1973.

These graphs are based on the data

gathered through the writer's monitoring instrument.

In

addition, most sections include other data supporting the

findings of the monitoring instrument.

Comparability
In fiscal year 1973, 12,487 local educational

agencies in the fifty states received funds under title
ESEA.

I

Of these, 49.9 percent, or a total of 6,344 school

districts, were not required to submit detailed comparability

reports for one of two reasons

allocation was less than $50,000; or

1.

Their title

2.

each
The district had only one school serving

I

intermediate, one
grade span; for example, one primary, one

junior high, and one senior high.
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The remaining 6,143 LEA's were required,
under USOE regulations, to submit comparability reports.
Only 1.7 percent,
or 102, did not forward the mandated
information to the SEA's.

1

A study by the Division of Compensatory Education
of
5,939 school districts which submitted comparability
reports
in both fiscal years 1972 and 1973 revealed that the
first

year 44 percent of the reporting LEA's did not offer comparable
services with state and local funds at title
schools.

I

and non-title

I

By fiscal year 1973, 1,545 of these 2,624 non-

comparable districts had achieved comparability.

Thus, just

18 percent of the districts reporting were still out of com-

pliance with comparability regulations.

However, this 18 per-

cent (or 1,079 local educational agencies) represented a dis-

proportionate 37 percent of the children receiving services
under title

.

I

Table 14 indicates the progress made by SEA's in

complying with comparability rules, according to the writer's

monitoring instrument.

No ratings were given in fiscal year

1971 because comparability reporting was not mandatory until
the following year.

Note the decrease in the number of SEA's

scoring below the 50 percent mark and the increase in the number of states with ratings between 50 and 70 percent.

^Division of Compensatory Education, "The LEA's in
Title I: Comparability Reporting" (unpublished chart), 1973.

^Division of Compensatory Education, "Comparability
Impact Analysis" (unpublished chart), 1973.
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TABLE 14

COMPARABILITY

The criteria on which the comparability ratings were

based were:
1.

SEA has fulfilled the OE requirements regarding

comparability for which it has specific responsibility.
2.

SEA has defined comparability to its LEA's and has

established procedures for collecting data in accordance with
current Federal regulations.
3.

SEA title

I

staff demonstrates knowledge of the

comparability requirements.
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SEA assures that LEA's collect
comparability data
as of the uniform collection date.
4.

5.

SEA assures that LEA's submit comparability
data

as of the required reporting date.
6.

SEA has implemented procedures to analyze compara-

bility data received, determine the status of
comparability,
and take corrective necessary action.
7.

SEA approves only those applications for which

data demonstrate comparability.
8.

SEA provides technical assistance to LEA's in

collecting, reporting, and analyzing comparability data and
10.

in resolving comparability deficiencies.
9.

SEA developes inservice training that is responsive

to the identified needs of the title

I

staff in the area of

comparability
SEA verifies LEA comparability source data included
in documentary records and worksheets.

The questions in the writer's monitoring instrument

related to these criteria were expanded by representatives
of DCE and the HEW Audit Agency for use in Audit of title

programs.

I

The expanded questionnaire is included in this study

as appendix C.

Parental Involvement
In 1969, when districtwide parent advisory councils

were recommended in title

I

program directives but were not

yet mandated, 67,969 parents served on such councils.

By 1973
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the number of parents thus involved had increased to 223,495

more than a 350 percent growth.

3

Table 15 graphically depicts SEA's compliance with

title

I

legislation, regulations, and program directives

relevant to parental involvement from 1971 to 1973, according
to the criteria set forth in the writer's monitoring instru-

ment.

These criteria included:
TABLE 15

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

>1*1 it 55—

50 45 1*71

40 -

Parental

Involvement

1*72
1*73

35 -

30 -

25—

20 —

1510 -

5

-

T
10

“

T
*0

r
100

Participation in
Velma K. James, "Survey of Parental Fairley, Division
Richard L.
Title I Programs," memorandum to
1973.
of Compensatory Education, May 15,
3
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1*

SEA has overa

H

plan and policies for implementing

parental involvement in accordance with
federal regulations.
2. SEA requires that LEA project
applications

include

parental involvement data, in accordance with
federal/state
requirements
3.

SEA approves only those applications meeting
federal/

state requirements for parental involvement.
4.

SEA develops technical assistance strategies which

are responsive to identified LEA needs.
5

.

SEA has taken a leadership role by encouraging

parental input on a state level.
6.

SEA develops inservice training strategies which

are responsive to the needs of the SEA title

I

staff in the

area of parental involvement.
7.

SEA encourages LEA's to evaluate the relationship

of parental involvement to student achievement gains and/or

other performance indicators.
8.

SEA verifies the LEA's description and implementa-

tion of parental involvement activities contained in the

project application.
9.

SEA assures that LEA's make all pertinent title

I

information available to parent advisory committees.
Performance Objectives
The title

I

application has always included a section

on project objectives.

However, LEA's interpretations of ob

of
jectives have changed dramatically from the first few years
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title

to the present , largely due to the
technical assistance

I

efforts of SEA's and the U.S. Office of
Education.

vision

m

The pro-

Public Law 91-230 requiring that program
objectives

be directly tied to performances which are
measurable forced

LEA’s to become even more exact in their selection of
program
goals and objectives.
This process of including more exact and measurable

objectives in title

I

applications is best illustrated by an

examination of pertinent sections from LEA's title
For instance

,

I

proposals.

the objectives of the Phoenix (Ariz.) Union

High School System's title

I

program in fiscal year 1968

were
To improve classroom performance in reading.
To improve children's verbal functions.
To improve children's self-image.
To raise their attitude toward school and education.
To raise their occupational and/or educational aspirational level.
6. To increase their expectations of success in school.
7. To improve their average daily attendance.
8. To improve the holding power of the schools.
9. To reduce the rate and severity of disciplinary

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

10.
11.

problems
To improve the physical health of children.
To improve children's emotional and social stability.

^

Few of the objectives are measurable by standard testing procedures.

Even in these cases where the objectives are quanti-

fiably measurable, no indication is given as to what level of

progress is expected or what measures of progress will be used.

^Phoenix Union High School System, "Application for
Low
Federal Assistance for the Education of Children from
89-10," August
Income Families under Title I of Public Law
1973.

,
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Compare the above objectives to these the same
school

district submitted as part of its fiscal year 1974
title

I

application
1.

2.

3.

Seventy percent of the participating target students
will have a mean gain of 1.0 years or more as measured by pre— and posttests Bond— Balow— Hoy t Silent
Diagnostic Reading Test.
Fifty percent or more of the target students who are
referred to the CEC will successfully complete the
program of study which they were pursuing prior to
their referral.
Participating target students at the CEC will have a
dropout ratio lower than that which exists at their
respective referral school either while at the CEC or
when they return to their referral school.
Students participating in the CEC will demonstrate a
1.0 mean grade level increase between pre- and posttests
of the California Achievement Test Battery in Language
arts and math, and a 1.0 mean grade level increase in
reading between pre- and posttests of the Bond-BalowHoyt Silent Diagnostic Reading Test.

—

4.

An examination of local title

with the U.S. Office of Education

(a

I

applications on file

small percentage of the

LEA's actually applying for title funds) indicates similar

improvement in the writing of performance objectives from 1968
to 1973 in about 80 percent of the cases.

However, an

analysis of an entire state's compliance with the exact title
I

rules governing performance objectives is best ascertained

by examining the results of ratings on the monitoring instru-

ment as indicated in table 16.

The criteria on which these

ratings are based were listed on page 62 of chapter III.

5

Phoenix Union High School System, "Title

tion," 1973.

I

Applica-
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TABLE 16

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Fiscal Management

Fiscal management in title

I

programs is primarily

concerned with the maintenance of grant and expenditure records,
inventories of equipment and supplies purchased with title
funds, and construction costs.

I

Much of title I's fiscal ac-

countability is dependent on the reviews conducted by the HEW
Audit Agency.

Audit exceptions found by review teams have
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resulted in claims by
past three years.

the U.S. Treasury of $24,491,184 in
the

fl

A closer inspection of fiscal management require-

ments under title

I

is possible by examining the criteria

found in the writer's monitoring instrument.

These are:

Guidelines for fiscal management and reporting

1.

are issued by the SEA.

Line item budget controls for LEA operations are

2.

established
3.

SEA reviews budgets to assure that planned expendi-

tures support program objectives.
4.

SEA reviews and approves budgets to assure that

indirect costs do not exceed the approved indirect cost
rate; direct administrative costs are not approved for such

expenses
5.

LEA reports are reviewed by the SEA for accuracy

and adherence to approved budget.
6.

SEA provides instructions and inservice training

to auditors on title
7.

I

requirements.

Audits are annually conducted in accordance with

guidelines and audit findings are resolved.
8.

State administrative funds are budgeted and ex-

pended for title

I

purposes; appropriate controls are estab-

lished; and reports are issued on regular basis.

^National Advisory Council, Educating the Diadv antaged
Child, p.

1.
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SEA requires that accurate and
up-to-date equipment inventories be maintained.
9.

11.

SEA furnishes accurate and timely
fiscal reports to

OE.

Table 17 gives the ratings of SEA's over
the past
three years according to these fiscal management
criteria.
TABLE 17

FISCAL MANAGEMENT
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Other Program Areas

Tables 18 through 26 indicate the
progress made by
SEA's in complying with OE criteria in
the following program
areas:
organization and staffing, program development,

target area selection, non-public school
involvement, needs
assessment, evaluation, dissemination, program
monitoring,
and state agency programs for children in institutions
for
the neglected or delinquent.
The following subsections list the criteria used in

rating the states in each program area.

Organization and staffing
The writer developed the following criteria for

organization and staffing requirements under title
state could score a maximum of 60 points

(5

I.

A

points for each

exceptional rating per criteria) in the rating:
1.

Title

staff is knowledgeable about compensatory

I

education and the requirements of the title
tions

Law and Regula-

I

.

2.

The title

I

unit has defined the management func-

tions deemed necessary to implement the title

sonnel

I

program.

per-

3.

Objectives have been established for title

4

Staff resources are allocated in a manner com-

I

.

.

mensurate with title
5.

I

functional areas.

Each staff member paid from title

services to title

I

commensurate with title

I
I

funds provides

compensation.
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6.

SEA develops an operative organizational
struc-

ture which includes administrative relationships
to other

organizational units within the SEA.
7.

SEA encourages organizational flexibility in

order to meet priority program requirements.
8.

SEA establishes a budget commensurate with objec-

tives to be achieved.
9.

SEA facilitates communication with the Chief

State School Officer and/or other decision makers.
10.

SEA provides administrative support for the ef-

fective operation of the title
11.

I

The SEA employs title

program.
I

staff based on applicant

competency without discrimination with regard to race, color,
creed, national origin or sex.
12. An annual plan with scheduled in-service training

activities has been developed based on identified title

I

staff development needs.
The ratings based on these criteria are given in

table 18.

Program development
Table 19 graphically depicts SEA's ratings on the

monitoring instrument in program development according to the
following criteria:
1.

The SEA develops application format and content

that complies with federal/state regulations and guidelines

including instructions for application completion.
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TABLE 18

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

PIKCINTAOI

2.

The SEA develops procedures and guidelines for LEA

program design.
3.

The SEA assures that reviewers of applications use

standardized criteria in determining the approvability of each
section of the application.
4.

SEA utilizes application review process as an

opportunity to develop program quality prior to final approval.
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TABLE 19

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

5.

SEA utilizes the application review process in

formulating statewide program development efforts and in

addressing identified LEA deficiencies during future visitations

.

6.

SEA title

I

staff has developed an annual plan for

providing technical assistance to LEA's which includes
scheduled visitations for program development and compliance
request or
purposes as well as the flexibility to respond to
to crisis or problem situations.
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7.

The title

I

staff has identified its own area(s)

of deficiencies and has obtained an utilized
appropriate

federal/external technical assistance.
8.

SEA assures that LEA project activities relate

to needs assessment, performance objectives; and evaluation

designs
Target area selection
Some of the most dramatic progress made in ratings, as

reflected in table 20, came in the area of target area selection.

The criteria used in the ratings were:

TABLE 20

TARGET AREA SELECTION
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1.

SEA has defined target area selection
procedures to

its LEA's in accordance with federal
law and regulations.
2.

SEA has issued in its instructions specific
cri-

teria for utilization of target area selection data.
3.

SEA approves only those applications meeting its

target area selection requirements.
4.

SEA develops and implements technical assistance

strategies which are responsive to identified LEA needs in
this area.
5.

SEA title

I

staff is knowledgeable about target

area selection guidelines and procedures.
6.

SEA verifies that LEA's have selected attendance

areas in accordance with requirements.
7.

SEA assures that LEA's follow federal guidelines

under circumstances of desegregation.

Non-public school involvement
The following criteria were used to rate SEA's on

their compliance with title

I

rules governing the involvement

of children from non-public schools:
1.

SEA title

I

staff is knowledgeable about pertinent

state and federal legislation and regulations regarding the

participation of children in non-public ‘schools
2.

SEA has defined the involvement of children in

non— public schools to its LEA's in accordance with federal

regulations and has issued appropriate instructions.
3.

SEA requires that LEA project applications describe

schools
the extent of participation of children in non-public
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m

accordance with federal regulations.
4.

SEA assures that LEA's involve
non-public school

officials, teachers, and parents in program
planning and evaluation.

SEA approves only those applications meeting
the
requirements for the involvement of non-public school
children.
5.

6.

SEA develops technical assistance strategies

which are responsive to identified LEA needs regarding the
involvement of non-public school children.
7.

SEA develops in-service training for title

I

staff

regarding the involvement of non-public school children.
8.

SEA verifies LEA's description and implementation

of participation of non-public school children contained in

the project application.
9

9.

SEA has instituted a mechanism by which complaints

regarding the participation of non-public school children are
resolved.

Table 21 gives the ratings from fiscal year 1971 to
fiscal year 1973 based on these criteria.

Needs assessment
The ratings for needs assessment, presented in table
22, reflect the following criteria:
1.

SEA has defined needs assessment to its LEA's in

accordance with federal regulations.
2.

SEA has established procedures for conducting a

comprehensive needs assessment.
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TABLE 21

INVOLVEMENT OF CHILDREN FROM NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLS

3.

SEA requires in LEA project applications compre-

estabhensive needs assessment data in accordance with its

lished procedures.
4.

SEA*

approves only those applications meeting its

needs assessment procedures.
assistance
SEA develops and implements technical
LEA needs in
strategies which are responsive to identified
5.

this area.
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TABLE 22

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

1971

1972
197 J

t

•

r

*0

10

6.

"T*
100

SEA develops in-service training strategies which

are responsive to the needs of the SEA title

I

staff in the

area of needs assessment.
7.

on
SEA requires that LEA's design programs based

documented listing of priority needs.
8.

pupil
SEA requires that LEA's describe specific

selection criteria in project applications.
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9.

SEA insures that che LEA's have coordinated
and

utilized all available resources to meet
identified needs
of children.
10.

SEA verifies that sufficient documentation exists

to support LEA needs assessment data contained in
project

application

Evaluation
The evaluation criteria used in the monitoring instru-

ment are closely tied in with all other program areas.

The

evaluation itself is based on the needs assessment and on

performance objectives; all aspects of the title

I

program,

including parental involvement, inservice training, and the
involvement of children from non-public schools, should be
included in the evaluation.

The ratings in table 23 reflect

the following criteria:
1.

SEA has developed and implements a statewide plan

for evaluation which meets federal requirements and includes

results of objective measurement of educational achievement
of participating children.
2.

SEA develops technical assistance strategies which

are responsive to LEA evaluation needs.
3.

SEA develops in-service strategies which are re-

sponsive to the needs of the SEA title

I

staff in the area of

evaluation.
4.

SEA utilizes available resources in meeting its

evaluation of objectives.
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TABLE 23

EVALUATION

5.

SEA analyzes evaluation data collected from LEA's.

6.

SEA coordinates and utilizes evaluation data in

ongoing research, planning, and current operations.
7.

SEA validates LEA evaluation data and procedures.

Dissemination
in
The writer included eleven performance criteria

in the
the area of dissemination and public information

monitoring instrument.

They were:
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SEA has implemented a procedure
for disseminating
to LEA'S all information relative
to OE legislation, regulations, guidelines, PSP's, etc.,
in all program areas of title
I.
2. The SEA sets forth legal
requirements for dissemination in project application forms and
instructions.
1.

3.

The SEA sets forth legal requirements
for public

information in project application forms and
instructions.
4.

The SEA assures in its project application
review

process that each applicant describes methods for
reviewing,

selecting and disseminating information.
5.

The SEA assures in its project application review

process that the public information requirements are met.
6.

SEA title

I

unit has a dissemination program based

on stated objectives.
7

.

SEA utilizes available resources in meeting its

dissemination objectives.
8.

SEA develops technical assistance strategies which

are responsive to the needs of LEA's in the areas of dissemina-

tion and public information.
9.

SEA develops in-service training strategies which

are responsive to the dissemination needs of the SEA title

I

staff.
10.

SEA verifies that LEA dissemination activities are

being implemented.
11.

SEA has implemented a procedure to investigate and

resolve complaints regarding compliance with public information

requirements
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Review team members based their
ratings of SEA's, as
presented in table 24, on the above
criteria.

TABLE 24

DISSEMINATION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION

Program monitoring
Many SEA's have adopted variations of the writer's

monitoring instrument for use in assessing LEA's title

I

pro-

grams.

Examples of these adaptations will be given in chap-

ter V.

Table 25 illustrates the SEA's progress in meeting

USOE requirements for monitoring according to the following

criteria
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TABLE 25

PROGRAM MONITORING

50 -

45 -

40 -

Program Monitoring

1*71

1973
1*73

35 -

30 -

35-

30-

MICINMtl

1.

SEA has a systematic and comprehensive plan for

monitoring LEA's based on defined criteria.
2.

SEA assures that LEA projects operate with fidelity

to approved project applications.
3.

SEA has developed and utilizes a monitoring instru-

ment and procedures.
4.

SEA provides staff for monitoring.

5.

SEA has developed and implements follow-up procedures.

Ill
6.
.

b

SEA utilizes monitoring findings in
developing

own annual plan and priorities.

SEA has developed and implements procedures
for
resolving complaints.
7.

State agency pro grams for children in
institutions for the neglected or delinquent

Because the title

I

programs for children living in

state or locally operated institutions for the neglected or

delinquent is not a major component of the title

I

program

in terms of funding or the number of children served, it has

been discussed in this study only in passing.

However, a re-

view of this program was included in the writer's monitoring

instrument in 1973 at the request of state title
tors.

coordina-

I

Separate reviews are conducted for other title

I

com-

ponents such as the program serving the children of migratory

agricultural workers.
The ratings for state management of title

I

programs

for institutionalized children, expressed graphically in

table 26, are based on the following criteria:
1.

SEA has developed and disseminated specific guide-

lines for the N or D program.
2.

SEA submits all required materials to OE fully and

3.

SEA has established procedures for verification of

on time.

ADA count in accordance with regulations.
4.

SEA has prepared itself to administer in coopera-

which will
tion with the SEA involved, the amended legislation

include the children in adult institutions.
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TABLE 26
STATE AGENCY PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN
IN INSTITUTIONS FOR NEGLECTED
AND DELINQUENT CHILDREN

JTATI* S3—

5043 1*71

40-

State

Agency Programs for Children in Institutions
for Neglected and Delinquent Children

1*73
1973

33-

I

30—

33!

!

10

30

40

30

SO

60

70

10

*0

100

MICINIAtl

5.

SEA provides staff time and budget at SEA and, if

applicable, SAA level to perform required N or D program
functions and activities.
6.

SEA assures that SAA makes maximum use of title

I

state N or D program funds for program delivery.
7.

SEA title

I

staff develops in-service training

strategies which are responsive to SEA and SAA staff develop-

ment needs in the area of N or D program administration.
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SEA has issued instructions to
SAA which specifically delineate distinct and
mutual areas of responsibility (legal regulatory,
programmatic).
8.

,

SEA has developed and issued to
SAA instructions
and format for application preparation,
completion and submission.
9.

10.

SEA has specific criteria by which it reviews

and approves project applications for the
N or D program.
11.

SEA approves only those project applications

meeting specific criteria for N or D program.
12.

SEA establishes procedures to assure concentration

of funds and services for N or D children.
13.

SEA has established procedures for conducting a

comprehensive needs assessment for N or D programs and requires SAA to design programs based on priority needs of

selected children.
14.

SEA has implemented comprehensive dissemination

program for the N or D program.
15.

SEA has established a procedure for monitoring

the N or D SAA institutional programs which includes complaint

handling, follow-up, and corrective action where necessary.
16.

SEA has established comprehensive procedure for

fiscal responsibility which include issuance of instructions,

review of SAA state administrative budget, equipment inventories, and audits.
17.

SEA assists the SAA in the development and imple-

mentation of performance objectives for the N or D program.
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18.

SEA assists the SAA in the development and
im-

plementation of evaluation design for the N or D
program.
SEA assures that SAA coordinates needs assessment,

19.

performance objectives, project development and evaluation
for the N or D program.

SEA requires assurances from SAA's and institu-

20.

tions showing that they have the responsibility and capability
to provide elementary and/or secondary education for N or D

children.

Summary
In general, the data presented in this chapter indi-

cate that the accountability measures discussed in chapter
III and IV have increased the effectiveness of the title

I

program in the following ways:
1.

DCE

,

with USOE, keeps a closer watch over the

spending of title

I

funds, insuring that the use of this money

complies with federal rules and that the funds are managed
efficiently.

Annual reviews prevent SEA's from making the

same mistake for several years before they are uncovered in
an HEW audit.
2.

More objective data are available on the achieve-

ment level of title

I

students.

The performance objectives

provision in Public Law 91—230 forced title

I

planners to

consider their objective in quantifiably measurable terms.
demanded
It is this type of information that Congress

(and,

hearings on the exfor the most part, did not receive) during

tension of ESEA legislation three years ago.
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As a result of the comparability
requirement,

3.

title

children are now assured of getting the
same basic
educational services that other students at
corresponding
grade levels in the school district receive
from state and
I

local funds.

Title

I

funds can be spent for "extra" ser-

vices and is, then, truly a compensatory education
program.
SEA

4.

s

and, through them, LEA's now receive more

technical assistance from USOE on title

I

because, as a result

of findings based on the monitoring instrument, USOE is

more aware of their strengths and weaknesses in administering
the title

I

program.

To deal with some of the weaknesses cited

in the first two years the monitoring instrument was used,

DCE

'

s

Program Support Branch developed a series of packets on

the thirteen program areas under review, stressing legal and

management requirements.

The packets are used at regional,

national, and individual state meetings for technical assistance purposes.
5.

The public is more aware of title

I

largely as a

result of the parental involvement and public information requirements, and more ready to question the use of title

I

funds
pro-

6.

More parents are actively involved in title

7.

SEA's have significantly improved their management

I

grams .

of title

I

programs.

Data gathered from the monitoring instru-

ment indicate that 90 percent of the states increased their
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ratings 20 percent or more in at least nine
of the thirteen
program areas under review from 1971 to 1973.
8.

Through use of the monitoring instrument,
federal

reviewers were able to identify some characteristics
common
to successful title

I

projects.

These include:

systematic

planning, clearly stated objectives, intensity of treatment,

attention to the individual needs of participating -children,
flexibility in grouping, personnel management, structured

program approach, and parental involvement.
The data also reveal some areas which require further
study.

These problems, as well as the implications of the

information found in chapter III and

chapter V.

IV,

will be discussed in

CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS OF THE USE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

MEASURES IN OTHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Chapters

I

through IV of this dissertation examined

°f the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and
the accountability measures, both legislative and administra-

tive

,

which have been introduced to make the program more effec-

tive at the federal, state, and local levels.

This chapter

takes the accountability procedures discussed earlier and con-

siders their current use and applicability to other education
programs.

This chapter also summarizes some of the other

accountability measures that are incorporated in federal,
state, and local education programs.

Areas For Further Study
The data gathered in this study revealed some problems

that should be solved and some areas of accountability that

need further development to further refine title I's accounta-

bility system.
1.

These include:

The accounting and information systems of local

educational agencies need improvement.

The difficulty many

LEA's had in gathering and submitting comparability data was

largely a result of poor recordkeeping.
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LEA's should be
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encouraged to use a portion of their
title

I

administrative

funds to improve their data storage
and retrieval systems.
SEA’s should provide technical
assistance in. this area.

More uniform evaluation procedures, at
least within
states, should be required to facilitate a
national evaluation of title I and for use as an indicator of
what types of
2.

programs do the best job of meeting specified needs of
educa-

tionally deprived children.
3.

USOE should develop an accountability handbook, in-

cluding a model, for use by SEA's.

A model has been pro-

posed by the writer for publication in fiscal year 1974.
4.

More technical assistance should be provided to

large school districts which still have not met comparability

requirements.

As the data in chapter IV illustrated, these

LEA's account for a disproportionate number of the children

being served with title
5.

I

funds.

There should be faster determination of federal

audit findings and alternative methods for using misspent

title

I

funds.
6.

In large school districts parental advisory councils

should be mandated for each title

I

school, not just the dis-

This would bring the title

trict as a whole.

I

program closer

to the community and help insure a better review of title

I

operations and evaluations by parents.
7.

Each state should form a statewide advisory com-

mittee for title

I.
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USOE should take the initiative in developing

8.

adequate assessment procedures to analyze the
non-cognitive

benefits of title

I

services.

An examination of local title

I

applications indicated many school districts still included

objectives which cannot be measured using standardized instruments

.

9.

title

I,

title

I

USOE should identify national priorities for

on the basis of recent educational research and

evaluation reports.
Within USOE
In the early 1970s there have been three major accounta-

bility thrusts within the U.S. Office of Education:

an in-

ternal accounting system, performance contracting, and the

National Assessment.

USOE was also responsible for other ac-

countability developments through the funds it administered.
Internal Management
One of USOE's primary objectives for the 1970s is "to

improve the management of education at all levels of government, beginning with the Office of Education itself."

Three

processes are particularly important in meeting this objective:

management evaluation, a program information system,

and financial management information system.

Early in 1970, then U.S. Commissioner of Education
USOE to
Sidney P. Marland, Jr., ordered all offices within

1

p.

106.

of Ed ucation,
Annual Report of the U.S. Commissioner
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begin writing annual action plans
based on performance objectives.
Marland felt that the U.S. Office of
Education should
provide an example to state and local
agencies by introducing
accountability measures into the administration
of federal
education programs. The commissioner set goals,
and program
managers within USOE were responsible for implementing
action
steps to meet these goals, as well as setting specific
per-

formance objectives for their own programs.

The Division of

Compensatory Education's management by objectives scheme is
closely tied to the writer's monitoring instrument; the objectives indicate DCE staff members will help quantify state performance, as measured by the instrument.

This accountability

system enables USOE staff to identify weaknesses and assist
states in improving their performance.
The management evaluation also involved a review of

manpower, internal operating procedures, and legislative

obligations of all agencies within USOE.

The study resulted

in an improved use of manpower, increasing the number of dol-

lars that the average employee was responsible for to $1.8 mil•

i
lion.

2

USOE's Program Information System, introduced in fiscal

year 1971, provides data on all federal education assistance
programs in a standardized form.

The data are used to periodi-

cally update the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance

;

be-

cause the system is computerized the time-consuming manual

editing and updating of the catalog is no longer necessary.
^Ibid.

,

p.
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The Financial Management
Information System was developed to computerize the data
required by the General Accounting Office, the Office of
Management and Budget, the
Department of the Treasury, and other
federal agencies in
their annual reports. A documentation
package designed to
accompany the system evaluates requests
for changes and involves the collection, organization,
storage, and maintenance
of a complete written record of the
data programmed into the
system.

Performance contracting
The growing emphasis on educational accountability

and the failure of many traditionally-oriented compensatory

education programs to improve participants
resulted in a new educational arrangement

1

achievement levels

— that

private con-

tractors be paid to teach students, with payments at least

partly dependent on the degree of progress made, according to

measurable prespecified objectives.

The Texarkana Dropout

Prevention Program, funded under ESEA title VIII, was the first
to use the performance contracting approach.

Since 1969, more

than 100 other similar contracts have been awarded.

Several

of these will be discussed later in this chapter as examples

of local accountability efforts.

Lessinger, who introduced the performance contract in
USOE, cites its several advantages:

Sheila Krystal and Samuel Henrie, Educational Ac countability and Evaluation PREP Report No. 35 (Washington,
D.C.:
U.S. Office of Education, 1972), p. 16.
,
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1.

Contracting facilitates the targeting and
evaluation
Performance contracting introduces more resources
and greater flexibility into public school
systems.
The same would hold true for the use .of
education
vouchers, permitting a parent or student to use
a
voucher to purchase the type of education desired
from various alternatives. The Office of Economic
Opportunity experimented with educational vouchers
in the early 1970 's.
Innovation is possible at a low cost and with few
political or social risks for the school district.
Performance contracting may introduce institutional
changes by challenging traditional practices and
offering competition to the school system. 4

of educational programs.
2.

3.

4.

However

,

there are also drawbacks in the performance

contracting
approach.
1.

For instance, in the Texarkana model

local school evaluators found that the first contractor,

Dorsett Educational Systems, included too many test items in
the actual instructional program.

A new contractor, Educa-

tional Development Laboratories, had to be selected.

Other

weaknesses in the approach include:
Failure to incorporate the program within the total
school curriculum..
2.

Inadequate training of local school personnel.

3.

Use of expensive equipment and materials to imple-

ment the program.

4

Leon M. Lessinger, "Engineering Accountability for
Results in Public Education," in Lesley H. Browder, Emerging
Patterns of Administrative Accountability pp. 403-404.
,

^Martin Filogame, "Performance Contracting: Texarkana
ility
Dropout Prevention Program," in Viewpoints on Accountab
1971),
pp.
Press,
Educational Innovators
(Tucson, Ariz.:
19-20.
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These drawbacks make it difficult for
a local school district
to adopt the program once funds for
the performance contract
have run out.

A crucial step in almost all performance contracts,
and mandatory provision in eighty-six
contracts under

titles

VII and VIII of ESEA, is the independent
accomplishment audit.

The audit involves many of the same steps discussed
previously
in connection with HEW's fiscal audits; however, the
concentra-

tion is on student performance as a result of expenditures.

USOE organized audit institutes to train more than twenty

groups or individuals as independent auditors.
The audit is an important accountability tool; it not

only assesses progress in terms of student achievement and relates this output to resources (or input) required to achieve
the desired effect, it also provides for direct feedback to

school officials and the public and recommendations for
change.

Several independent auditors make use of portions of

the writer's monitoring instrument in assessing title

grams

I

pro-

.

The National Assessment

The National Assessment of Educational Progress is

largely supported with USOE funds.

It is the most comprehen-

sive attempt at educational evaluation ever administered in
the United States, tests have been given to school children

and adults to assess attitudes, skills, and knowledge in science,

writing, citizenship, mathematics, literature, music, and
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reading.
ment.

However, the results have generated little
excite-

As a former USOE staff member points out:

In other words, being told that so many
children or
citizens meet certain performance criteria is not
dramatically significant until we see (a) whether
performance levels are related to higher or lower
personal achievement such as employability, or (b)
how one State compares with another. 6

The sampling procedure permits comparisons by sex, race,

geographic region, and socioeducational status but not by
state or school district.

Despite the lack of longitudinal

studies, the assessment has stimulated research on test-

related topics, and the effects of this are beginning to be
felt in education programs.

As better evaluation instruments

become available the evaluations themselves will, improve.
State management surveys

Title V of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

provides funds to SEA's to help them strengthen their leadership resources and develop statewide programs for the assess-

ment of educational needs.

In fiscal year 1971, states re-

ceived $29.8 million for these efforts.

With the new account-

ability requirements at the federal and state levels, many
states turned their attention to the development of compre-

hensive planning and evaluation programs and systematic approaches to the improvement of instruction.

The Commissioner

of Education reported in 1972 that, under title V grants:

^Edward Wynne, The Politics of School Accountab ility
1972)
(Berkeley, Calif., McCutchan Publishing Corporation,
p.

74
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.20 States have utilized evaluative and
assessmenh
data to produce a set of practical
and meaningful statewide goals for elementary and secondary
education
In
many cases this represented the first
£ime
that
ciear?
concise, and easily understood needs
of
been articulated and made clear to the education had'
public.
.

.

For instance, the State of Michigan
identifed public education's primary task as "meeting the needs of
all children
and youth as they prepare for adulthood." 8 This
goal indi-

cated the need for children's "continued and monitored
edu-

cational progress through the years of required schooling"
and readiness for a job, satisfactory personal relationships,

college, other continuing education, and/or citizenship.

These steps were further broken down into performance objectives areas in each of three domains
motor, and affective.

— cognitive,

psycho-

In the cognitive domain concentration

is on communication, mathematics, natural science, social

science, and fine arts skills.

Health, physical education

and industrial arts skills comprise the performance objectives
for the psychomotor domain.

The affective domain is concerned

with creativity, tolerance, morality, honesty, self-discipline,
and social awareness.^
The development of such statewide goals facilitates

goal setting at the local level

— both

for the regular school

program and for compensatory education projects.

In addition.

many states used their title V grants to concentrate on areas

p.

^

Annual Report of the U.S. Commissioner of Education

8

A Position Statement

114.

g

Ibid

.

,

p.

6

,

p.

5.

,
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of weaknesses pointed out by title

I

review teams in the first

year the monitoring instrument was used.

For instance,

twenty-five states used the management grants to
train teachers
and local administrators in new techniques.
Several SEA's

developed strategies for coordinating federal, state,
and
local programs for maximum impact.
Better Schools Act of 1973
The Nixon administration's major education legisla-

tion for fiscal years 1973 and 1974 is the proposed Better

Schools Act.

The act emphasizes the importance of technical

assistance by USOE to SEA's and LEA's.

A study within USOE

based on the provisions of the act dealing with the dis-

advantaged indicated eleven areas of particular concern:
1.

Allocation of funds to school districts

2.

Ranking of schools by percentage or number of

educationally deprived children
3.

Identification of "special educational needs" of

"educationally deprived children"
4.

Design of projects so that total costs equal "ex-

penditure index"
5.

Allocation of funds for institutionalized children

6.

Determination of maximum limitations for institu-

tionalized and migrant children
7.

Procedures for proper accounting and disbursement

8.

Reporting requirements

9.

Evaluation of programs and projects
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Participation of non-public school children
"on
an equitable basis"
10.

11.

Determination of comparability by SEA^

Nine of these eleven areas are currently covered
in the

writer's monitoring instrument.

Thus, an expansion and

revision of the instrument would enable USOE to assess
and monitor SEA's and LEA's success in meeting the provisions of this new legislation, if it passes.

This is a good

example of the applicability of the instrument to further

developments within the federal education structure.
At the State Level
By early 1973, twenty-three states had some kind of

educational accountability legislation; Georgia, Kansas,
Minnesota, Nevada, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas,
and Wyoming had bills awaiting action during 1973.

11

Table

27 indicates the states with accountability legislation.

The extent of the legislation varies considerably.

According

to researchers for the Cooperative Accountability Project, a

comprehensive educational accountability law would include
provisions for a state testing or assessment program, manage-

ment methods (such as the PPBS, the MIS, or a uniform accounting system)

1973"
p.

,

the evaluation of professional employees, and

"Functions of DCE under the Better Schools Act of
U.S. Office of Education, 1973),
(Washington, D.C.
:

1

"^Hawthorne

,

State Accountability Legislation, p.

2.
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TABLE 27
STATUS OF ACCOUNTABILITY LEGISLATION
FALL 1972

STATE

LEGISLATION ENACTED

LEGISLATION
MAY BE INTRODUCED IN 1973

Alabama

NONE ENACTED
AS OF FALL,
1972
X

Alaska

X

Arizona

X

Arkansas

X

California

X

Colorado

X

Connecticut

X

X

Delaware

X

District of Columbia

X

Florida

X

Georgia
Hawaii

X

X

X

X

Idaho

Illinois

X

x

Indiana

X

x
X

Iowa
x

Kansas

X

Kentucky

X

Louisiana

X

X

Maine

Maryland

X

X
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TABLE 27--Continued

LEGISLATION ENACTED

LEGISLATION
MAY BE INTRODUCED IN 1973

Massachusetts

X

X

Michigan

X

STATE

Minnesota

X

NONE ENACTED
AS OF FALL
1972

X

Missippi

X

Missouri

X

Montana

X

Nebraska

X

Nevada

X

New Hampshire

X
X

New Jersey

X

New Mexico

X

New York

X

X

North Carolina

X

X
X

North Dakota
Ohio

X
X

Oklahoma
Oregon

X

Pennsylvania

X

Rhode Island

X

X

X

X

South Carolina
South Dakota

X
X

Tennessee
Texas

X

X

X
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TABLE 27--Cont inued

LEGISLATION ENACTED

STATE

LEGISLATION
MAY BE INTRODUCED IN 1973

NONE ENACTED
AS OF FALL,
1972

Utah

X

Vermont

X

Virginia

X

Washington

X

West Virginia

X

Wisconsin

X

Wyoming
Total

23

performance contracting.

12

X

X

16

28

Thirteen states have laws con-

cerned with state assessment; eleven have legislation dealing

with one or more management methods for education; eight
states passed statutes calling for the performance-based

evaluation and certification of professional personnel; only

California has a law governing performance contracting.

Appendix D contains a model act for a comprehensive state

edu-

cational assessment and accountability program; it was preof
pared by Dr. Archie E. Buchmiller, deputy superintendent
for the State
the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction,
Repository (SEAR) , an arm of the

Educational Accountability

previously.
Cooperative Accountability Project mentioned

12

Ibid.

,

p.

5.
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An examination of state accountability
legislation
and related literature indicates
more than forty areas of
legislative concern. These include:
1.

Requirement for state goals

2.

Requirement for local goals

3.

Establishing priorities among goals

4.

Periodic review of goals

5.

Citizen involvement in formulation of goals

6.

Requirement for performance objectives

7.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the account-

ability system
8.

Requirement for an external audit

9.

Assessment of pupil achievement

10.

Evaluation of school programs and curriculum

11.

Requirement of a cost performance analysis

12.

Provisions for state or local control

13. Authorization for contracting services
14.

Provision of technical assistance by state to LEA's

15. Authorization of advisory groups
16.

Use of IQ or intelligence tests as measurement

instrument
17.

Norm referenced and/or standardized tests as mea-

surement instrument
18.

Criterion or objective referenced tests as measure-

ment instrument
19.

Inclusion of variable in the evaluation process

20.

Requirement for comparative data
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21.

Requirement that basic skills achievement
be

22.

Requirement for measurement in o.ther subject
areas

23.

Requirement for measurement of psychomotor skills

measured

24. Evaluation of certain grade levels
25. Evaluation of all grade levels
26.

Evaluation of selected grade levels unspecified

27.

Evaluation of all pupils

28.

Evaluation of sample

29.

Evaluation of specific age levels

30.

Evaluation of special groups

31.

Reporting of results to citizens

32.

Reporting of results to legislators

33.

Reporting of results to state boards or state

departments
34.

Reporting of results to local districts, schools,

and teachers
35.

Specification of reporting procedures and restric-

36.

Use of results to improve pupil performance

37.

Use of results to evaluate, improve, and correct

38.

Use of results for accreditation purposes

39.

Use of results to identify educational conditions

tions

program

and needs
40.

culties

Use of results to diagnose individual pupil diffi
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A comparison of these legislative
concerns with the criteria
L d questl °ns in the
writer's accountability system de‘

veloped in this dissertation suggests

a

strong relationship

in terms of content.

Kansas' Title

Management System

I

Although the accountability laws discussed in the

preceding section pertain to a state's entire educational
system for elementary and secondary education, their intro-

duction

,

in most cases, was largely a result of federal em-

phasis on evaluation and accountability procedures.
rules governing the management of the title

I

Federal

program, as

discussed in the first four chapters of this study, have had
an even greater impact on the management of state compensatory

education programs.
title

I

An excellent example of this is the

management system developed by EPIC Diversified

Systems Corporation, Tucson, Arizona, for the Kansas State

Department of Education.

The development of the system

in late 1972 was largely the result of management weaknesses

cited by title

I

reviewers using the writer's monitoring in-

strument in 1971 and 1972.

Kansas' Management System has

eight goals
To detail procedures for planning., implementing, coordinating, monitoring, and evaluating activities of
the Kansas State Department of Education ESEA Title I
Office and the ESEA title I projects in the local educational agencies and State-operated/supported institutions.
to
2. To identify activities that are considered critical
the effective operation of the State ESEA Title I
Office and to document these activities in the form of
administrative process objectives.

1.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

To specify the sequence of tasks, in the
form of
critical work activity systems, that must be accomplished in order to meet the identified administrative process objectives.
To specify the roles of the Department of
Education
ESEA title I personnel in the form of job descriptions and task responsibilities.
To identify realistic time lines for carrying on the
administrative functions of the ESEA Title I Office.
To specify an effective system of communication for
the ESEA Title I Office through defining information
channels, both internal and external.
To specify the systems through which activities occurring in the State Title I Office are monitored.
To develop systems and procedures that will ensure
the continued effectiveness of the State Title I ESEA
Office. 13

The management system includes thirteen subsystems, with

specific action steps, that are the responsibility of the
state title

I

director; eight subsystems that are the responsi-

bility of title

I

program specialists; twelve subsystems under

the control of the migrant coordinator; and fourteen sub-

systems for which the title

I

evaluator is responsible.

Progress in fulfilling the action steps included in each sub-

system is measured by use of a Gnatt Chart.
The subsystem to monitor local title

I

projects is

actually a condensed version of the writer's monitoring instruIt includes ten of the thirteen program areas included

ment.

in the USOE instrument, although no precise rating scale is
,

used

14

The introduction in Kansas' fiscal year 1974 guidelines for local title

I

applicants indicates the importance

of
^Division of Instruction, Kansas State Department
e^
Titl
ESEA
Education, Systems Manual for Management o f the
), PPEducation,
of
Program (Topeka, Kansas: Department
13,

14

Ibid.

,

p.

41.
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the Kansas Department of Education
attaches to its new

accountability system:
The ESEA Title I Program in the State of
Kansas
mitted to the concept of accountability. This is comboth a State level and district level commitmentinvolves
to
initiate ESEA title I projects within the State
designed
to meet the special educational needs of those
educationally deprived children who have the greatest need
for assistance.
In striving for effectiveness, Kansas
ESEA title I projects will focus on learner needs in the
areas of reading and mathematics, with emphasis on preschool and the primary grades.
It is expected that any
group of ESEA title I project students
will show
one month achievement in the selected area for each
month in the project (reported in grade equivalency
scores or approved statistical equivalent ). 15
.

.

.

Other states have developed similar accountability
systems, some with the assistance of private contractors,

others on their own.

Michigan's Compensatory Education Program
Thirteen states, since the passage of title

I

ESEA

in 1965, have extended their commitment to compensatory

education by funding additional efforts with state funds.

16

In many cases state education legislation includes additional
In a few cases, state criteria

accountability provisions.

for their own compensatory education programs were fore-

runners for federal title

I

requirements; for instance, in

implementing the Stull Act, California ordered school

^Kansas State Department of Education, Guidelines for
Program Applicants and Grantees ESEA Title
p. v.
State Department of Education, 1973)

I

(Topeka, Kansas:

,

16

Richard L. Fairley, "A National Summary of OE
On-Site Reviews," report prepared for Commissioner John
Ottina, October 19, 1973.

R.
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districts to concentrate funds on the most needy
children,
with a minimum of a $300 allotment per child;

soon USOE re-

quired a concentration of funds in title

Michigan
under section

3

s

I

programs.

compensatory education program, funded

of the State School Act, is a good example

of State legislation which incorporated the accountability

measures of the 1970 ESEA amendments.

The section

’3

program

had an appropriation of $22,500,000 in fiscal year 1971, pro-

viding services for 112,000 kindergarten through sixth grade
students in sixty-seven school districts.

The program in-

cludes provisions for parental involvement, needs assessment,

performance objectives, and public information.
In a sense, the section

3

program is a performance

contract between the state and a local school district.

The

district must outline its performance objectives for eligible
students in the section

3

application; if the application is

approved, the district will receive a full per pupil allocation for each pupil achieving 75 percent of the specified

objectives.

The allotment decreases proprotionately with the

attained achievement level.

All students receiving services

(which are restricted to reading and/or mathematics programs)

under section

3

are pretested and posttested using a standard-

ized achievement test battery.

In the first year of the pro-

gram (1971-72) over half of the accounted for students
"^Michigan Department of Education, Evaluation of
71-72 School Year
Mi chigan’s Compensatory Education Program 19
Department of Education, 1972), p. 1.
(Lansing, Michigan:
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achieved beyond 100 percent of the predetermined
objectives.

This indicates that the inclusion of title

I

accountability measures, as well as the experience gained
from
title I programs, can enhance the results of other
compensatory education efforts.
At the Local Level

The importance of accountability is also being stressed
at the local level.

The Louisville, Kentucky, school system

has an assistant superintendent for accountability.

The 1970

annual conference of the Association of Classroom Teachers
was devoted exclusively to accountability.

Teachers agreed

they should be held accountable "within clearly defined
limits"; however, they emphasized the importance of account-

ability measures at all levels of school administration.

The

1969-72 contract between the City of New York and the United

Federation of Teachers included an accountability clause
calling for the development of objective criteria of professional accountability.

Such local actions are largely a

response to increased awareness of educational accountability,
an awareness fostered, in part, by the inclusion of account-

ability measures in federal education programs.

Accountability in Columbus, Ohio
The Columbus, Ohio, school system has what Wynne terms
now
"perhaps the best accountability communication system

^Ibid

.

,

p.

2

.

m
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operation."

Columbus' director for evaluation, research,

and planning credits title

I

for the development of the

district's accountability program:
Largely as
Elementary
increasing
tion about

a result of the title

I programs of the
and Secondary Education Act, the public began
pressure on the Columbus schools for informahow well students did on achievement tests. 20

In addition, title

I

provided the seed money for the system

by funding the salaries of the district's new evaluation and

research staff (with the exception of the director and the

classified office manager)
The Columbus accountability system is based on five

basic policies:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Requirement for a standardized testing program, comparable across schools and grade levels.
Publication of an annual report to the community on
student performance on a school-by-school basis.
Providing parents and students with access to performance records.
Establishment of survey committees, composed of elected
students, community representatives, parents, and
faculty members at each school, whose function is to
serve in an advisory capacity, to facilitate comunication between school administration and students,
These advisory
teachers, parents, and citizens.
groups are outgrowths of the title I parent advisory
council requirement.
Follow-up studies on the careers of Columbus school
graduates 21
.

In addition, Columbus has an annual building evaluation, con-

ducted by the faculties, to assess professional environment,
staff support, student relations, and cocurricular activities.
19

Wynne, School Accountability

,

p.

83.

Merriman, "Case Study of an Accountable
245.
School District," in Wynne, School Accountability p.
^

® Howard

0.

,

21

Ibid.

,

p.

253
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Accountability in Dade County, Florida
In Florida all local school districts
are countrywide

systems.

In 1971-72 the Dade County school system,
whi h in-

cludes the large Miami urban area, decided
to use
its title

I

a

portion of

funds for a performance contract project.

The

project was initiated with the intent of improving
accountability for the county's title

I

program.

It is closely

aligned with the accountability measures discussed throughout this paper, because, as a title I-funded program, the

performance contracting project had to include all the required

accountability factors.

In addition, more precise account-

a kility techniques were included, among them an independent

audit and rewards for specified achievement levels.
The Dade County project actually had several com-

ponents.

Faculties at two elementary schools opted to serve

as their own internal contractors; the county hired two ex-

ternal contractors, the Behavioral Research Laboratories of
Palo Alto, California, and Plan Education Centers, Inc., of
Atlanta, Georgia, to conduct a program at four other elementary
schools.

In all cases title

I

students exceeded the expected

average in posttest scores at the end of the 1971-72 school
year.

22

The school system hired Education Turnkey Systems, Inc.,
a management consultant firm, to conduct a cost benefit

^Division of Instruction, Dade County Public Schools,

The Dade County Title I Performance Contracting Project Final
Repor t (Miami: Dade County Public Schools, August 1, 1972),
pp. 2-3.
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analysis of the four performance contracting
projects.

The

firm's study indicated that:
The cost per month of gain for each subject for each
contracted program in five out of six instances was
lower than the cost per month of gain for each subject
based on previous instructional efforts in the county. 23
The analyses of both achievement and cost data for Dade

County indicate the success that can be measured in title

programs when accountability features are built into

a

I

project

design.

Implications of Accountability
This study of accountability has led the writer to

conclude that, in addition to improving the chances of success in title

I

and other education programs, accountability

measures will influence the educational process in other ways.
The increased success level, as seen in the Dade County title
I

program, and the data gathered through use of accountability

techniques will facilitate the identification of successful

compensatory education approaches which can be replicated.
The use of predetermined objectives should help improve the

process of resource allocation and provide additional incentive for professional personnel whose performance will be

judged according to their success in meeting such objectives.

Perhaps most importantly, the inclusion of accountability
educameasures in educational program design should improve
to
tional evaluations and make it easier for administrators

23

Ibid.

,

p.

13
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defend educational expenditures and demand
their fair share
of the tax dollar.

APPENDIX A
PORTIONS OF TITLE I ESEA LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS
RELEVANT TO ACCOUNTABILITY
Comparability
The Law
PROHIBITION AGAINST SUPPLANTING STATE AND UK'AI
FUNDS WITH
federal funds
Sec. 109. (a) Paragraph (3) of section 105(a)
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1905

of
i.-

lie I

of the Eleto read

amended

as follows:

“(3) that (A) the local educational agency has provided satisfactory assurance that the control of funds provided under this
title, and title to property derived therefrom, shall he
in a public
agency for the uses and purposes provided in this title, and that
a public agency will administer such funds and property, (B)
Federal funds made available under this title will be so used (i)
as to supplement and, to the extent practical, increase the level of
funds that would, in the absence of such Federal funds, l>e made
available from non-Federal sources for the education of pupils
participating in programs and projects assisted under this title,
and (ii) in no case, as to supplant such funds from non-Federal
sources, and (C) State and local funds will be used in the district
of such agency to provide services in project areas which, taken as
a whole, are at least comparable to services being provided in areas
in such district which are not receiving funds under this title:
Provided , That any finding of noncompliance with this clause
shall not affect the payment of funds to any local educational
agency until the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1972, and Provided
further , That each local educational agency receiving funds under this title shall report on or before July 1, 1971, and on or
before July 1 of each year thereafter with respect to its compliance

with this clause;”.
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be effective with
respect to all applications submitted to State educational agencies
after thirty days after the date of enactment of this Act. Nothing in
this section shall be construed to authorize the supplanting of State
and local funds with Federal funds prior to the effective date of the
amendment made by this section.

— Public

Law 91-230, 84 Stat. 124

The Regulations

§ 116.26

Comparability of services.

A

State educational agency shall
not approve an application of a local educational agency (other than a State
agency directly responsible for providing
free public education for handicapped
children or for children in institutions
for neglected or delinquent children) for
the fiscal year 1972 and subsequent fiscal
years unless that agency has filed, in
accordance with instructions issued by
the State educational agency, information as set forth in paragraphs (b) and
State
(c) of this section upon which the
(a)

determine
will
agency
educational
whether the services, taken as a whole,
local
to be provided with State and
funds in each of the school attendance
areas to be served by a project under title
to
I of the Act are at least comparable
the services being provided in the school
attendance areas of the applicants
school district which are not to be served
the
by a project under said title I. For
purpose of this section, State and local
funds include those funds used in determinations of fiscal effort in accordance
with 8 116.45.

State educational agency
require each local educational
under para;ncy, except as provided
data,
submit
to
section,
this
of
tph (d)
from State
ied on services provided
b)

The

ill

subparagraphs
d local expenditures for
for
through (7) of this paragraph,
h public school to be served by a projcornunder title I of the Act and, on a
schools
ed basis, for all other public
in corthe district serving children
grade level, which schools are

ponding

that
served by projects under
the average
ch data shall show (1)
(2) the average numily membership,
certified classroom teachr of assigned
of assigned
(3) the average number
than
instructional staff other
title,

t

;

-’tiffed

the average number of asstall,
noncertified instructional
expended for lnsbruc-

tellers, (4)

>ned
the
)

amount

amount of such
inal salaries, (6) the
longevity pay, and
laries expended for
in)"
amounts expended for other

the
the c0& k °f
ructional costs, such as
and other
resources,
library
xtbooks,
as defined in
materials,
structional
l
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117.1 (i) of this chapter; and such other
information as the State educational
agency may require and utilize folr the
purpose of determining comparability of
services under this section. The data so
provided shall be data for the second
fiscal year preceding the fiscal year in
which the project applied for under said
title I is to be carried out unless a local
educational agency finds that it has more
recent adequate data from the immediately preceding fiscal year which would
be more suitable for the purpose of determining comparability under this sec-

that the local educational agency has
achieved comparability (as described in
this section) and has filed a satisfactory
assurance that such comparability will
be maintained, or, (2) in the case of a
local educational agency the data for
which indicate a failure to meet such
standards of comparability, receives from
that local educational agency information with respect to projected budgets,
staff assignments, and other pertinent
matters showing that comparability will
be. achieved by the beginning of that fiscal year, together with a satisfactory
assurance that such comparability will
be maintained during the period for
which such application is submitted.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions no action shall he required of any
local educational agency concerning the
achievement of comparability with respect to subparagraphs (2) and (3) of

§

tion.
(c>

The data submitted by the local
educational agency based on services
provided with State and local expenditures, shall, in addition to the information required under paragraph (b) of this
section, show for each public school serving children who are to participate in
projects under title I of the Act and for
the average of all public schools in the
school district serving corresponding
grade levels but not serving children under title I of the Act, on the basis of
pupils in average daily membership;
(1) The average number of pupils per
assigned certified classroom teacher;
(2) The average number of pupils per
assigned certified instructional staff
member (other than teachers);
(3) The average number of pupils per
assigned noncertified instructional staff

paragraph

alloca-

and which is operating schools
(1)
children are not to be served under
where

of the Act,
(2)
that

title

shall

file

a satisfactory assur-

ance that it will use its State and local
funds to provide services in its schools
serving children who are to participate
in projects under that title, which services are comparable to the services so
provided in these schools serving children in corresponding grade levels which
are not to be served by a project under
that title. Such an agency shall also file
the data required by paragraph (b)
(2), (3), and (4) of this section and
the data required by paragraph (c) (1),

(other than

(5) The amounts expended per pupil
for other instructional costs, such as the
costs of textbooks, library resources, and
other instructional materials.

services provided at a school where
children will be served under said title I
are deemed to be comparable for the
purposes of this section if the ratios for
that school cfetermined in accordance
with subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) of
this paragraph do not exceed 105 percent of the corresponding ratios for the
said other schools in the district, and if
the ratios for that school determined in

The

,

,

(f)

and (3) of this section.
The requirements of this

section

are not applicable to a local educational
agency which is operating only one
school serving children at the grade levels
I are
at which services under said title
designated
to be provided or which has
whole of the school district as

accordance with subparagraphs (4) and
(5) of this paragraph are at least 95 percent of the corresponding ratios for said
other schools. State educational agencies may, subject to the approval of the
Commissioner, propose and establish

the

a

project

§

116.17(d).

— 45CFR

area

in

accordance

116.26
(October 14, 1971)

criteria, in addition to those specified in
this section, which must be met by local

finds,

An agency which has an

(e)

1

educational agencies.
State educational agency
(d) The
shall not approve project applications
under title I of the Act for fiscal year
1972 unless the applicant local educational agency has submitted the data required by paragraphs (b) and (c) of this
section. Such data must be submitted to
the State educational agency no later
than July 1, 1971, and July 1 of eacl^
year thereafter. In the case of local educational agencies the data for which indicate a failure to meet the standards for
comparability described in this section,
such applications must indicate how
such comparability will be achieved by
the beginning of fiscal year 1973. Applications for fiscal year 1973 and sueceeding fiscal years shall not be approved
(1)
unless the State educational agency
on the basis of the data submitted,

than

tion of less than $50,000 for the fiscal
year under parts A, B, and C of title I

member;
(4) The amounts expended per pupil
for instructional salaries
longevity pay) ; and,

(c) of tiiis section if less

the equivalent of a full time staff member
would be required to achieve such
comparability.

,

with

i

The Revised Regulations
§ 116.26

*
>

Comparability of services.

A

State educational agency shall
not approve an application of a local
educational agency for a grant under section 141(a) of the Act, or make payments
of title I funds under a previously approved application of such agency, unless
that local educational agency has demonstrated, in accordance with paragraph
(c) of this section, that services provided with State and local funds in title
I project areas are at least comparable
to the services being provided with State
and local funds in schools serving attendance areas not designated as title I
project areas. Such approval shall not be
given unless the local educational agency
also provides the assurances and the additional information required by paragraph (e) of this section with respect to
the maintenance of comparability. For
the purpose of this section, State and
local funds include those funds used in
the determination of fiscal effort in accordance with § 116.45.
(b) The
State educational agency
shall require each local educational
agency, except as provided in paragraph
(i) of this section, to submit a report in
such form as the Commissioner will prescribe, containing the information required by the State educational agency
to make the determinations specified in
(a)
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paragraph

(c)

of this section.

Such re-

port shall include the following data for
each public school, unless such school is

exempted by paragraph

(h)

of

this

serving a project area and, on
a combined basis, for all other schools of

section,

corresponding grade levels (as grouped in
accordance with paragraph (e) of this
section)
(1)

The number

of children enrolled,

(2) The full-time equivalent number
of certified and noncertified instructional
staff members, who are paid with State
or local funds regularly assigned to such

public school or schools,
(3) The total portion of salaries for
such instructional staff members which
is based on length of service (longevity),
(4) The total amount of State and
local funds being expended on an annual
basis for salaries for such instructional
staff members less the amount of such
salaries based on length of service

(longevity),
(5)

The number

of enrolled children

as reported under subparagraph (1) of
this paragraph per instructional staff

member

as reported under subparagraph

(2) of this

paragraph,

(6) The amount expended per enrolled
child for salaries for instructional staff
as reported under paragraph (b)(4) of
this section, and
(7) In the case of a local educational
agency which fails to meet the requirements of paragraph (c) (1) or (2) of this
section, a report showing the amount expended and to be expended in total and
per child for textbooks, library resources,
and other instructional materials and
supplies, as defined in § 1 17.1 (i) of this
chapter, (including the amount expended
in previous years for all such items) that
have been or will be made available for
use in the current fiscal year.

.

The data required by this paragraph
shall be as of a date not later than May
31 for fiscal year 1973, as specified by the
State educational agency and not later
than November 1 for fiscal year 1974 and
succeeding fiscal years, as specified by
the Commissioner. The local educational
agency with the approval of the State
educational agency and the Commissioner may, however, submit data based
on averages for a definite regular school
reporting period which includes the date
specified by the State educational agency
or the Commissioner as the case may be.
The report required by this paragraph
shall be filed with the State educational
agency not later than June 30 of fiscal
year 1973 and not later than December 1
of each succeeding fiscal year. All data
reported to the State educational agency
in accordance with this paragraph shall
be as of the same date. The term "instructional staff members” as used in
this section means staff members who
render direct and personal services which
are in the nature of teaching or the improvement of the teaching-learning situation. The term includes teachers, principals, consultants, or supervisors of

instruction, librarians,

and guidance and

psychological personnel; it also includes
aides or other paraprofessional personnel
employed to assist such instructional
staff members in providing such services.
the
(c) The services being provided by
local educational agency with State and
local funds in a title I project area shall
be deemed to be comparable to the servbeing provided with such funds in
ices

areas not being served under said title I
upon the determination by the State educational agency that for schools seiving
corresponding grade levels;
enrolled
(1) The number of children
per instructional staff member, reported

(5) of
in accordance with paragraph (b)
servthis section, for each public school

than
ing a title I project area is not more
number of
105 percent of the average
children per instructional staff member
the appliin all other public schools in
cant’s district;
per child,
(2) The annual expenditure
determined in accordance with para=each
graph (b) (6) of this section, in
project
public school serving a title I
of such
area is not less than 95 percent
public

expenditure per child in all other
district;
schools in the applicant’s
educational agen(3) For those local

under paragraph
cies required to report
the expenditure
(b> (7) of this section,

resources
per child for textbooks, library
materials and
and other instructional
with
determined in accordance
supplies,

ubbc

that paragraph, in each P
area is not less
serving a title I project
expenditure per
than 95 percent of such
public schools in the
child in all other
applicant's district.

project area

If
is

any school serving a title I
under
determined not to be comparable
ol
payment
further
no
paragraph,

La

the local

funds shall be made to
educational agency until that ^Tag^aph
by paiagiapn
taken the action required
overcome such
of this section to

title I

<k) (1)

lack of comparability.
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(d) For the purpose of this section
the
Commissioner may designate those local
educational agencies which enroll substantial numbers of migratory
children
of migratory agricultural workers
from
which a State educational agency shall
secure special reports. Each such report
shall be in the form prescribed in paragraph (b) and the data provided shall
be as of the date prescribed by the Commissioner. Such date will be selected on

the basis of

t
best available information indicating when the highest concentration of migratory children of migratory agricultural workers in the local

educational

*

.

agency’s

likely to occur.

district

is

The Commissioner

most
will

also designate the date such a special
report shall be submitted to the State

educational agency and by that agency
to him (which date shall be no earlier
tlian sixty days after publication of this
rule in the Federal Register in the case
of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974)
The State educational agency shall determine on the basis of such special report whether the local educational
agency is providing comparable services
in project areas in accordance with paragraph (c) and shall take such action as
may be required by that paragraph.
(e) On or before July 1, 1973, and July
1 of each succeeding year each local educational agency shall file with the State
educational agency:
( 1 )
An assurance that the comparability of services previously demonstrated
with respect to title I project areas in
accordance with paragraph (c) of this
section will be maintained in all such
areas, including areas serving migratory
children of migratory agricultural workers, that will be designated as title I
project areas for the fiscal year beginning
that July 1, and
(2) Data on schools serving attendance
areas, if any, that will be designated for
-.title I projects for the fiscal year beginning that July 1 but were not designated
for such projects in the preceding fiscal
year. Such data shall show either that
such schools would have been comparable during the preceding fiscal year if
those areas had been designated for proj ects or will, as the result of specific action by the local educational agency, be
comparable during the fiscal year beginning that July 1, and
(3) An assurance that the amount of
textbooks, library resources, and other
instructional materials and supplies (as
defined in § 117.1 (i) of this chapter)
actually available per child for use in
each school serving a title I project area
will be, for that fiscal year, at least comparable to the amount available per child
during such fiscal year in all other public
schools in the applicant’s district.
(f) For purposes of this section a local
educational agency shall group its schools
by corresponding grade levels not to exceed three such groups (generally designated as elementary, intermediate or
junior high school, and high school or
secondary) for all the schools in the
agency’s district. A school serving grades
in two or three such groups shall be included in that group with which it has
the greatest number of grades in common. Where the number of grades in
common are equal between two or more

groups, the school shall be
lnrludcd In
the lower grade division. For
example, a
local educational agency
might have the
following grade span organization:
K-6
(elementary), 7-9 (junior high), and 10lt (senior high). In addition,
the local
educational agency might have an intermediate school serving grades 5-8. Since
tins intermediate school has
two grades
in common with the elementary
division

giades 5 and 6) and two grades in com(grades
7 and 8), it would be included
in the
lower grade division (elementary) for
determining comparability. However,
schools serving nine or more grade levels
above kindergarten may be considered
as a separate group which may, if
necessary, constitute a fourth group.
<g) In cases where handicapped children (as defined in § 121.2 of this chapter) or children with specific learning
disabilities (as defined in § 121.2 of this
chapter) are enrolled in separate special
education classes, all those children and
the teachers and other instructional staff
members who serve them shall not be
considered by the local educational
agency in determining the comparability
of services provided in project areas.
Where such special education classes are
provided. State and local funds must be
used to provide services to handicapped
children residing in project areas which
are comparable to such services provided
to similarly handicapped children residing in nonproject areas.
(h) A school with an enrollment of 100
children or less (as of the date or dates
the data required by paragraph (b) of
this section are collected) shall not be
included for purposes of this section unless the local educational agency operates schools of such size and corresponding grade levels both for areas to
be served and areas not to be served
under title I of the Act, in which event
such schools shall be considered as a
separate group.
(i) The requirements of this section
are not applicable to a local educational
agency which is operating only one school
serving children at the grade levels at
which services under said title I are to
be provided or which has designated the
whole of the school district as a project
area in accordance with § 1 10.17(d).
Local educational agencies re(j)
quired to report under this section shall
maintain, by individual schools (1) appropriate resource records, including records of children's enrollment, the total
expenditure for salary and the amount
thereof based solely on longevity for each
•

mon with the junior high division

full-time instructional staff member and
salary less the
prorated total
amount thereof based solely on longevity
for each part-time instructional staff
member: (2) worksheets showing the
total number of full-time instructional
staff members, and the total amount of

the

State and local funds being expended for
salaries for such full-time and part-time
staff members less the total amount of
such salaries based solely on longevity:

and (3) appropriate records documenting the amount expended per pupil for
textbooks, library resources, and other
instructional materials and supplies actually available during the current school
year. Such records and worksheets, demonstrating the maintenance of compar-
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amnty

f° r l he cn tire scHool
year, shall
be filed, indexed, and
maintained in such
a manner that they may
be readily reviewed by appropriate local, state,
and
Federal authorities and shall be
retained
in accordance with applicable
record retention requirements. All such
records
and worksheets shall be available to
the
P b
CC0rdance with tlie Provisions
ot?

J\Vi\2
§ 116.17(11),

By January 1 of each year the State
educational agency shall submit
to the
Commissioner in such form as he will
prescribe a copy of the comparability
repeat for each local educational agency
in
the State which he has determined
to be
a national sample of such agencies for
that year. The State educational
agency
shall also submit to the Commissioner
by
January 1 of each year a report identifying each local educational agency
that
failed to meet the comparability require(k)

m

ment

of paragraph (c) of this section

on

the date specified under paragraph (b) or
(d) of this section and indicating
for
each such agency either (1) that such
local educational agency has allocated or
reallocated sufficient additional resources
to title I project areas so as to come into
compliance with such requirements and
has filed a revised comparability report
reflecting such compliance or (2) that
the State educational agency is withholding the payment of title I funds to
the noncomplying local
educational
agency. A copy of each revised comparability report in such form as the Commissioner will prescribe shall be included
with the State educational agency’s report to be submitted by January 1. Not
later than March 31, the State educational agency shall report to the Commissioner whether any noncomplying local
educational agencies have come into
compliance, and if so, the State educational agency shall include revised comparibility reports for such local educational agencies reflecting such compliance.
If
local
educational agencies
remain out of compliance as of that date,
their applications shall be finally disapproved by the State educational agency
(subject to the right to a prior hearing
as provided in § 116.34(c) of this part);
and the entitlements of such agencies
shall be made available for reallocation
to complying local educational agencies
in the State in accordance with the procedures set forth in § 116.9.

45 CFR 116.26
(June 28, 1973)
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Parental Involvement
The Law
PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT AND DISSEMINATION
Sec. 415. In the case of any applicable program in which the Commissioner determines that parental participation at the State or local
level would increase the effectiveness of the program in achieving its
purposes, he shall promulgate regulations with respect to such program setting forth criteria designed to encourage such participation.
If the program for which such determination provides for payments
to local educational agencies, applications for such payments shall
(1) set forth such policies and procedures as will ensure that
programs and projects assisted under the application have been
planned and developed, and will be operated, in consultation with,
and with the involvement of parents of, the children to be served
by such programs and projects;
(2) be submitted with assurance that such parents have had an
opportunity to present their views with respect to the application;

and

set forth policies and procedures for adequate dissemination of program plans and evaluations to such parents and the
public.
(3)

--Public Law 91-

,

84 Stat.

168

The Regulations
<ii) That each member of the council
has been furnished free of charge copies

of title I of the Act, the Federal regulations, guidelines, and criteria issued pursuant thereto, State title I regulations
and guidelines, and the local educational
(1) Parental involvement at the
local level is deemed to be an important
<oi

means

of increasing the effectiveness of
programs under title I of the Act. Each
application of a local educational agency
other than a State agency directly responsible for providing free public education for handicapped children or for
children in institutions for neglected
and delinquent children* for assistance
under that title, therefore,
i)
shall
describe how parents of the children to
•

<

be served were consulted and involved in
the planning of the project and <n) shall
set forth specific plans for continuing
the involvement of such parents in the
further planning and in the development
and operation of the project.
2
Each local educational agency
shall, prior to the submission of an application for fiscal year 1972 and any suc’ceeding fiscal year, establish a council in
which parents (not employed by the local
educational agency) of educationally deprived children residing in attendance
areas which are to be served by the project, constitute more than a simple majority, or designate for that purpose an
existing organized group in which such
parents will constitute more than a simple majority, and shall include in its
application sufficient information to enable the State educational agency to
make the following determinations:
<i) That the local educational agency
has taken appropriate measures to insure the selection of parents to the parent council who are representative <a) of
the children eligible to be served (including such children enrolled in private
schools) and <b) of the attendance
areas to be included in the title I program of such agency:
<

!

I

>

agency's current application; and that
such other information as may be needed
for the effective involvement of the council in the planning, development, operation, and evaluation of projects under
said title I (including prior applications
for title I projects and evaluations thereof) will also be made available to the
council;
uii) That the local educational agency
has provided the parent council with

the agency's plans for future title I projects and programs, together with a description of the process of planning and
developing those projects and programs,
and the projected times at which each
stage of the process will start and be

completed;
<iv) That the parent council has had
an adequate opportunity to consider the

information available concerning the
special educational needs of the educationally deprived children residing in the
project areas, and the various programs
available to meet those needs, and to
make recommendations concerning those
needs which should be addressed through
I
program and similar
title
the
programs;
(v) That the parent council has had
an opportunity to review evaluations of
prior title I programs and has been in-

formed of the performance criteria by
which the proposed program is to be

|

evaluated
(vi) That the title I program in each
project area includes specific provisions
for informing and consulting with parents concerning the services to be provided for their children under title I
of the Act and the ways in which such
parents can assist their children in realizing the benefits those services are intended to provide;

(vii)

That

the

local

educational

agency has adequate procedures to insure prompt response to complaints and
suggestions from parents and parent
council;
(viii) That all parents of children to
be served have had an opportunity to
present their views concerning the application to the appropriate school personnel, and that the parent council has
had an opportunity to submit comments
to the State educational agency concerning the application at the time it is
submitted, which comments the State
educational agency shall consider In
determining whether or not the application shall be approved.
(3) The State educational agency may
establish such additional rules and procedures, not inconsistent with the provisions of this section, as may be reasonably necessary to insure the involvement of parents and the proper organization and functioning of parent

councils.

(20 U.S.C.

12 31d)
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Performance Objectives

The Law
‘(5) that effective procedures, including provision for appropriate objective measurements of educational achievement, will
be adopted for evaluating at least annually the effectiveness of
the programs in meeting the special educational needs of educationally deprived children;

— Public

Law 89-10, 79 Stat. 31

(7) That the local educational agency will make an annual
report and such other reports to the State educational agency, in
such form and containing such information (which in the case of
reports relating to performance is in accordance with specific

performance criteria related to program objectives), as may be
reasonably necessary to enable the State educational agency to
perform its duties under this title, including information relating
to the educational achievement of students participating in programs carried out under this title, and will keep such records and
afford such access thereto as the State educational agency may
find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such
-----

reports;

Public Law 91-230, 84 Stat. 123

The Regulations
§ 116.22

Provision for measurement of
edurational achievement and evaluation of programs.

(a) Each application by a State or
local educational agency or by the Department of the Interior shall describe

the procedures and techniques to be utiin making at least annually an
evaluation of the effectiveness of Its program under Title I of the Act in meeting
the special educational needs of educationally deprived children, including appropriate objective measurements of
educational achievement.
lized

(b)

The measurement

of educational

achievement under such a program shall
Include the measuring or estimating of

educational deprivation of those children
who will participate in the program and
the comparing, at least annually, of the
educational achievement of participating children with some objective standard or norm. The type of measurement
used by a local educational agency
should give particular regard to the requirement that the State educational
agency report to the Commissioner on
the effectiveness of the programs in that
State in improving the educational
achievement of educationally deprived
children.
*(c) The evaluation of programs and
projects should, consistent with the nature and extent of participation by children enrolled in private schools, be extended to such participation.
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Public Information

The Law
APPLICATIONS TO BE MADE AVAILABLE TO
PUBLIC

s ec HO Scc ti°n 105(a) of title I of the Elementary
and Secornlaiy Education Act of IOC,., is amended by
redesignating paragraphs

(8) through (11) as paragraphs (9) through
12), respectively and
by inserting after paragraph (7) the follmvihg
new paragraph:
(

(8) that the local educational agency is making the application
al * Pertinent documents related thereto available
to parents and
other members of the general public and that all evaluations
and

and

79 Stat
30 ;
cm
Q+-_,47/oh
ox stdc.
.reports required under

paragraph (7) shall be public information

— Public

Law 91-230, 84 Stat. 125

The Regulations
(n)

Each application by

a local educe

-

I

grant under title
inal agency for a
specific plans for
the Act shall include
sseminating

information

concerning

appliprovisions of title I, and the
title I programs,
nt’s past and present
eluding evaluations of such Program
public
narents and to the general
to l em
available
making
id for
current^ and past
.quest the full text of
pertinent docuall
tie I applications,
those applications
to
related
ients
past titte
valuations of the applicants
6 22
by
§
required
reports
nrolects all
P
educational
State
the
to
0 be submitted
documents as
leency and such other
necessary to meet the
reasonably
be
i?ay
other members
Of such parents or
information related to
for
public
of the
planning, opeiation.
the comprehensive
but
title I program
the
of
and evaluation
reia ting ^to
information
not including
e

•

,

H

-

Ss

of identified
the performance
plans shall include
Such
teachers.
and
reproduction, upon rethe
for
provision
of chaig

free
quest, of such documents
not to exceed the
or at reasonable cast
which aie not
additional costs incurred
pr° vlsl °ns
title I funds) or
>

covered by
such copies
whereby persons requesting
opportunity
adequate
will be given
reproduction of such
arrange for the

Hocuments.

(20 U.S.C.

214e, 1231d)
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^DOCUMENTS
SEA objectives for Title

I

REVIEWED

staff

Organization chart of SEA which Includes Title I's
operating and administrative relationships to other
department n within the SF.A as well as to other
compensatory education programs
SEA Title

I

c document ,c„.».d d.„l„o .»

fCtocl. ..-

5.

OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

(Smelly,

administrative budget

In-service training agendas

00

,t,ff

I

(b)

* b °“‘

.«

Indicate areas of greatest deficiencies.

What management functions (e.g., project review and approval, on-site visits) has the Title
as necessary to implement the Title I program?

1
'b)

Are the management functions as outlined appropriate and comprehensive?

1

unit defined

a
Identify strengths end wcxikursHes,

(b)

Who developed these objective*?

(c)

Doe* the 8tate Title

(d)

To what extent heve the objectives been met?

(a)

In what manner are personnel resource* allocated to Title

(b)

I

*taf£ deem them appropriate?

Doe* the OE review team deem them appropriate?

I

functional areas?

Indicate services
What additional SEA personnel or unit* provide support to the Title 1 program?
rendered and support provided to Individual management functions by full~time equivalents.
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<C>

d
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we 1

,

.

C
Jv

T
**

!”*
,

?0

“T,

; h*

1

"

de

i

u:?

W, '

lCh Tltl#

1

,
l

,t,ff tLn# ia •Hoc.t.d to function* 1 *r...
In full
d to pro8r ‘ m ‘ ,or n&d chtidr,n
in iocai

;;;:.^; r :;r

Doe* each staff member paid from Title
compensation?

I

fund* provide services to Title

1

t

1

m
••

conmensuratc with Title

(a)

How does the organizational structure provide for administrative relationships between Title
other organizational units within the SEA?

(b)

How do these administrative relationships benefit Title

(c)

Do any significant organizational problems exist?

(a)

flexible to meet program priority
To what extent Is the organizational structure sufficiently

requirements?

I?

I

I

and
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B.

.

/

.

.

IVITIES

REVIEW

(Continued)

(b)

Describe problem* encountered.

(a)

To what extant la the budget commensurate with objectlvea to be achieved?

(b)

Who he8 reaponalblllty for developing the annual administrative budget?

(c)

Doeg the Title

I

ataff agree that the budget established la appropriate?

What acceaa doea the Title

I

ataff have to the Chief State School Officer and key decision-makers?

of the Title
How adequate la the administrative support for the effective operation
etc,)?
equipment,
facilities,

I

Describe.

program (i.e., clerical,

157
11.

^

What pollcla.Tmt
#tenCy Wlth ° Ut d

(a)

(O

“— ^

What in-.ervlce training

ne^T^r^Tldentified

on e P( W,.nt"

an^'^7T^77

What in-.ervic. training effort, have
bten made by the Title

)

I

I

staff for other SEA personnel
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RATING POINTS
5

4

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
exceptional

*•

1

and

tlie

MORE
THAN
adequate

3

2

1

NCCO r

.

ADEQUATE

Ills

IN.

PHOVF.MF NT

aoe.

8taf 18 knowledgeable about
compensatory educatloi
f
requirements
of the Title I Uv and Regulations.

i

2-

T he T * tle

unlt ha ® defined the management
functions
deemed necessary to Implement the
Title I program
1

.

1.

.

Objectives have been established for Title

Staff resources are allocated In
with Title I functional areas.

a

I

personnel.

mannor commensurate

Kach staff member paid from Title I funds provides
servicee
to Title I commensurate with Title I compensation.
SEA develops an operative organizational structure
which
includes administrative relationships to other
organizational units within the SEA,

SEA encourages organizational flexibility In order to
meet priority program requirements.

SEA establishes
be achieved.

a

i

i

budget commensurate with objectives to

SEA facilitates communication with the Chief State School
Officer and/or other decision-makers.

SEA provides administrative support for the effective
operation of the Title I program.

The SEA employs Title I staff based on applicant
competency without discrimination with regard to race,
color, creed, national origin or sex.
1

An annual plan with scheduled in-service training
activities has been developed based on Identified
-Title 1 a tuff development needs.

'OTA I. number
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'OTAI. number

of
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I

N TAC.K Ut

1
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pmnlu possible under

VrloruiMni n (.'rllnnu

•I-

1

•

/>)

60

%

qua

_SEA procedure,,,
guideline

,

and In.truceion.

LEA projec t application*
3

HEW audit report

SEA on-«lte vlalt and
follow-up

“

=

8.
i

•

ort*

OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

(Sp.cMy,

“",“S“SS rs-rs ™rrs”S“-;i jks armrixsss

What criteria doaa tha SEA uaa In datarmlnlng that
budgatad amount* are appropriate for the planned protein?

i

.
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i. within approved rate?

lndlr * ct co,t « 7

Joa » tha Tltl.

I

staff know if .mount for Indirect coal

What procaduraa are used In reviewing
expenditure report* from local school dlotrlcte? Arc
report*
received and rovlewod on a timely baoio? Are the report*
checked ageln.t th* approved bud K ot?? What
action 1* takan If a *chool district ha* not compiled
with State requirements?

.

(a)

Uhat audit standard* have been preacrlbed by the State for Its own and
Independent auditors?
lnade<iuacle*.

(b)

What In-service training la provided to State and Independent auditors?

(c)

Are audits basod on approved project budgets?

Describe

How often are the LEA's audited? By whom? Are the audit reports fiscal audits only? What procedures
hsve been established to resolve audit findings? Are audit findings used to improve procedures?

What

»

—

procTureT^-^TT-^

«i.r
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£

W (Continued)

™

‘

-

Whut follow-up action iloo»

tyPe8
flnanclal management assistance
are provided to LEA' s? How is
nrnor
H°5
program,
service provided--planned
ad
hoc, or crisis basis? Does fiscal
management receive attention in monitoring
here appropriate follow-up and
activities? Is
assistance given?

report LEA expenditure®
1 cures or
ot^data
data from LEA
P
LEA^udsets?
budgets?

00

diatrict> or is the r °P ort incomplete? Does
State
!
Are
reports received by OE on a timely basis?
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Conference/workshop agendas and product*
Criteria for application review and
approval

7,

OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

(Spicily)

LEA project applications

Descriptions of contracted services and products

"ErXcTTmTes review
(

a)

(b)

To what extent has the SEA developed application
for^Tand content In compliance with Federal/State
Regulations and guidelines Including Instructions for
application completion?

Describe any deficiencies noted.

Describe the policies, procedures and schedules for the submission, review and approval of applications.

Do the procedures and guideline* developed by the SEA for quality LEA program design include, at a minimum,
the following areas:
( ) program budget;
( ) district eligibility-- (where no wide variance situation exists);
attendance area eligibility; ( ) comparability; ( ) non-public school participation; ( ) local neglected
(
)
and delinquent; ( ) resource ldentlf icatlon/coordinatlon/utlliratlon; ( ) parental involvement; ( ) needs
assessment; ( ) participant eligibility; ( ) performance objectives; ( ) program scope; ( ) program sire;
evaluation design; ( ) dissemination design; ( ) probability of success;
(
) program quality;
(
)
cooperative projects; ( ) general compliance with regulations end guidelines; ( ) program management/
( )
administration; and ( ) Joint training of professionals and paraprofessionals?
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ACTIVITIES
- REVIEW y^onnnueaj
(Continued)

n
Describe the checklist ofInstrument developed bv the
approvabillty.
Does such an Instrument Include
at a
Describe deficiencies regarding
Indus
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development
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p^

Are programmatic revisions verified through subsequent on-slte visitations?

How does the 8EA utilize the application review process:

(a)

in formulating statewide program development

ef forts7

(b)

T

In addressing Identified LEA deficiencies during future visitations?

"

Describe the SEA"

aCtlVUU- '

(b)
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'
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Identify type* of per 8 onnel utilised In
providing technical assistance.

What staff deficiencies ln the area of program
development has the Title

I

unit noted?
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How do the objectives
of the plan include
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SEA'
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Identify types of personnel utilised
in providing technical assistance.

&

wh * t,b* ff deficiencies in the area of
program development has the Title

develop!^

I

unit noted?
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I

staff utilised?

(c)

What use has been made of OE materials (e,g,,
PSP's, etc.)?

(a)

How does the SEA assure that LEA project activities relate to needs
assessment
and evaluation design?

fb)

Describe SEA program development efforts when weaknesses in this area exist.

,

performance objectives

RATING POINTS
5

4

3
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
EXCEPTIONAL

.

MORE
Than
adequate
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•

The SEA develops application format and
content that
compl lew with Eederal/State Regulation and
guldellnea
including Instructions for application completion.

The SEA develops policies, procedures and
schedules for
the submission, review and approval of
applications

The SEA develops procedures and guidelines for LEA
program
design.

1

!

SEA utilizes application review process as an opportunity
to develop program quality prior to final approval.
-

SEA utilizes the application review process in formulating
statewide program development efforts and in addressing
Identified LEA deficiencies during future vlsltationo.

SEA Utle 1 stall has developed an annual pIAh f<55?
providing technical assistance to LEA's which Includes
scheduled visitations for program development and
compliance purposes as well as the flexibility to respond
to request or to crisis err problem*tt$c situations.
The Title I staff has identified Its own area(s) of
deficiencies and has obtained and utilized appropriate
Federal/external technical assistance.

SEA assures that LEA project activities relate to needs
assessment, performance objectives and evaluation designs.

•

number
cview Team

of points recorded by

OTAL

of points possible under

number

erlormance Criteria

45

i

—

1

The SEA assures that reviewers of applications use
standardised criteria in determining the approvablllty
of each section of the application.

OTAL

r

ML N 7

B,

ACTIVITIES REVI EW (c Of

il>j)

(b)

Wlitre

(a)

How doe# the SEA verify that LEA's have selected attendance areas In accordance with requirements?

(b)

To what extent does the SEA review source data for target area selection during on-site visitations?

low does

deficiencies exist, what in-service training has been
provided?

the SEA verify that LEA'e follow Federal requirement# under circumstances of desegregation?
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SECTION

II

-

PERFORMANCE RATING

5

4

EXCEPT-

MORE
than
adequate

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
IONAL

.

SKA
LEA

h fl «
a

In

defined target area selection
procedure* to
accordant with Federal Lav and Regulation*.It.

3

“

“

RATING POINTS
2

1

NEEDS

aoequate

IM-

IN-

PROVE-

AOEOUAT!

Mf NT

S
l88Ue ln lta ln8tructl <™ ^pacific
criteria for
f')i T\,
utilization
of? target area selection data
l

SEA approves only those applications
meeting its taraet
area selection requirements

SEA develops and implements technical
assistance strategic
which are responsive to Identified LEA needs
in this area

SKA Title I staff 1* knowledgeable
about target area
selection guideline* and procedures.

SEA verifies that LEA't have selected attendance
areas ln
accordance with requirements.

!

SEA assures that LEA' a follow Federal guidelines under
circumstances of desegregation.

1

—
1>TAL number
(view Team

of points recorded by

I

t'TAL number

of points possible under

Jrformance Criteria

f

RCKNTAOE

(a

*

h)

35

%
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F

PROGRAM AREA REVIEWED
COMPARABILITY

SECTION
A.

I

-

REVIEW

01*

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

PROGRAM DOCUMENTS AND ACTIVITIES

(Check each document reviewed during
--

policies, procedures and guidelines
project applications and Instruction's
ipnrability reporting iorms

.

-

-

thlr>

review)

-

9.

Documentation of corrective action taken

10.

SEA on-site visit and follow-up report
OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED (Specify)

11.

tpling of approved comparability reports

get area data
,

source data
te reports required by OE

site visit instrument

B.

ACTIVITIES REVIEW

Has the SEA fulfilled it* reporting requirement* to the U.S. Commissioner?

comparability
established the date for compiling and reporting
For review of FY 74 application*, has the SEA
data?

e.t.bll.h.d for collecting
Uh.t procedures h.v. been

ccpereblUty

d.t.1

173
(c)

To

fa)

To what extent doea the SEA Title I staff
demonstrate knovled^u of M
r-ho comparability requirement
a
wlilcfi LEA'* are not required to
aubmlt comparability dat
criteria are applied, how school* are grouped by enrollm

V
extent naa tlio SEA provided Its LEA
nonpar ability reporting format?

(b)

with copies of the current Federal Regulations
and the OK

(.•

Describe deficiencies noted.

(a)

To what extent ha* the 8EA disseminated the date for which all LEA's In the State collect data?

(b)

How has the SEA assured that all comparability data elements (such as staff counts and pupil counts)
are gathered as of the uniform collection date?

(a)

To what extent has the SEA set Its own LEA reporting date within the framework of the Federal Regulations?

ACTIVI
(b)

(c)

To what extent has the SEA

h

8

requlred reJortlig dIte?

(a;

(b)

(c)

(d)

c

1

eVVVTlVVVVVt

"e required statewide
reporting date'Vo It. Lea's?

SEA e8tabll8hed for tho8e LEA

’

8

that do not submit comparability
data as of the

To what extent has the SEA developed
standardized procedures and format for LEA
comparability reports?

Mow has the SEA provided for a supervisory review of
Initial SEA analyses?

Mow does the SEA check the LEA reports for acceptable groupings by size and grade apan organization?
For any computational errors?

For any LEA that the SEA determines to be non-compllant , to what extent did the SF.A require n statement
of resource reallocation and a revised report Including data on Instructional material a and supplied?

B-

ACTIVITIES REVIE W

unsatisfactory da^e projec^o^, etc!)?

(Con^inuc<l)

^

lndlcatln « "on-comparable statue.

(nj

"

(b)

Mn^r

“te "

no!!?ltJe

(c)

a(d)

(a)

*

I

C

5

^

does the

r

schools?

S

fA collect assurances that comparability will be maintained and that instrucCOmparabl y available for use between Title I and the
average of

o wliat extent does the SEA require

I.EA' s

to submit data on newly designated Title

I

schools?

What is the SEA policy regarding approval of applications when comparability data is inadequate or
demonstrates non-comparable status?

Mow has the SEA Interpreted and discussed Federal comparability requirements with the
workshops, etc.)?

I.EA's

(e.g.,

176

B_AC

T_I_V

I

TJll^EVIEjvrconnno,,/;

Mow Man the SKA |>rovl<Jod
technical aaaletance to LEA'
rcortlnn-r
advance of .. well .. during

.

,

^

•*

(c)

To wb.t ext«r,t did th. SEA ...let LEA'.
1„ d.t.rmlnlng their own cnp.r.blllt.

(d)

To whet extent did the SEA ...let LEA', concerning
th. re.olntlon of co^.r.blllty d.flcl.nclo.J

What other LEA ne-vls In the area of conpnrnbil ty have been identified?
strategic!. v, 9s L*>* Title I rtaff developed to eddv^n,' them needs?
1

(a)

(b)

What technical nan h ance

To what extent are in-aervice comparability training activitiea provided for the SEA Title

What future comparability training aeaaiona have been planned for the SEA Title

1X11

i

Htaff?

I

staff?

177

in

'./iiJit

extent.

Iiufl

the SEA verified the LEA'

a

documentary reaource records and workaheetaY

178
SECTION

II

-

PERFORMANCE RATING
~

rating points
5

4

3

2

performance criteria
EXCEPTIONAL

MON E
Than
adequate

1

Nl

1
O'.
IM-

"AOCQUATE

IN-

PflOVI

Mr n

has fulfilled the OE requirements
regarding
comparability for which it has specific
responsibility.

Aut ou a

i
---

•ShA

-

SEA has defined comparability to its
LEA’s and has
established procedures for collecting data
in accordance
with current Federal Regulations.

t

i

i

SEa Title I staff demonstrates knowledge
of the
comparability requirements.

SKA assures that LEA's collect comparability
data as of
the uniform collection date.

'mo urea that LEA's aubmlt all comparability data
as of
the required reporting date.

.M-.A

SEA has implemented procedures to analyze comparability
data received, determine the status of comparability
and
tpkl' corrective action necessary.

SEA approves only those applications for which data
demonstrate comparability.

SEA provides technical assistance to LEA's in collecting,
reporting and analyzing comparability data and in resolving
comparability deficiencies.
JSEA develops

in-service training that is responsive to the
identified needs of the Title I staff in the area of

tjcomparabil ity.

'SEA verifies

I.EA comparability source data included in
documentary records and worksheets.

1
'

TTAL

number

fi'icw

Team

of points

recorded by

TTAL number of points possible under
Hlormance Criteria
PtfCF.N

f

ACE

(a

*

b)

50
O*
C
.

!

r

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

i

(a)
What procedures have been established for conducting a coinpi ehens ivc needs assessment? Describe the
process that begins once the attendance areas have been selected through the diagnosis of Individual
participant needs.
How have these procedures been disseminated?

i

(b)
How do these procedures Include specific Title I populations (preschool, handicapped, public, non-public.
drop-outs non-English speaking, N or D and Migrant)?
,

'

How does the SEA encourage the LEA'b to seek Input
representatives of other programs and agencies?
(

I

c)

from teachers anJ other staff members, parents, and

180
B.

UW, '

(a)

r,,, “

To

lhU ,nform " tl °''

b*

tb «

ACTIVIT IES REVI EW ( Com inumj)
In

lea'

project applications

.o',

,

.

v

'

extent doea th « SF-A approve only those applications which meet the
needs assessment requirements?

0,> Wh.,t I,, the SKA policy
Jk not complete?

regarding approval of applications when information concerning needs assessment

(a) What kinds of technical assistance activities does the SEA provide to the
assessments?

fh)

•o'.pruhc.'.N

LEjf's" in

conducting needs

What coordination with other resources (i.e., social agencies, medical, etc.) docs the SKA provide

In

meeting Identified learner needs?

What needs among the Title I staff have been identified in this area?
the SKA developed to address these identified staff needs?

What kinds of in-service training has

.

ACJjmj ^ s REV!E W

(CntUimu. il)

————————
Ion

(a)

V/hat

description of the specific pupil selection criteria
Is required in the project application’

(b)
What Is the SEA policy on "concentration of services" for
policy reflected in LEA pupil selection criteria?

.

).

a

limited number of children?"

How is this

What efforts has the SEA made to insure that LEA's coordinate and utiliEe all available resources to meet
Identified learner needs? Describe.

How does the SEA verify that sufficient documentation exists to support LEA needs assessment data
contained in the project application?

18 2

|

SECTION

II

-

PERFORMANCE RATING
Rating point
5

4

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
exceptional
1

MORE
THAN
adequate

3

s

7

NEI

1

IJ*i

IM-

aocquate

IN

PHOVI

AlJl <)M

A

I

l

Mt NT

SKA lias defined needs assessment to Its LEA
with Federal Regulations,

's

In accordance

SEA has established procedures for conducting
a comprehenslve needs assessment.

—

i

i

i

SKA requires in LEA project applications comprehensive
needs assessment data In accordance with its established
Procedures

1

SEA approves only those applications meeting its needs
assessment procedures.

1

••

1

SEA develops and implements technical assistance
strategies which are responsive to identified LEA needs

N

in

—

this area.

SEA develops in-service training strategies which are
responsive to the needs of the SEA Title I staff in the
area of needs assessment.

•

1

SEA requires that LEA's design programs based on
documented listing of priority needs.

.

i

•1

1

SEA requires that LEA's describe specific pupil selection
criteria in project applications.

SEA Insures that the LEA's have coordinated and utilized
all available resources to meet identified needs of
children.
SEA verifies that sufficient documentation exists to
support LEA needs assessment data contained in project
application.

».

.

-

TOTAL number
leview

of points recorded by

Team

'OTAI„ number of points possible under
I'erl

oiiriam e Criteria

l-.RCKN TAGli (n

A

h)

50

%

fb)

Wlial

policy, procedures and Instructions have been estab 1 lshed and disseminated/

l

Does the SEA require that LEA applications state;
in prlvutc schools were assessed?

(a)

how needs of educationally deprived children enrolled

U.

184
Hit;

number of such children who were determined to be educationally
deprived aceerilinii to i^ecllic criteria.'

ft)

the number of children to participate In each service?

fd)

tlie degree and manner of their participation?
assessment data?

(e)

that only residents of target areas receive services?

fa)

How does the SEA assure that LEA’s have Involved;
non-public school officials
1.
non-public school teachers
2.
non-public school parents
J.
evaluation?
In program planning f Including needs assessment) and
via I ta?

(b)

To what extent Is the program developed baaed on needs

Through the appl lent Ion?

Through on- a

FACT
noni-publlc school children on the dfTtrTctwrde
What Is the degree of participation of parents of

I

l«*

185

<b)

What is the SEA policy regarding approval of applications when this
information is not complete?

(a)

What LEA needs have been identified regarding the involvement of children in non-public schools?

(b)

(c)

f.l)

What technical assistance strategies has the SEA developed to address these needs?

How do representatives, teachers, and parents of non-public school children participate
assistance activities (i.e., workshops/conferences)?

in

technical

school children?
How -Iocs the SKA resolve problems in the area of participation of non-public
arisen.
have
which
phi losoph Leal and/or major policy problems

Include

Wlmt SKA Title

8.

I

staff needs have been Identified In this
area?

fb)

How have these needs been met through ln-servlce training?

(a)

How does the SEA verify the LEA's description and Implementation of the participation of non-public
school children contained in the project application?

'b)

How does the SEA assure that programs for non-public school children are conducted at
comparable to those for public school children?

97" Des'cVibe

time and place

a

Instituted by which complaints regarding participation of "non-puhTTc
'

the' mechanis'raTs)!'' t¥e' 'stA has

school children are resolved.

187

—

DOCUMENT S REVIEWED
ir» proeadurea,
SEA
proeaduraa culdalln..
-7
I
guidelines. instruction!.
and
policy stateaents

( Check nn.
((-heck
eachh Ti
document rvvx-wed dur.na

—

,

.

6-

SKA/LEA nvaluatlon raporta

7.

Monitoring instruments

1EA pro Jaot applloatlono
SEA on-alta vlalt and follow-up
reports

8.

OTHER DOCUMENTS RFVIFWFI)

'

fA ( ,„.

I

Mlnutaa of PAC Matings

DoouMntatlon of 8XA teohnleal aaelstsnoe
afforto
B.

f0r

ACTIVITIES REVIEW

“ U "“

«d

rorolslni eoq>l.l„r. r.,.rdln.

What data doas tha 8 HA require In tha projeat applications regarding parental
lnvolvosentf

t

I
(a)

>
To what axtant dosa tha SKA approve only
th«* appllcatlona Mating pare^ti7TnvoYve»enr requTremen

i

a?
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SECTION

II

-

PERFORMANCE RATING
mu
R

5

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

1

I

1

“

and J

1

except.
IONAL

4

MORE
Than
ADEQUATE

ATING POINTS
3

2

NEEDS

aoequate

IM-

IN-

PROVEMl N

knowle dgeable about pertinent
State
le8l8lation and Regulations
regarding the
01 children in non-public
schools
18

1

AUf QIJA

1

!

,

?*”!

SKA has defined the
involvement of children in
non-public
hoo
to its LEA's in accordance
with Federal Regulaions nnd has i83ued appropriate
instructions

1

i

.

1

bhA requires that LEA project
applications describe the
extent of participation of children
in non -public schools
In accordance with Federal
Regulations

.

SEA assures that LEA's involve
non-public school officials
teachers and parents in program
planning and evaluation

.

J

1

1

I
|

SEA approves only those applications
meeting the
r
rement6 f ° r the lnvo ^ vement of
non-public school
!?Vj
children.

i

SEA develops technical assistance
strategies which are
responsive to identified LEA needs regarding
the
involvement of non-public school children.

1

1

1
l

SEA develops in-service training for Title
I staff
regarding the involvement of non-public school children.

1

1

SEA verifies LEA's description and implementation
of
participation of non-public school children contained
in the project application.

SEA has instituted a mechanism by which complaints
regarding the participation of non-public school
children are resolved.

«

1

1
1

1

1

>TA1. number of points recorded by
•view Team

>1A|, number of points possible under
•rl

oiiniiure

KVI N

I

C rileriu

AC.K

f.i * /»)

45

%

r

1
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<b)

Wh.ri.\hV".«

— - A.?JJ^iTIES RC VIEW fCon»,

,7

nt

4.

(•)

Vh.t LEA need. In the area of
parental' Involv^nt h.. the SIA
Identified?

whloh^h*
(C>

~)ot7olUr

It---

(•)

Information

—

—

P " r€t,t " 1 lnvoWfi

*Ta*Trli*n^*

« nt7

PhUo.oph lc.1 «d/o

-

Ha* tha SIA aneourated othar means of parental Input at tha
State lavelt

Describe.

I

(b)
|

I

Haa the SEA encouraged tha development of
and activities.

a

statewide PACT

Daacrlba selection process for membership

190

'l

(b)

What ln-..rvtc. training atrategAe.
have b.on developed to .ddr.s.
'these ~n.ed7?

(#)

L ^’‘ t0 *Valu * t - th « ral.tion.hip between
parental
student achievement gain# and/or othar performance
indicator.?

(b)

What do theea evaluation, indicate?

(c)

What uae doea tha SKA Make of auch reeulta?

vement?

lnvoW«ent

and

How doaa tha SKA Verify tha LKA’a description and implement. tien of parental involvement activities
contained in tha project application (i.e., on-alte visits, attendance at PAC meetings, review of PAC
rosters and minutes)?
.

Hov doaa fha BtA iiiur« that LKA'a aik« all partlnant Tltla
Coatnl

t

taaaT

information available to Parent Advteory

192

RATING POINTS
5

4

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
exceptional

MORE
than
adequate

3

2

i

NEC US

ADEQUATE

IM-

IN-

PROVEMENT

aocouatj

SEA has overall plan and policies
for Itspleeantlna
parents l Involvement In accordance
vlth Pederal Eoculstlon.

I

!'

SEA require, that LEA project
application. Include
rental Involvement date. In accordance
vlth Poderal/
S"
State
requirement a.

1

1

SEA approves only thoee application,
moating Poderal/
State requirements for parental Involvosxmt.

.

SEA develops technical aaalatanee
strategies vhleh are
responsive to Identified LEA needs.
!

(

SEA ha. taken a leadership role by encouraging
parental
Input on a State level.

1

i

1

SEA develops ln-aervlee training atratoglea
vhleh are
responsive to the needs of the 8CA Title I staff
In the
area of parental lnvol vesoent.

1

•

1

!

SEA encourages LEA’ a to evaluate the relationship
of
parental Involvement to student aehleveaant gains and/or
other performance Indicators.

i

i

SEA verifies the LEA's description and ltsplesbontatlon of
parental Involvement activities eontalnad In tha project
application.
SEA assures that LEA' a acSte ail pertinent Title I
Information available to Parent Advisory Comdttoaa.

•

!

J

)TA|. number of points recorded by
•view Team

;TAI. number of points possible under
I'rbirmuni o Criteria

3

i.HfKN AUi
l

(/

‘

h)

45

7°
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^

A M E QF

PROGRAM AREA REVIEWED
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

SECTION

I

-

REVIEW OF PROGRAM DOCUMENTS AND ACTIVITIES

—

r

.

procedures, guidelines, and instructions

LEA project applications
1

SEA on-site visit and follow-up reports

WWV.UHIOIH

rvviuwvu uurm $ mis review)

"•

Products from contracted servlcos

7

Needs assessment source documents used to develop
LEA objectives

8.

OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

(

Sp.,Hr )

Conference/workshop agendas

SEA/LEA evaluation reports

What is the SEA's definition of performance objectives?

What criteria have been established for the development of performance objectives?

How do these criteria relate needs assessment and evaluation to performance objectives?

—
(a)
<j

What statewide Title
In other areas?

I

goals have been developed by the Title

I

staff?

In the area of student achievement?

194
B.
(b)

ACTIVITIES REVIEW (Continued)

To what extent are thene goals related to LEA performance objectives

To what extent does the SEA require that LEA project applications Incorporate performance objectives?

(a)

To what extent does the SEA approve only those applications meeting the criteria for performance

objectives?

(b)

What Is the SEA policy regarding approval of applications when requirements for performance objectives
are not met?

(a)

What LEA needs has the SEA Identified In this area?

(b)

to address these needs (l.e., workshops,
What technical assistance strategies have been developed
contracted services, etc.)?

8'

'^*^
?

|

<

9

-

,D.

ln *" 0rVlce trainln 8 strategies have been developed
to address identified Title

I

staff needs In this

(a)

How does the SEA verify that LEA's have developed and are Implementing
programs in accordance with the
performance objectives contained in the project application?

(b)

How does the SEA assure that LEA performance objectives are related to priority list of documented pupil
needs ? To evaluation design?

How does the SEA verify that LEA's have Involved project personnel and parents In the development and implementation of performance objectives?
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SECTION

II

PERFORMANCE RATING

-

"

RATING POINTS
5

4

3

2

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
EXCEPT.
ION A L

MOPE
than
adequate

i

NEE OS
im-

AOEQU A T f

prove*

IN

AUl

Mf nt

SEA ban defined performance objectives
to Its LEA's.

.

SEA has Issued Instructions establishing
criteria for the
development of performance objectives.

SEA requires the development of performance
objectives which
emanate from the needs assessment process and are linked
to
the evaluation design.
The SEA Title I staff has developed statewide goals for
the
Title I program, including those relating to Title I achievement, which are reflected In LEA performance objectives.

SEA requires that LEA project applications Incorporate
performance objectives in accordance with Its established
criteria.
SEA approves only those applications meeting its criteria
for performance objectives.

•

I

SEA develops and Implements technical assistance strategies
which are responsive to identified LEA needs In this area.

SEA develops and implements in-service training strategies
which are responsive to the needs of the SEA Title I staff
In this area.
SEA verifies that LEA's have developed and are Implementing
programs in accordance with performance objectives which are
contained in the project application and which relate to
needs assessment and evaluation desien.
SEA verifies that LEA' s have involved project personnel
and parents in the development and implementation of performance objectives.

TOTAL

number
Review Tram

of points

TOTAL

of points possible under

number

Perlormancr Criteria
1*1

hi*

1

N

1

Alii-' f.r

'

/•)

recorded by

50

%

L

IJIi

A

I

1

197

EVALUATION

SECTION

1

-

REVIEW OP PROGRAM DOCUMENTS AND
ACTIVITIES

AT DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

2

-

|—

mvwuimwiu

~~7 uunn

iK.vit.-wru

,

.

.

ft

..

-

.

this

-

trvmw)

LEA project applications

3.

SEA/ LEA evaluation reports

I

4.

Research studies and evaluation contracts

I

5.

6,

—

OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

(Specify)

On-site visit and follow-up reports
Q.

1.

.

SEA policy, procedures, guidelines
and
instructions

1.
,

I

(Chech

(n)

ACTIVITIES REVIEW

To what extent does the SEA meet and implement
the Title
an arinaul evaluation report from each LEA?

I

""

'

‘

requirements for LEA evaluations (i.e., requiring

-- providing an application which describes overall evaluation design with performance
criteria?

-- including in evaluation reports results pertinent to participants from public and private schools,
children in N&D institutions and migrants?)

(b)

its annual evaluation
To what extent does the SEA meet its responsibilities in preparing and submitting
(Consider items below,)
report to OE on a timely basis?

--

Inc ludlng'Tn format
Ion oJT

(~ ) 'type
s

—

T
_ij_L R

VIEW (Continued
^

agencies (among five highest
allocation, in Sta'te).

the State

evaluatJo^requI^^ta?

d ° C8

^^

,ubmleal0 ''

t0 the LEA

'

8

reports from two local
Sducatlon.l

ln the Planning
andLnpl'ementatlon of

)

Title

(

a

(b)

(c)

I

staff?

^Putur^in- service actlvltlea JllnSd?”*

devel ° ped ln the

flrea

of evaluation forthe'sEA

What are the SEA annual evaluation
objectives?

In

what manner la SEA Title

I

staff time apportioned to evaluation activities?

Within SDE, are there other units which provide evaluation services?

Describe.

Describe activities.

199
l

'h

(e)

5.

6.

there contracted evaluation
service* provided to the Title
product h.

Arc-

In

parent Input sought?

I

progr.n.7

UvMcr lbe budge tn and

How?

(a)

What techniques does the SEA use to analyze evaluation data
collected?

fb)

What attempts are being made to compare evaluation results on a statewide Imsls?

(a)

How does SEA coordinate Its Title

(b)

I

For what purposes?

program evaluation efforts with ongoing evaluation research?

How does the SEA use evaluation results (l.e. , planning future technical assistance thrusts to address
identified needs, reviewing and approving project applications, developing policy and priorities for
the Title I program)?

200
B.
7.

Mow

•Ioi-h

un<J

ln-liount analysis)?

ACTIVITIES REVIEW (Co m, nuud)

the SKA validate LEA evaluation data and
procedures (l.e.

#

through

201
SECTION

II

-

PERFORMANCE RATING

202
DISSEMINATION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION

SECTION
A.

OOCUMEN

i

I

REVIEW OR PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
AND ACTIVITIES
REVIEWED (Ct.ct i.c).
~ eel

.

i

during this review)

1

SKA policies, procedures and
guidelines

/

71tlc-

*•

Di sin-ini

1

applications and Instruction*

nation contracts and product*

I.

On-nlt

>.

'-onferentt/worlcshop agenda*

i-

6,

lly)

visit and follow-up reports

o.

.

OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

Activities review

(a)

What procedure has the SEA developed for
disseminating all OE nuterlal s to LEA's?

<h)

Do the LEA's report to the OE team that this material is received on a timely basis?

To what extent does the SEA set forth the legal requirements for dissemination In project application forms
and Instructions?

application
To what extent does the SEA set forth the legal requirements for public information In project
forms and Instructions?

(a)

B. ACTIVITIES REVIEW (Continued)
To what extent does the SEA assure In It s
project application review process that the LEA
describes
-nethods for reviewing, selecting and dissecting
information to teo^hl
„
u
uc.nonai
i^ i administrator
Uu.to,,
lor their use In program planning and
operation?

.S

<b)

What Is the SEA policy regarding approval of applications
when dissemination information

Is

not complete?

How does the SEA assure in its project application review process that the public information requirements are
met?

(a)

f

b)

(c)

Describe the overall SEA Title I dissemination program including methods, scheduled activities, stated
objectives, personnel allocated, audiences, etc.

In

what manner is Title

I

staff time allocated to dissemination and public information duties?

practices and projects to LEA's?
By what methods does the SEA identify and disseminate exemplary

204
B.

ACTIVITIES REVIEW fConfmiwr

(d)

- *•*«

««>»n

'*’

Wh.t addlt lonol r..outo.. do., th. SEA
Title

1

.

—

i

.0 p.r t u ul .,ry '.-; t ..7, ul

„tting uTdl^iiT™

«.££

.

obj.ltw.'.f

%
>;

8.

(b)

Within SDK are there other unite which provide die gemination
services?

(c)

Are there contracted dissemination services provided to the Title
products.

(a)

What LEA needs In the areas of dissemination and public information has the Title

I

Describe.

program?

Describe budgets and

1

staff Identified?

!

(b)

What technical assistance strategies has

i

;he

Title

I

staff developod to address these needs?

205
B.
9.

ACTIVITIES REVIEW (Continued)

(a)

What SEA Title

fb)

How have these needs been met through In-service training?

1

staff needs In the areas of dissemination and public Information
have been Identified?

Future ln-servlce training planned?

10.

does the SEA verify that LEA dissemination activities described in approved applications ore being
Implemented?

llow

11.

fa)

What procedures has the SEA Implemented for Investigating and resolving complaints regarding compliance
with public information requirements?

fb)

To what extent are complaints resolved to complainants'

satisfaction?

206
SECTION

II

-

PERFORMANCE RATING
RATING POINTS
5

4

3

2

1

PERFORMANCE CKiTERIA
exceptional

MORE
than
adequate

NEE OS

AOEQUATE

IM-

IN*

PROVE-

AOf QUAT

MENT
1.

SEA has Implemented a procedure for disseminating to LEA'
all information relative to OE legislation, gegulatlons,
guidelines, PSP's etc., in all program areas of Title I.

2

Die SEA sets forth legal requirements for dissemination in
project application forms and instructions.

^

Die SEA sets forth legal requirements for public
information in project application forms and instructions.

4.

The SEA assures in its project application review process
that each applicant describes methods for reviewing,
selecting and disseminating information.

1

•

1

1

|

The SEA assures in its project application review process
that the public Information requirements are met.

5.

1

1

6.

SEA Title I unit has a dissemination program based on
stated objectives.

7

SEA utilizes available resources in meeting its
dissemination objectives.

SEA develops technical assistance strategies which are
responsive to the needs of LEA's in the areas of
information.
rfi AAPmlnn t inn and nubile

8

SEA develops in-service training strategies which are
responsive to the dissemination needs of the SEA Title

10.

11.

1

I

SEA verifies that LEA dissemination activities are being
Implemented.
SKA has implemented a procedure to investigate and
resolve complaints regarding compliance with public
information requirements.
1

1

l

h

TOTAL

b.

TOTAL

number
Review Teem

of points recorded by

number of points possible under
Perlormam e Criteria

55

%

|AME of

207

program area RCVIEWCO

PROGRAM MONITORINC
St'
A.

ON

I

-

REVIEW OF PROGRAM DOCUMENTS ANO ACTIVITIES

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

(Chock esc h document reviewed during

SEA monitoring plan, procedures and schedule

.

6.

_

this review)

OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED (Specify)

SEA monitoring instrument
SEA on-site visit and follow-up reports

LEA responses to visits and follow-up

Correspondence from PAC

'a

relevant to visitations
•

B.

ACTIVITIES REVIEW

(a)
Describe SEA plan for monitoring including time schedule and frequency, objectives, criteria for selection
of LEA's to be monitored, and strategies.

.

performance objectives;
What are the areas monitored? Check where appropriate:
( )
( ) needs assessment;
parental involvement; ( ) local neglected and delinquent; ( ) evaluation design; ( ) reoource Identification/
coordination/utilization; ( ) dissemination design; ( ) non-public school participation; ( ) comparability;
fiscal management; ( ) target area selection; ( ) participant eligibility; ( ) program management/
(
)
administration; ( ) program size; ( ) program scope; ( ) program quality; ( ) probability of success;
exemplary programs; ( ) general compliance with regulations and guidelines.
(
)
(b)
(

)

'

(a)

project applications?
How does the SEA assure that LEA projects operate with fidelity to approved

•

are not
SEA developed in those cases where projects
What mechanisms for corrective action has the
operated with fidelity to approved applications?
(b )

208

“

.*•• «« s
*•»<
»** 1*1*
reaponalblllty (adwlnlatratlve, legal, regulatory,
progra-aatlc) !

(b)

.T..rj

"

De.crlb* any problem encounterad In tha adwinlatratlon of the II"
or D pro«raa.
include
phi loaophlcal and/or policy problem which hava arlaan
dua to dual Stata agency acfolnlatered projra.

What lnatruetlona and formate hat tha SEA develop ad and laauad to tha SAA’a ralatlva to H or
D
application preparation, completion and aubatiaalon!

«

10.

By what apeclflc criteria doaa tha SEA review and approve N

11.

(a)

To what extent doaa the SEA approve * or D project appllcatlona which meet H or D Criteria!

(b)

What la the SEA!

a

D project eppllcatlona?

policy regarding H or D projacta which do not meet all

It

or D program criteria!

(b)

How does the inatrument elicit appropriate data for each
management'areaT

fc)

What procedures haa the SEA developed for conducting on-site visits?

(a)

In what way is staff provided for monitoring?

How la special expertise provided when needed in monitoring visits (i.e., SEA specialists, fiscal personnel,
(b)
outside consultants)?

What follow-up procedures has the SEA developed regarding programmatic and compliance deficiencies
(a)
noted during on-site visit?

210

(c)

What are the corrective action procedures developed by
the Title

I

staff?

How does SEA utilize monitoring findings in developing its own annual plan
and priorities?

(a)

What procedures has the SEA developed and implemented for resolving complaints?

(b)

How does the SEA schedule LEA visitations with regard to outstanding complaints?

(c)

What are the outstanding complaints?

I

I

Describe the SEA corrective action planned.

211

212
name OF PROGRAM area REVIEWEO

1.
7.

2.

—

P0CUMENTS RE VIEWED

(Check

e ach 8.
document

9.

OE Eon* 4376, annual survey to
determine
fonaula children

reviewed during

this

review)

AT STATE LEVEL
Project application

Llat of eligible lnatltutlona
SEA policy and procaduraa
3’

4.
3.

53,
raport of projects for
°5.t^
children In lnatltutlona
Crant avarda and flacal report

OE policy and procaduraa

or D

State applicant agency policy and
procaduraa
10.
11.

Dissemination document* (SEA and LEA)
Record* and fllea (SEA and &AA)

3.

2.

».

Ooea tha SEA submit fully and on tlaa the following documents?
) OE Fora 4376, Annual Surrey
( ) Flacal Reports
( ) OE Fora 4453, Su*nary Report
( ) Annuel Evaluation
(

What are tha procedure* aatebllahad by the SEA for collection, verification end certification of ADA
count (OE Fora 4376)7

Whet preparations has the SEA mad* to assure that it Is prepared to adalnlater tha newly amended
legislation to Include children In 8tate-operated institutions for adultaT

—
(,>

(b)

(a)

(b)

9

r„ “

\

V.

e ^.s^uTssssm sssj;

1*

What SAA ataff paid from Titla I Stata
adnlnlstratlva fund* era assigned responsibility for
the
Tit !• I H or D program function*. tl*a allotted,
budget allotted)?

How does tha SEA assure suxlmum usage of Title

I

II

or B program fund* for program purposes?

What procedural ha* the SEA established to Identify amount of X or D program funds expended for
administrative purposes at 8AA?

(a)

What ataff development needs has the SEA Title
children, end Institution staff?

(b)

What In-service training strategies has the SEA Title
Itself, the SAA and Institution staff Involved?

I

etaff ldemtlfled for Itself, the SAA’a for N or D

I

staff daveloped to meet theee needs for

214
B.
12.

13.

14.

AC TIVITIES REVIE W

(a)

Whet procedures hare beet, established by the SKA to
assure consent ration of runds and services
for the Most educationally deprived M or D children!

0>)

What assurances does the SEA require
than Institution -oriented!

(a)

What procedures has the SEA established to assure a comprehensive needs assessment of N or D children!

(b)

Hoi/

(c)

pupil selection!
Whet documentation does the SEA require In the project applications relative to

(•)

What procedures has the SEA a.tabilshed for dl.samlo.tln*
from other sources!

frost the

8AA that the

II

or D program la chlld-orlented rather

does SEA verify that H or D programs are be sod on documented priority needs of K or D children!

If

or D program materials from OK!

215

JL

AC

T
'^i IES

REVI E_w

(Conflnuotf)

(h)

What plana haa tha SEA developed regarding dleetnd.net Ion of R or D program meterlale locally,
etatevlde, nationally?

(c)

What uao la auido of

(a)

Doacrlbe tho SEA' a annual plan and atratoglaa for monitoring tho H or D program la torma of number
of vlalta, content, time faetore InvoWed, personnel, and monitoring inatrumenta.

(b)

Deacrlbo the SEA' a proceduroa for monitoring SAA administration.

It

or D program dlojealnatlon matorlala each aa exeop lary practleoa and projeete?

216

B.

<b>

(b)

ACTIVITIES REVI EW (ContlnuoU)

'• t * hU,k>d

* «* »“

»** bud..* control l..lo41n

Deaerlbe the SEA procedure for auditing the H or D
program.

<d)

What la the SEA procedure for control of adminlatratlve funda expended for the M or
D program?

(a)

Deacrlbe any problesna encountered becauae of any raductlon of the fully funded allocation Mr
N or D children uaed for SKA and SAA adalnlatratlon and the affect auch reduction haa on the Intent
to fully fund auch programa.

(a)

Row doea the SEA aaalat the SAA In the development and Implementation of performance objectlvea
for the R or D program?

(b)

How doea the SEA aaaure that SAA and lnatltutloa ataff era Involved In development and Implementation
of performance objectlvea for H or D program!

B.

>.

217
(O

Uh«t ln-sorvico training and technical aaalatance
atrateglea Hava baan davalopad to Boat any naada
which ail (he arlaa In thla araa?

(a)

How doaa tha 8EA aaalat tha BAA an tho devalopmant and laqilcaentatlon of evaluation
dealgn for the
H or D prog ran?

(b)

What ln-aerrlee training and technical aaatatanca atratagftoa hava baan davalopad to Boat any naada
which Bight arlaa In thla araa?

(c)

Daacrlba tha uoaa aade of prarlaua yaara' W or D progran avaluatlona In tha araa of prograa davalopBant.

(d)

Daacrlba tha najor compilation and anfcsdaalon problems ancountorad In tha davalopBant and
lapl anon tat ion of H or D avaluatlona.

ralataa naada aaaaaeBant, parfomanca
What procaduraa haa tha SEA aatabllahad to aaeura that tha 8AA
prograa?
or
D
H
tha
for
avaloatlaa
and
objactlvaa, projaet davalopBant

218
ACTIVITIES REVIEW (Conti nued)

sssitus^^sl^^

f««r, hava tha
rdeT

SECTION

II

-
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PERFORMANCE RATING
RATING POINTS

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
EXCEPTION AL

MORE
Than
adequate

NEE OS

AOEQUATE

IM-

PROVE-

MENT
SEA has developed end disseminated specific Guidelines
for the N or D program.

2.

SEA submits ell required Materials to 02 fully and
on time.

haa established procedures for verification of
ADA count In accordance vith Regulations,
8 EA

I.

SKA haa prepared ltaelf to administer In cooperation
with the SAA Involved, the amended legislation which
will include the children In adult lnatltutlona.

4

SEA provides staff tires and budget at SKA end. If
applicable, SAA level to perform required W or D
program functions and activities.

5

6

.

SEA assures that SAA makes msxlciui uoe of Title
N or D program funds for program dollvary.

I

Steta

SEA Title I staff develops In-service training
strstaglas which are responsive to SKA and SAA staff
dnv lopment needs In the aroa of R or D program
_£O0ll
lUkUrSJLlflXL.

7

—

SEA has Issued Instructions to SAA which specifically
dollneate distinct and mutual areas of responsibility
(legal, regulatory, prograsaiatlc) .

'*

10.

SEA haa developed and leeuad to SAA tfeAtteuctlona and
format for application preparation, completion and
submission.

SEA has specific criteria by which It reviews and
epprovee project applications for the R or D program.

SEA approves only those project application* meeting
specific criteria for H or D program.

jj

12

•

IV

14.

IS.

<

SEA establishes procedures to assure concentration of
funde and aarvlcea for N or D children.

SEA haa established procedures for conducting a
comprehensive noade assessment for H or 0 programs and
requires SAA to design programs based on priority needs
of selected children.

—

SEA has implemented comprehensive dissemination
program for the N or D program.
the R
SEA ha* established a procedure for monitoring
Includes cowplAlnt
which
programs
tonal
tut
lnatl
SAA
D
or
necessary
handling, follow-up, and corrective action where

procedures for fiscal
SKA has astsbllshsd comprehensive
of instructions,
responsibility which lncluds issuance
equipment
budget,
administrative
review of SAA State
Inventories, and audita.

IN*

ADEOUATI
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SECTION

II

-

PERFORMANCE RATING
RATING POINTS
5

4

3

2

PE RFORUAwrr roiTcanAS
-S-

k.

1

L_ r\

1

excEPT.
ional

MOPE
THAN
AOEOU ATC

ne r.os
Aor.uuA rr

IM
Ml N

17.

SEA ecalete the 8AA In tho dcvolopmant end
lcpleuontatlon
of performance objectives for tha H or D prograa.

18.

SEA aaalata the 8AA In tha dovolopnant cud I4*yj (Mentation
of evaluation dealgn for tha N or D prograa.

19.

20.

1

PHOVI

Alii

•

1

1

1

SEA secures that SAA coordinates needs oacassmut,
performance objectlveo, projoct davelopnent end
evaluation for tha W or D progress.
SEA requires assurances from bAA's end inotltutlooo
showing that they hava the responsibility end capability
to provide elementary and/or secondary education for
N or D children.

•

*
j

i

1

a.

TOTAL

b.

TOTAL

.

.

number
Review Team

of points recorded by

number of points poscible under
Performance Criteria

PKRCENT AGE

fa * b)

'

100

%

t.

APPENDIX C
QUESTIONS ON COMPARABILITY
FOR HEW TITLE

I

AUDITS

LEA ACTIVITIES

Basic Data

LEA:

State

:

FY:

LEA Enrollment:

(Mark one)

300 - 2,999

3,000 - 8,999

9,000

-

34,999

35,000 - 124,999

125,000 and over
Size of LEA Title

I

Allocation:
221

222

COMPARABILITY
uEVEL ACTIVITIES

What types of Information did the LEA use
to prepare its comparability report?

TYPES OF INFORMATION

of the law

js

regulations

Sidelines

nual
:.egulations

midelines
upplementary materials on
rocedures
dels
i

ther uses of the data

:al

USOE rulings

:al

SEA rulings

(specify)

********************
./

USED BY LEA

223
What assistance did the LEA receive from the SEA in preparing
its comparability report?

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE

DATE RECEIVED

*

ing workshops in procedures and methodology

egional
ith individual LEAs

•

tance with calculations themselves
Regional
i

,'ith

:

individual LEAs

(specify)

************* *******
Did the LEA use SEA computer facilities and services for computing the various comparability
Y - N
ratios?

********************
i

Does the LEA have the capability to "store" data for future years’ computations?

********************

(

Y

-

N

224

be^athered/prepared^speciallyb to'prepare

TYPE OF DATA
•

ige

number of assign

-d

£

had t0

PREVIOUSLY ON HAND

SPECIFICALLY GATHERED

certified classroom

lers

number of assigned other certified
'uctional staff

tge

•

number of assigned non-certif ied
uctional staff

,ge

expended for instructional salaries
uding amounts paid for step increases
her increases for length of service)

,ts

imount included in expenses for instrucjl salaries which was paid solely because
mgth of service without regard to the
ty of work

ses incurred for other instructional
(textbooks, library books, audio-visual
ials, and other teaching supplies)
ge daily membership

-»

icther data as the SEA may require
i

1

********************

225
Where are the following records
for comparability
reporting kept?

TYPE OF DATA

CENTRAL
DISTRICT
FILES

IN

INDIVIDUAL
SCHOOLS

ige

number of assigned certified classroom
teachers

ige

number of assigned other certified
instructional

ge number of assigned non-certified
instructional

ts expended for instructional salaries
(including
ts paid for step increases or other
increases

ength of service)

included in expenses for instructional salaries
was paid solely because of length of service withlegard to the quality of work
t

ses incurred for other instructional costs (textlibrary books, audio-visual materials, and other
»
ing supplies)
ge daily membership

other data as the SEA may require (specify)

********************
the LEA apply a formula for budgeting for individual schools?
so, what is that formula?
(obtain copy of written material)

a)oes
:If

********************

Y

-

N

OTHER
(specify)

226

How many people were
involved in th P fnii„
4
1
lng Ways in Preparation
re P°rt?
of the comparability

?

227
Who on the LEA staff w as responsible
for preparing the comparability
report?

NAME

POSITION
,

QUALIFICATIONS

•

nSUltantS

individuals

°r

report

NAME OF INDIVIDUAL OR FIRM

firms " assisted the LEA in preparing its comparability

QUALIFICATIONS OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE

•
•

.

1
.

-

T

********************

228
What types of assistance did
consultants provide to the LEA In
preparing its comparability
report?
(specify types of consultant
assistance)

*******************
|How

many man hours did the LEA spend in preparing the comparability reports?

—

_

.

_

TYPE OF STAFF

ssional
irofessional
jktant

********************

MAN-HOURS

229
How much money did the LEA spend
in preparing its comparability
report?

TYPE OF EXPENDITURE

TITLE

I

FUNDS

STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS

tional professional staff time
ical and secretarial time
iiltants
•

processing services
(specify)

'

.

EXPENDITURE

********************
[Did the

LEA report indicate that the district schools met the comparability standards?

********************
tf

not, what action was taken by the SEA regarding the district’s comparability?

********************

Y -

t

/

230
What action did the LEA take to
chance
nange its
it* deficiency
4
in comparability?

ACTION

DATE OF ACTION

ment of intent to change funding
of action filed with the SEA

opment of a plan for change

mentation of plan
(specify)

pid the LEA receive a special ruling on its comparability
from the USOE?

ruling, date of ruling, and obtain copy)

(summarize the

231
Did the LEA have a special hearing with
the SEA
purpose, outcomes, and date of the hearing)

n its

comparability status?

(summarize

*****************^^^
How soon after a special ruling or hearing did the LEA comply
with the decision?
(enter date)

********************
To what groups did the LEA disseminate information on its comparability findings?

AUDIENCE

1

REPORT

SEA
ACTION

SPECIAL
RULINGS

board

unity at large

(specify)

********************

PLAN OF
ACTION

OTHER
(specify)

232

iWhat is the total number of
elementary and secondary
schools in the LEA?
(enter number)

********* *******

>

* *

IDid the LEA conform to the equivalent
grade span requirement?

******************

'

Y

-

N

AA

What grade spans were used?

GRADE SPAN

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN EACH

********************
Did the LEA prepare their report on the basis of school size?

Y

-

N

********************
What enrollment groupings were used?

ENROLLMENT GROUPS

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN EACH

********************

233
Did the LEA factor out longevity
pay in computing the
instructional salaries ratio!

********************
Did the LEA exclude resources applicable
to special education programs?

Y

-

Y - «

N

********************
On what did the LEA base its enrollment
computation?

ADM

ADA
Point in time (indicate period or date
used)

Other (specify)

********************
How did the LEA determine each of the following averages?

POINT IN
TIME

AVERAGE

SCHOOL YEAR

OTHER

AVERAGE.

(specify)

ge number of assigned certified classroom
ers
ge number of assigned other certified

uctional staff

ge number of assigned non-certif ied
uctional staff

+

S

********************

many schools were excluded from the LEA's comparability calculations?
(enter number)

rlow

********************

—

What criteria did the LEA in fact use in determining the comparability status of their
schools?

CRITERIA

ratio of pupils to assigned certified classroom teachers

ratio of pupils to assigned other certified instructional

ratio of pupils to non-certif ied instructional staff

pupil for instructional salaries, less
paid solely' on the basis of longevity

itxpense per
its

*

j.xpense per pupil for other instructional costs
I

(specify)

—

********************

USED BY LEA

235
H °” many schools did Che LEA report as
achieving comparability on each of
these criteria?

CRITERIA

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS REPORTED
COMPARABLE BY THE LEA

jratio of pupils to assigned certified classroom
teachers

ratio of pupils to assigned other certified
instructional

ratio of pupils to non-certified instructional staff

expense per pupil for instructional salaries, less
ats paid solely on the basis of longevity
(expense per pupil for other instructional costs
r

)

(specify)

********************
Did the LEA comparability report contain mathematical errors?

(explain)

How many and what types of errors did the report contain?

TYPE OF ERROR

NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES

'

'

•

•

********** **********

236
What consideration has the LEA been
givingS to thp6 relati °nship ubetween
supplanting funds
and comparability?

w

********************
Summary of Data on a Sample of Schools,

Obtain the following data for a sample number of schools
in the LEA,
upon the 1971-72 school year.

The data is to be baset

In the sample, include all Title I-participating schools for
the 1971-72 school year.

For
e£c£ Title l-participating school, include one Title I eligible and
one non-Title I school
with similar grade spans. If there is an insufficient number of Title I
eligible schools
to follow this procedure, include what there are and add non-Title
I schools
to complete
For each grade span, the sample should therefore include two
(2) non-Title I
P ar ticipating schools for every one (1) Title I-participating school.

the sample.

•

(SUMMARY FOLLOWS ON NEXT FOUR PAGES)

J

/

DATA ON A SAMPLE OF SCHOOLS

NAME OF SCHOOL

GRADE
SPAN

TITLE I
PARTICIPATING

TITLE I
ELIGIBLE

(71-72)

(71-72)

NONTITLE

(71-72)

.

'

I

TOTAL
enrollment
10/1/71

DATA ON A SAMI

ADA

ADM

(71-72)

(71-72)

;

OF SCHOOLS

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP TO TITLE
PROGRAM
Eligible
P*irticinnrinc»
68-69
69-70
70-71
68-69
69-70
to^tT

i

•

.

•

i

1

1
i

-

i

r—

S
—

1

• *

TEACHERS' EDUCATION
(enter number teachers)

Uiuu

LiU

YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
(enter number teachers)

B.A. &

B.A.

Advanced
Degree

Degree

Less than
1 year

3-5

years

6-10
years

11-15
years

More than
15 years

TOTAL
FTE
TEACHERS

.

•

4

.

•

•

•

•

'

o

•

•

FOR EACH SCHOOL PROVIDE THE
INFORMATION REQUESTED
ON THE COMPARABILITY REPORT
FORM
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SEA ACTIVITIES

Basic Data
SEA:
FY:

Total Professional SEA Staff Assigned to Title

I:

Total Full Time Equivalent Professional Staff
Assigned to Title I:
Total Title

I

SEA Administrative Budget for Title

I:

Total Other Funds Used for SEA Title

I

Administration:

Total Number of LEAs Receiving Title

I

Funds by Enrollment:

300-2,999

3,000-8,999

9,000-34-999
35,000-124,999
125,000 and over
Size of LEA Title

I

Allocation:

....

_

.
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COMPARABILITY
VEL ACTIVITIES

What types of information on
comparability
7 does
to whom is it distributed?

t-hp
h

qfa aa
-rv
SEA
dist- ribute
to LEAs and

DISTRIBUTED TO:

TYPES OF
INFORMATION

LEA Adminis,
Superin.

LEA
Title I
Princ,
Direc

.

LEA
PACs

of the law

ulations
delines
ual

gulations

(obtain copy)

idelines (obtain copy)

pplementary materials on
ocedures (obtain copy)
dels (obtain copy)
. er

uses of the data

L

USOE rulings

L

SEA rulings (obtain copy)

^specify)

***************

**

* * *

Media/
Press

Other (specify)
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How does the SEA
disseminat

2.

information on comparability
to the LEAs?
DATE(S) AND PLACE(S)
WHERE APPLICABLE

method of
dissemination

Date(s)

G

'

•

<D

60

O

Place(s)

o-

to
•H

G

DISSEMINATED TO WHOM
WHERE APPLICABLE
(SPECIFY

(tJ

ings

outs
Dnal conferences or meetings
onal training workshops
•

Lngs with individual LEAs
*

it

the SEA

it

the LEA

ing workshops with groups of

It

SEA

;t

LEA

aper
I

sjision

J

(specify)

* * * * *

+

r

S

***** ******

* * * *

•
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What direct assistance does the SEA
provide to LEAs in their preparation
of OE comparability reports?

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE

NUMBER LEAs
SERVED

DATES

Lng workshops in procedures

2gional
Lth individual LEAs

•

:ance with calculations

igional
Lth individual LEAs

********************
».

Does the SEA use ADP to:
a.

Store LEA comparability data

Y - N

b.

Analyze LEA comparability data

Y - N

c.

Prepare SEA comparability reports

Y - N

********************
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5

Typec of LEA data available
from SEA data bank.

.

LEVEL OF DETAIL

TYPE OF DATA

;e

:rs

By LEA
Only

By Building

By Title I & By
Only
Non-Title I Bldgs,
(ea. school)
(aggregated)

number of assigned certified
classroom

e number of assigned other
certified
ictional staff

’

number of assigned non-certified
ictional staff
;e

expended for instructional salaries
ding amounts paid for step increases
iier increases for length of
service)
s

mount included in expenses for instruci.
salaries which was paid solely
9 e of length of service without regard
I quality of work
aes incurred for other instructional
3 (textbooks, library books, audioa materials,
and other teaching supplies
ae daily

membership
.

ther data as the SEA may require
j£y)

********************
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Does the SEA have its own
regulations or guidelines for any
of the following relating
OE comparability reports? (obtain
to
copy)

WHO WROTE THE DOCUMENT

mination of findings within LEAs
cipants in the preparation of comparability
reports
nt of Title

I

budget allowed for expenses

tion of raw data and
calculations

L
********************
Does the SEA have additional standards for comparability over
and above those specified by
OE? (obtain copies)

TYPE OF STANDARD (specify)

EFFECTIVE
DATE

PURPOSE (i.e.
STATE COMP. ED .)

-

s

********************

,

REPORT FROM
LEA REQUIRED

247

For what reasons were those LEAs that
filed late delayed in the submission
of their reports!

*•

*

********************
)How many LEAs that were required to file did not file at all?

(enter number)

For what reasons did these LEAs fail to file reports?

REASONS (specify)

NUMBER OF LEAs

248

;

How many LEAs were not required
to file becauqp rh™
6 Pan at ^ich they provided
Title I services? {enter

i

^

7

number)

SCh ° 01 Servlng the grade

********************

************ ********
mat

action did the SEA take toward LEAs that had
not filed by the SEA deadline?

TYPE OF ACTION

(jaone

OF LEAs
CONTACTED

POSITION OF SEA STAFF
TAKING THE ACTION

if

follow-up

Jkisit

(specify)
•

******** ******* *****
ow many LEAs then complied by filing their reports after the deadline in response to
rompting from the SEA?
(enter number)

********************
ow many LEAs complied after the deadline with no prompting from the SEA?
enter number)

********************

Pi 9

What action did the SEA take
regarding LEAs that did not
file any report*

TYPE OF ACTION

.NUMBER OF LEAs

1

j

ication of necessity to file
nsion of funds for current projects

\

fl

ed funding of future projects

•

al cut in funds for future projects

3

refusal of funds for future projects

6

(specify)

a

tion taken

********************
J

How many LEAs filed reports indicating that their district schools did and did not meet the
DE comparability standards?

COMPARABILITY STATUS

j

rability standards met

j

rability standards not met

*

•

y

********************

NUMBER OF LEAs

250

How did the SEA review LEA comparability
reports?

ALL
REPORTS

METHODS USED

RANDOM
SELECTION
OF REPORTS
(enter number)

UNSYSTEMATIC
SELECTION
OF REPORTS
(enter number)

OTHER

Center number)

ts are checked for completeness
-

ts are checked for face validity
n columns 5, 6, 7, 11, 13

ts are checked for internal con-

ncy

lations verified using raw data
I ied by LEAs
iites visited to check upon the
i.ence of raw data
.delations are

rechecked at LEA
fusing raw data from LEA records
(specify)

£

********************
What additional material does the SEA suggest or require that LEAs submit with their comparability reports?

TYPE OF MATERIAL

<

:<

i

ita

.ation worksheets
i

c

it ice

51

of PAC review
of school board review

(specify)

SUGGESTED

REQUIRED

NUMBER LEAs SUBMITTING

251

What action did the SEA take
regarding LEAs that did not
meet OE comparability standards?

TYPE OF ACTION

NUMBER OF LEAs

ication of necessity to comply

ication of necessity to file a plan of
action

nsion of funds for current projects
ed funding of future projects

al cut in funds for future projects

refusal of funds for future projects
(specify)

I

Ition taken

***************

* * * * *

jHow many LEAs were asked to file a plan of action?

-

NUMBER OF LEAs

B3

ted

o:ed

y

*****************^**

long were LEAs given to develop and file a plan of action?
(enter average length of time)
ilow

********************

252

How many LEAs did in fact file a plan
of action?

NUMBER OF LEAs

n the specified time
the specified time

a

di<i

l^ required?

•

^^

r0i;ardln8 LEAs that did noC £ilc a lan of action
as requested
P

TYPE OF ACTION
REQUESTED TO FILE

.cation of necessity to file a plan of action
•sion of funds for current projects
fcd

funding of future projects

$1 cut in funds for future projects

Irefusal of funds for future projects
q

(specify)

dion taken

********************

REQUIRED TO FILE

253
For how many LEAs did the USOE provide
a sneclal
r „ij no
£
n
ir comparability compliance?
8
(enter number)
,
°r
SUCh
LEA
brie£1 >' dcscribe the USOE
’
ruling.
(Attach descriptions if necessary)'
.

“

1

.

254

(enternumber )^

3

^^^

Pr ° Vid

? *_!
°r

(Attach descriptions if necessary.)"’

NAME OF LEA

pecial rulin S on their
comparability
SUCh LLA bri efly describe
the

^

*

SUMMARY OF SEA RULING

-

.

-

.

********************

SEA ruling.

255

'

(Were the rulings consistently applied
when more than one LEA was
involve

NUMBER

RULING

USOE

SEA

LEAs
INVOLVED

NUMBER LEAs
TO WHICH
RULING WAS
UNIFORMLY
APPLIED

•

'

•

INTS:

********************

NUMBER SIMILAR
LEAs TO WHICH
RULING WAS
NOT UNIFORMLY
APPLIED

256

ror how many LEAs did the SEA conduct
hearings regarding their comparability
compliance?
(enter number)
or each such LEA, briefly
describe the purpose and result
3f the hearing"!
(Attach descriptions, if necessary.)

—

NAME OF LEA

;

SUMMARY OF HEARING

>

•

•

********************

257

Iho

on the SEA staff is responsible for
handling LEA comparability reporting?

NAME

POSITION

QUALIFICATIONS

********************
,n

what aspects of comparability did the SEA request and receive assistance?

TOPIC

m

9

DATE
REQ’D.

TYFE ASSISTANCE
RECEIVED

DATE
REC'D.

S
•

1

****** **************
t

...

258
How prompt and how
pertinent did the SEA
find OE assistance?

TOPIC
SEA COMMENTS ON ASSISTANCE

•

.

•

-

.

********************
lat consultants - individuals or
firms

Dmparability reports?

NAME OF INDIVIDUAL OR FIRM

s

assisted the SEA in reviewing and/or monitoring
LEA

QUALIFICATIONS OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE

•

********************

259

co mparability reports?

and "cnitorlng LEA

********************
»ho„ many man hours did the SEA spend in
reviewing and monitoring LEA comparability
reports?

—
-

TYPE OF STAFF

TOTAL MAN HOURS

xofessional
apn-professional
iltant

********************

APPENDIX D
A MODEL ACT:

FOR A COMPREHENSIVE

STATE EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

AND ACCOUNTABILITY PROGRAM
(Title should conform to state requirements.
The
following is a suggestion: AN ACT to establish
a system of educational accountability and assessment of educational performance to assist in the
measurement of educational quality and to provide
information to school officials and citizens.)

BE IT ENACTED (insert the required state enactment clause)

SECTION
(1)

1.

Legislative Declaration.

The legislature hereby declares that the purpose of

this act is to initiate and maintain a state program of educa-

tional accountability and assessment of performance by the
(state educational agency or board) which will obtain and

provide meaningful information to the citizens about the

public elementary and secondary educational schools in this
state.

The information about educational performance should

relate to educational goals adopted by the (state educational
agency or board)

,

to student achievement in areas of the school

curriculum/ and to investigation of meaningful relationships

within this performance.
(2)

The legislature further declares that public school

and
districts shall participate in the state accountability
260

261

assessment program and adopt
compatible district plans with
this state system required
in (1) to achieve improved
educational accountability and report
meaningful information and
results to the public.
SECTION

Duties of the (State Educational Agency
or Board).
The (state educational agency or
board) shall de-

2.

(1)

velop a state accountability and assessment
program by (insert
date) which will:

Establish a procedure for the continuing examina-

(a)

tion and updating of adopted state goals for elementary
and

secondary education.
Identify goal-related performance objectives that

(b)

will lead toward achieving stated goals.

Establish procedures for evaluating the state's

(c)

and school district's performance in relation to stated

goals and objectives.

Appropriate instruments to measure

and evaluate progress shall be used to evaluate student per-

formance
(2)

.

The state's program shall provide for an annual

review which shall include assessing the performance of students in at least (insert elementary and secondary grades or
age levels or both)

in such areas of knowledge, skills, atti-

tudes and understandings, and other characteristics or vari-

ables that will aid in identifying relationships and differen-

tials in the level of educational performance that may exist

between schools and school districts in the state.

262
(3)

The (state educational agency or board)
shall:

(a)

Promulgate rules for the implementation of
this

section
(b)

Employ staff as authorized by the legislature and

enter into such contracts as may be necessary to carry
out
its duties and responsibilities under this section.
(c)

Establish recommendations for components of school

district accountability programs and provide technical
assistance to school district in planning and implementing
their plans.
(d)

Provide inservice training for personnel who will

be involved in carrying out the state’s program of educational

accountability and assessment of performance.
(e)

Monitor periodically the assessment and evaluation

of programs implemented by school districts and make recom-

mendations for their improvement and increased effectiveness.
(f)

Annually report and make recommendations to the

governor and legislature, the state board of education,
school boards, and the general public on its findings with

regard to the performance of the state elementary and secondary

education school system.
(4)

The (state educational agency or board) may establish

a state advisory committee on educational accountability to

make recommendations and assist in carrying out its responsi-

bilities under this section.

263

SECTION

Local Accountability and
Assessment Programs.
The school board of every
district in this state
3.

shall:

Adopt a plan for a local accountability
program
designed to measure the adequacy
and efficiency of educamal programs offered by the school
district, in accordance
Lh recommendations and criteria
promulgated by
(1)

the

(state

educational agency or board) and the policies
of the school
board by (insert date)
The school board may appoint a
broadly constituted citizen advisory accountability
committee
to make recommendations to the board relative
to the program
.

of educational accountability, but it shall be the sole
re-

sponsibility of the district school board to implement plans
required under this section.
(2)

Report periodically to the residents of the school

district and the (state educational agency or board)

,

in such

form and giving such information as the (state educational

agency or board) requires on the extent to which the school

district has achieved the goals and objectives of its adopted
plans

SECTION

4.

Appropriation.

In addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby

appropriated to the (state educational agency or board) the
sum of
19

,

for the fiscal year beginning July 1,

$

and for each fiscal year thereafter, to carry out the

purposes of this act.

SECTION

5.

Effective Date.

This act shall take effect on

(month)

,

19

.
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